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" I wish I could
show you ALL the clips

we make at

You'd have a surprise-CLIPS in every possible shape
and size, CLIPS in steel, bronze, stainless, plated, etc.,
CLIPS for every trade under the sun . . . and if you
want a clip made to specification TERRY'S Research
Department is there-ready and willing to give you
the benefit of 96 years' experience.

-Want to know all about springs ?
Here's a book packed with spring know-how from cover to
cover- the finest of its kind today. Post free 12/6.

 and here are thiee
"specials"

Three really popular
clips, Nos. 8o and 8z
come f to 2" from
stock. No. zoo-an
exceptionally good
drawing board clip
-costs 5/- a dozen
(inc. p.t.), from stock.

81

Sole.Makers: HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD.. REDDITCH  LONDON BIRMINGHAM MANCHESTER
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Model B.
Model C.
Model D.

Introducing . . .

THE E.W.' 21--"x8" CONVERTIBLE LATHE

AND THE PRICE £13
As Model A, with leadscrew hand traverse
As Model B, with backgear
As Model C, with screwcutting attachment
Gap bed model surcharge ...
Changewheel guard and pedestal feet (illustrated)
Countershaft unit (illustrated) .

THE LATHE OF THE YEAR

It's so simple. You can buy the plain basic model and, by the addition
of inexpensive conversion units, possess a machine tool unrivalled
in its class.

- Ccmpare these outstanding features :-
 Plain or gap bed.  Instrument finish.
 Micrometer feedscrew collars.  Powerful headstock drive.
 Ground bed and slides.  Exceptional accuracy.

4 0 FOR THE E ASIC MODEL 'A' LATHE d.
14 17 0
17 I 0
19 16 0

8 3
2 0 0
2 9 6

All conversion attachments are obtainable separately, and ere model may be easily converted to another by the addition of the appropriate

Send 2d. stamp for comprehensive brochure.

WANSTEAD TOOL SUPPLIES
48, HIGH STREET, LONDON, E.I I

* A limited number available cn credit terms. Please send for these if interested.

unit.

SENSATIONAL TAPE RECORDING
INVENTION BY QUALTAPE

ENGINEERS

Your Radio or Radio Gramophone can now be used in conjunction
with the Qualtape Deck and Preamplifier. Radio and Records
faithfully and perfectly recorded, without use of Microphone and
whilst listening. Reproduction is guaranteed equal to your
radio. Microphone jack is provided for other purposes. Wow
is non-existent. Post Card brings illustrated brochure and details
of all Qualtape manufactures. Demonstrations by appointment.

Price £13 : 13 : 0

Address : DEPT. P.A.

ELECTRONIC SERVICE
(Hallamshire) LTD.

BUTTON LANE SHEFFIELD
Telephone: Sheffield 2169C

MODEL POWER BOATS

CENTRE FLUE
LAUNCH BOILER

Illustration shows boiler connected to our Uniflow Engine. It is capable of steaming
any engine having a lin. bore and Stroke double-acting cylinder. A most efficient
boiler for power boats.

THE 1461 ELECTRIC MOTOR
An inexpensive, simplified but powerful electric
unit for model; up to 24in. long. For use on
dry batteries, 3in. long, I;in. wide, I ;lin. high,
weight 6 oz. For larger models, the " Marine "
is a powerful permanent magnet unit, suitable
for models up to 39in. Runs on dry batteries
or accumulators. 3Iin. long, 3;?,in. wide, 12in.
high, weight 15 oz.

overall, Sjin. Width over spring 2jin. Height in.

CLOCKWORK BOAT
MOTOR

A powerful unit suitable for
driving models up to 30in.
long The spring is out of the
finest steel and the gears arc
machine cut throughout. Thu
motion is mounted in pressed
steel frames and is complete
with coupling to attach to
propeller shafts. Length
Weight 13 ozs.

Write for full details and ask for ' Model Ships List " (S/17) price 1/- post paid.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
Head Office and Works : NORTHAMPTON

London : 112 High Hofborn, W.C.I. Manchester 28 Corporation. Stree,
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I.C.S TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students
TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW
-BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.
The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.
Accountancy
Advertising
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice

Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Lighting,

Transmission, Traction
Eng. Shop Practice
Farming (Arable and

Livestock)
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Horticulture
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering

Motor Mechanics
Motor Vehicle Elec.

Municipal Eng.
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Architecture, Quantities, Civil Eng.,
Mech. Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time, at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.
Courses are also available for mot other Technical, Professional, Commercial,
and Civil Service Exams., including General Certif. of Education.

(1.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful.)
Moderate fees include ALL books required.

GENEROUS DISCOUNT TO H.M. FORCES

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. I69A, I.C.S., 71 KINGSWAY, W.C.2.
CUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept. 169A, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Fle:_se send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Khalek Sarwat Pasha, Cairo.
Eire : 13, Anglesea Street, Dublin, C 4.
India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha Mehra Rd., Fort.

Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa 45. Shortmarke, Street, Cape Tcwn

CS

11111W111111111111111
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HEADPHONES

ADJUSTABLE STEEL PEEL
 ENERGISING
. COILS

RADIO
METAL
POE E
PIECES

COBALT
STEEL
MAGNETS

SPUN ALUMINIUM DIAPHRAGA

The first choice of
RADIO OPERATORS
throughout the world

These headphones feature a High
Permeability Reed tuned to 9,000 c/s.
and directly coupled to a conical aluminium
diaphragm. Earpieces individually adjust-
able while in use for sensitivity and
power -handling characteristic.
D.C. Resistance : 4,000 ohms.
Impedance : 16,000 ohms at 1,000 c/s.
The S. G. Brown range of headphones
covers types for many specific require- .
ments. Details of the full range are
available in the illustrated Brochure
" PM "-sent on request.

*.6.1,6rown
SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD. HERTS.

Telephone: Watford 7241.

D
U
K
E'
S

EXTENSION SPEAKERS
New type baffle stand with
metal fret. 6in. Price
1919. Post Other
types and sizes in stock.

SALVAGE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
END DRIVE f 7 17 6.

FRONT DRIVE E9, 17 6.
5 Valve S'het. 1952 Model.
Made to sell at three times
this price. Latest pin -type
midget valves (B8A series)
reconditioned, tested and guar-
anteed. Write for details without
obligation. Record changer
units also available, Single Speed
(0117!6) and Three Speed
(CI011716).
PERSONAL RADIOS.-Price E511916, 4 v. T.R.F. receiver with choice of walnut
brown or ivory plastic cabinet. Complete instructions for building this popular
set, including point to point wiring instructions, are supplied with the kit of parts.
There is no other comparable set available to -day at this price. When ordering,
please state whether you require A.G. model or A C.ID.C. model. Postage and packing
316 extra. Assembled ready for use, 351- extra.
VALVES.-Salvage and surplus. Tested. EF9I, EF92, EB91, EL32, EF36, EF50, 6K7,
IT4, IRS, all at 8/9. SV6I, ECL80, at 11/9. 8D2, 902, 1502, SP2, KT32, PEN3II3
at 6/9.
PANNIER BAGS. New. I4in. x 10in. x 51.in. Tough vulcanised canvas, lined
sponge rubber Webbing straps with buckle and snap clasp. 7/6 each. Postage. 1:6.
STEEL BOXES. Sheet steel, with locking lid. 101in. x 8(in. x 51in. With webbing
shoulder straps. 2/-. Postage I I-.

SOLDERING IRONS. Many as new, but some faulty (repairable). Most sizes arid
shapes of bits available. 9/9. Postage 9d.
ALUMINIUM SHEETS. 3 metres x 2. 24 S.W.G. 27/6.
WIRE. Spring Steel in reels of 25 yds. (.032in.) and 50 yds. (.014in.) I/. per reel
5 for 4/-. Postage 6d. each. Nickel chrome resistance wire, same sizes, 4/6 per reel.

GRAMOPHONP
MOTORS. Unused. Made
by E.M.I. (H.M.V.1Marconi).
Complete, but no winder
handle _and need cleaning.
Price 2519. Post 213.

C W DUKE'S 621 Fct)ON 13FOONR DE F:;DAD,.0,
or

C.O.D. (GRANGEWOOD 6677)
STAMP FOR 1952 LIST.

MONEY
BACK

GUARANTEE
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THE "ZYTO" 3:" LATHE
BRITAIN'S FINEST LATHE VALUE

12," BETWEEN CENTRES

Back Geared, Gap Bed, Tumbler Reverse, Screwcutting, Surfacing,
Sliding, Full Compound Slide Rest with Rack Feed, Hollow
Mandrel, Hollow Tailstock No. 2 M.T., Set over Tailstock. Supplied
complete as shown with full set Changewheels, Backplate, etc.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Sleight of Centres, 3iin.
Distance between Centres, 121 in.
Height from Gap, 41in.
Height from Saddle, 2in.
Guide Screw, 8 T.P.I.
Headstock Mandrel, admits fin.
Tailstoek Barrel, admits lin.
Headstock Pulley, 3 Speeds, tin. Flat Belt.
Faceplate Diameter, bin.
Overall Length of Lathe, 30in.

PRICE 281110

IF IT IS MORE CONVENIENT
FOR YOU TO PURCHASE ON
DEFERRED TERMS PLEASE
SEND US A POSTCARD AND
WE SHALL HAVE MUCH
PLEASURE IN SENDING YOU
DETAILS BY RETURN.

Fully illustrated leaflet of the " ZYTO " Bench and
Motorised Lathe free and post free en request

S. TYZACK & SON LTD
341, 343 & 345, OLD STREET,

LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone: CLERKENWELL 8301 (10 lines)

Telegrams : TYZGAR, LONDON

Dept.
P.M. 35

OAK
FLOORING BLOCKS

(FREE OF LICENCE)

Lay Your Own Floors
Hardwood floors are not difficult to lay on concrete
or old wooden sub -floors. We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks accurately manufactured from Prime
quality Scandinavian Oak ready for laying with full
instructions. At a modest cost you can transform
concrete or old wooden surfaces into a beautiful
polished Oak Parquet floor that will last a lifetime,
and add to the value of your property.

!RICE

1 816
FER SQUARE YARD

Full details, sample
and laying instruc-
tions on application.

THE SURREYBOARD
CO. LTD.

72, HIGH STREET,

CROYDON, SURREY

11

KARLENITE PLASTIC MARBLE
Crystalline! Veined ! and sets Rock Hard !

Karlenite Cdst from Flexible Mould
Simulates Carrara marble.

KARLENITE is an entirely
new artificial stone plastic
for casting Book -ends, Ash
Trays, Wall Vases, Statu-
ettes, Plaques, etc.

' Karlenite ' sets rock -
hard with a scintillating
crystalline structure like
marble or alabaster for
colour, veining, texture,
density and hardness. It
is enormously strong,
highly resistant to heat and
impervious to water.
Literally any type of veining
can be simulated in any
combination of colours,
end a wide range of ' Vein-
ing Pigments ' is available
for this purpose.

Make your own

Flexible Rubber Moulds
Infinite repetition casting. Perfect detail!

ELASTOMOLD, PLASTIMOLD and RESILOMOLD are synthetic
rubber materials for making permanent flexible moulds. Ideal for
repetition casting of Book -ends, Wall Plaques, Statuettes, Ornaments
and Models, in quantities of dozens, hundreds or thousands as
required.

The moulds can be pre-
pared from models made of
Wood, Metal, Plaster, Stone,
Glass, Earthenware, Ivory, etc.,
and will faithfully reproduce
even the most minute details
or ornamentation and surface
texture. Elastomold, Plasti-
mold and Resilomold are
equally suitable for casting
articles in Cement, Plaster
or Karlenite and have great
dimensional stability but flex
easily for the release of cast
without damage to fine detail
or undercuts. Whilst the moulds are virtually indestructible, the
material is fully recoverable and may be used again and again for
making new moulds. Both moulding and casting methods are
incredibly simple and do not need any expense for special apparatus.

KARLENA accessories for Modern Art Moulding
larly when using greasy moulds.
It adds practically nothing to
production costs.

MENISCOLOID
For completely eliminating air

pockets and blowholes in plaster.
Meniscoloid ' is a powerful

agent for reducing `surface ten-
sion.' When added in minute
quantities to plaster it immediately
releases all trapped air and causes
the plaster to flow into the
crevices of the mould.

Water activated with Men isco-
loid ' readily reduces surface ten-
sion,' even in wax, whereas un-
treated water contracts into beads
when applied to the greasy surface.

Meniscoloid ' is essential for
accurate plaster casting, especially
for fine detail work and particu-

Karlena' offers a pattern -
making service by highly
talented sculptors. Moulds
pl'epared to customers' own
specifications.

Karlenite Cast front
Flexible Mould

STONAX
A stone -hard synthetic wax for

impregnating plaster casts. Gives
a non -scratch, non -smear, high
gloss finish.

AMAX 109
Plaster hardener.
This complex chemical salt ren-

ders ordinary plaster harder and
stronger than 14 -day concrete
and is most economical in use.

GEASIC
A most effective glazing and

waterproofing agent for cement
and natural stone. Renders
surfaces completely impervious to
oil and water, etc. and also
resistant to heat, abrasion and
chemical attack. Simple to
apply either by brushing or
immersion.

Send for full details of this new Moulding and Casting technique.
Invaluable for students, hobbyists, sculptors and craft workers.

KARLENA ART STONE COMPANY LTD.
Plastics 2.F. Division

55 DEANSGATE ARCADE, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, 3
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Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment
CLYDESDALE

,..
A.C. MAINS 2001250 Volts
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS

Fitted witl 9M. Turntable and mounted
on 8in. metal piate, for crystal pick-up.
Mfg. special line. Icit in Post
Ask for No. AlF1320 us/ v.' Each Paid

A.C. MAINS INDUCTION MOTOR
for 100-120 cr 200-240 volts. Ideal for
Models, recorders, etc, 4 -hole fixing (with
fixing screws). Spindle dia. )in., length
14in. Speed 1,500 r.p.m. 27 inPost
Ask for No, A1H798 / Each Paid

WIRELESS
REMOTE CONTROL
UNIT D. No. 2, Mk. 2
Consists of a wooden box
71 x x 5) ins. with
hinged lid, containing three
relays 1 of I make with
500 ohms coil, I of I make
with 20 ohms coil, and
heavy duty contacts, 1 of
double coil type, 1750 ohms
coil makes, 200 ohms coil
breaks with QMB switch
and 8 brass terminals.

Ask for No. A/I-1903

14/6 Post
Paid

NEW LIST OF EX -
SERVICE ITEMS, 8C

Price 116.
Price credited on first
purchase of 101- value

or over.

FEATHERING PUMP
Consisting of a 24 volt, 4 brush
D.C. motor, type C2801,
driving -a pump by means of a
2 : I reduction gear. Drive
shafts and gear wheels are of
steel, whilst the housing is of
light alloy.
Pumping rate for lubricating
oil 2 gallons a minute approx.
Air pressure 40 lbs. per sq. in.
Oil pressure over 100 lbs. per
sq. inch.
Inlet ;in., outlet sin. Overall
dimensions: 121 x 6 x 6 ins.
Ask for n / Carr.

AIH531 5./- Paid
Still available: FOR USE AS

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC MOTORS
Motor Generator, type 28 ... each 3216
Motor Generator, type 29 ... each 3216
Motor Generator, type 30 ... each 251-

' conn_cion data supplied.

HAND DRIVEN GENERATOR By Bendix, U.S.A.
Output 28 volts. 0.175 amps, 3E0 volts
40 ma. Gear ratio approx. 70-I with
ratchet handle: Size of motor, which is
detachable from gear box, is 4/, x ins.
Nett weight 7 lbs. fns
Ask' for No. AIH408 LLV Pdit Paid

HAND GENERATOR 10
WATT MK. II. In original
cartons. Designed.for W.S.48

and W.S.18 driven by two handles, complete with opera-
tor's seat. Speed should be 50170 r.p.m.

Smoothed outputs 162 v. 60 mA., 3.1 v. 3 a. and 12 v.
Generator Dim.: x 5-1 x 61 ins. Wgt. 13 lbs.
Leg wlseat Dim.: 33 x 5 x 2 ins. Wgt. 51 lbs.
Legs (2) Dim.: 25 x 2 ins.

CARRIAGE
Ask for No. Ath1512 45/- EACH PAID

COOLANT PUMP BY
PACKARD U.S.A.

A turbine type pump, directly
driven from semi -tall splined
socket (by motor not supplied),
clockwise rotation.

Ask for A9/g Carriage
No. Al H407 "°' 1. Paid

230/250 volt SHADED POLE, END THRUST,
ENCLOSED MOTOR. For Fans, GraMophones,

Tape Recording, etc.
AlH313. 11100 h.p. 1,500
r.p.m. Weight 5,1 lbs.
As illUstrated 61.15.0
Also (not illustrated)
AlF1314. 11100 h.p. 1,500
r.p.m. Weight 4 lbs. fl. 7.6
A1H321. S.R.I. 3.000 r.p.m.
Weight 2} lbs. EI.12.0
A1H322. S.R.2. 2,000 r.p.m.
Weight 11- lbs. 61.5.0

ENGINE DRIVEN GENERATOR Type A 5C1562
Brand new in wooden boxes.,

Output 12 volt, 500 watt. Clockwise rotation. 4 -hole
fixing.' Size overall 10 in. L. x 5 in. dia. Spindle in. L. x

in. dia. Weight 24) lbs. nett. 112
Ask for No. AIH497 Carriage'; Paid.

Order direct from

SDALECLYDE SUPPLY2 BRIDGE S
cb. LTD. GLASGOW C5

Phone : South 270619 England and Northern Ireland.

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
are the Safest, Simplest and Finest
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed

and Tested Radio Designs.

THE " ENTERPRISE " A Very Efficient
3-ValVe plus -Rect. TRF. Med/Long-wave
Receiver for A.C. Mains. 44 Watts of Quality
on Radio and P.U. Good Range and
Selectivity. A Fine Economical Set.
ID/Sheet, etc., 3/21 Post Paid.
TILE " ENSIGN." Good Quality from the
" Local " Stations, in areas where high
selectivity is not essential. Plus most
pleasing P.C. reproduction. 41R,Watts
Output. Med/Long-waves. Easy and
Economical to Build. DlSheet, etc., 3121
Post Paid.

SPARKS MEANS SATISFACTION

TILE " CHUMMY " PORTABLE. An
All -dry 2-Valver which does give really good

'Phone signs. on Med. and Long -waves.
Self-contained aerial and batteries. Tested
in Dorset 70 miles from nearest Regional
Station and '115 miles from Droitwich.
Size approx. 8in. x 41in. x 21in. Data Sheet,
3/21 Post Paid.
THE "MIDDY." A 2-valver which gives
amazing results on M. and L. Waves and
" Ship -to -Shore " transmissions when used
with a short aerial. Good speaker results.
All -dry batteries. The Ideal Set for Camp-
ing, Caravans, The Den and Yachts. Dorset
tested. DiSheet 3/21 Post Paid.
THE "POCKET PAK." All -dry Pocket
1 -valve Portable. Frame aerial. Good
'Phone sirs. Med. Wave. 3121 Post Paid.
THE "CRUISER-" A 3 -Valve T.R.F.
circuit for use with a short aerial. Very
efficient in any area. All -dry Batteries.
1)/Sheet, etc., 3/21 Post Paid.
THE " CUB." A.C./D.C. 2-Valver Plus Rect,
Fine Speaker results on MIL waves, 8/21.
THE " CADET." A.C./D.C. 4 Watt Ampli-
fier, 2 Valves, plus Rect.. 3/21.
THE " OLD FOLK'S TWO." An A.C./D.C.
2-Valver, plus Rect., having Station Selec-
tion by Switch. M/L Waves. 3/21.
THE "CORVETTE." A 4 -Valve All -wave
Stiperhet. Midget valves. Chassis approx.
51 x-5/ x 2 ins. Ideal for Portable or House
model. Fine range in any arca. All -dry
Batteries. 3/21.

Data Sheets available from a Crystal Set
to a 9 -valve Radiogram. Stamp for List.

COMPONENTS SUPPLIED

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
OA, HIGH ST., SWANAGE, DORSET.

There is still time to
enter your model for
this year's

'MODEL
ENGINEER'
EXHIBITION
20th/29th OCTOBER

1952

Held in the New
Horticultural Hall, London, this is your opportunity
to show your model to, and in competition with, en-
thusiasts from all over the world. Valuable prizes
are awarded for winning entries. Do not delay, send
for full details to -day.

Post this coupon to the
Exhibition Manager,
23, Great Queen St.

W.C.2.
A 11-d. stamp on an un-

sealed envelope is
sufficient.

- -IPlease send me full details and competition entry forms
*SHIP & GENERAL ENGINEERING

For the AIRCRAFT section

of the 1952 'Model Engineer' Exhibition.

NAME

ADDRESS

*Delete which is not applicable ME.1

JOHN FARMER--
HYDRAULIC JACKS, bomb -door
type, double acting, size 16in. long, li in.
dia., ram extends Ilin. Fitted ball
bearing couplings, brand new, 10/-,
post 1/6. ASBESTOS, very superior
neavy, pliable woven. tin. thick. Ideal
for iron stands, exhaust guards, etc.
(a) 6in. x 10in., 1/9 post 9d. (b) 1011n.
x llin.. 2/9, post 1/1. (c) bin. x 31in.,
4/-, post 1/3. IIOFFMANN BALL
BEARINGs, bore 31161.n., o.d.
width 5/32in. Brand new. 1/6 each,post 3d.: 15/- doz., post 4d. SELE-NIUM RECTIFIERS, f.w. bridge,
12 v. 1 amp, D,C. from 15 v. A.C., 12/6.
post 8d. Also others 24 v.l amp, D.C.
output from 30 v; A.C.. 25/-. Mist /--
VARIOUS TOOLS -Hide Faced Ham-
mers, 20oz.. 5/-. PQSt 9d. Top Cutting
Pliers, llin. cutting edges, unused,
4/6, post 6d. Wood Chipels,.1 in., good
quality English, 2/6, post 6d. Joiners
Squares, 6M. blade, solid, job, 4 6,post 6d. Bevel Squares, 8in. Steel
sliding bevel, brass fitted stock, 4'6.
post 6d. T.R.S. CABLE, 250 v., 7,044,
brand new stock, 50 yard coils at only
3716. post 2/-. COMPASSES, Type
P8. Alcohol fluxgate, fully graduated,
514n. dia.. 3in. high, new in wood cases.
15/, post 116. Others used and less cases
but perfectly serviceable, 7/6, Post 113.
BUBBLE SEXTANTS, still a few
of these very popular instruments left.
Fitted with averager for up to 6 shots.
brand new in bakelite cases, complete
with all accessories, only 37/6, post
1/8. MOTOR GENERATORS, type
72. Easily converted to efficient A.C.
mains motor for sewing iffics., small
grinders, polishers, etc. Approx. ,3,000
r.p.m., 1 amp., fitted 3116in. dia, shaft,
hall bearings. Complete with conver-
sion d*ta, 15/n post 116. VARIABLE
RHEOSTATS, wire wound. (a) 2
ohms. 20 amps, 1411n. long, 7/6, Poct 1/6.
(b) 5,3 ohms 8 amps, 15in. long: 12/6.
post 116. CIRCUIT TESTING
01IMETERS, twin scale, 0-1,000 and
100-200,000 ohms and inf. Complete
in bakelite case with test leads and
Prods, and leather carrying case. Fitted
Dew battery, tested, £5 each, post and
reg., 114. GUN CLEANING OUT-
FITS, for 12 or 16 -bore, consists of
6 lambswool mops, 3 wire brushes,
pair screw -in rods total length 331n.,
Send S.A.E. for lists.

(Dept. A.2),
194, HARBORNE PARK RD.,

EIRIWINCHAM, 17'
Tele : HARborne 1309
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Here is the new labour-saving
way of doing a host of useful
construction jobs and making
a limitless variety of beautiful
things; of model making made
easier and more pleasurable
than ever before. The Wolf Cub
Outfit is the only equipment of its
kind where every part is inter-
changeable. You can begin with as
little as the Wolf Cub electric drill
and build up with specially planned
low price sets of components or you
can buy the complete outfit at once.

.1( Take the first step today by writing
for fully illustrated brochure!

0°5

,/7r,

THE COMPLET

11,11Valf
Nclup15.**

ourfir g//74

c so
EuEc-ok
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WolIF Cub WIT`
WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD PIONEER WORKS HANGER LANE LONDON W.5
TELEPHONE: PERIVALE 5631-4 BRANCHES: BIRMINGHAM LEEDS BRISTOL GLASGOW

Here is Modelling
for ' 00 Railways
at its best

MODELCRAFT LINESIDE KITS
are ideal for the modeller who seeks
realism in his " 00 " layout with economy
as well. These kits contain printed
card and wood parts, printed celluloid
windows, detailed authentic plans, brick
and tile building papers.

LARGE SIGNAL CABIN 4/7
SMALL SIGNAL CABIN 3/8
WATER TOWERS (2 types in t kit)2/9
COUNTRY STATION 5/6
PLATFORMS 3/8
FOOTBRIDGE 2/9
LARGE GOODS STATION....6!5

Postage : Single kit, 6d., two or more, nod.

 POSTERS ADD REALISM

Miniature posters in colour. Reproduc-
tions of well-known advertisers, scale
size. 12 assorted in a sheet 4d. per
sheet. (Postage zd.).

MODELCRAFT
77 (L) rROSVENOR RD., LONDON, S.W.1

faithful reproduction
from 5o c/s to to Kc/s at 7', in/sec using

High -quality recorder reproducers demand high -
quality tape to produce results that will satisfy the
discriminating listener.

" SCOTCH BOY " MAGNETIC TAPE HAS

High, uniform sensitivity
High fidelity at low speeds
High signal/noise ratio
Medium coercivity, easy erasure
Low distortion and transfer
Special cellulose acetate base giving
strength and durability

in 1200', 600', 300' reels and other sizes.

If you want advice on any tape-recording problem, our
entire technical knowledge is at your disposal. Write to :

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
567 Strand, London, W.C.2 Telephone: TEMple Bar 6363

Army Carbon Microphones with handle
and switch, 519. Trans., 51-.

Microammeters, 2in., 0-500, 1416.

11in. Pulleys, take lin. spindle. Double
groove. Cast Ali. 116.

MIC. Microphones with switch in
handle, 716. Trans. to match, 51-.

High. Resistance Phones, 1216. Low
Resistance, 816 Pair.

A h.p. A.C.1D.C. Motors, 2001240 v. or
110 v. D.C., 5;16 spindle each end, 46/-,

Powerful Small Blower Motors, 24 v.
A.C.ID.C., 141-.

Transformers. Input 2001240 v. Sec.
tapped 3.4-5.6.8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 2116. 12 months'
guarantee.
Selenium Rectifiers F.W 12-6 volt, 3A.,
1416. 4A., 261, 6A., 301.. /A., 516.
H. W., 250 v.1120 mA., 9/-.

D.P.D.T. Relays. Operate at 2001300
volts D.C., 816. D.P. Make and Break.
816. Any combination or voltage can
be supplied at varying prices.

24 v. A.C.ID.C. Motors 31in. x
1316. Very powerful.

110 v. A.C.ID.C. Reversible Motors
31in. x 21in., 151-.

New Deaf Aid Miniature Valves.
DL72 and CKSI2AX, 91-. Ideal for
radio control units.

New Exide 2v. Accumulators. I I A.M.,
71..

VCR97. Cathode Ray Tubes, New
and Crated, 451-. Bases, 316.

All Carriage Paid.

THE RADIO &
ELECTRICAL MART
253B, Portobello Road,

London, W.11.
Park 6026
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Handier than   
Our Flamemaster Mark I had a reputation for being the handiest tool of its kind in the world.
We agreed . . . It was . . . But that did not mean that we could not make it handier still, so :

We added an inch to the length of the, neck because we found that this improved the balance .

We changed the pressed body to an aluminium die-casting to give more strength and longer service ...
We adapted the maxiflame jet to burn propane and methane (natural gas) as well as butane and

coal gas - and fitted it as standard . . . and finally

We improved the pilot jet adjustment so that there was not the slightest sign of leakage even on

really high pressure.

Here, then, is your tool for brazing, glassworking, hard soldering, lead -burning and any other

job where controlled flame heating is required. The built-in economiser, the interchangeable
flame -units, the oxygen -air mixer, as well as all the attachments that were available with the

Mark I remain. That's the Flameniaster Mark II, the handiest torch there is.

FLAMEMASTER MARK II
A6Lez...41.....ce., CHANCE BROTHERS LIMITED, Dept. F20, Lighthouse Works, Smethwick 40, Birmingham.

PRODUCT Tel: West Bromwich 1824. London Office: 28 St. James's Square, S.W.r. Telephone: Whitehall 6002.

TAKE UP PELMANISIVI
And Develop Power

DELMANISM is a training in
power. It is a means by

which knowledge is more easily
acquired, retained and used ; a
means through which natural apti-
tudes find greater expression and
by which individual faculties are
developed. The main idea is all
the time on use, for with practice
and use more knowledge comes, and
skill, wisdom and power grow.

" First-class " Minds
To -day trained minds are more

than ever necessary. Also they
are more in demand. Efficiency is
the need of the moment-and
mental efficiency above everything
else. To do your job superlatively
well must be the desire and duty of
every man and woman to -day, and
the best way of making yourself
" first-class " from the point of view
of personal efficiency is to train your
mind by means of Pelmanism.

Reduced fees for serving and ex -Service
members of Her Majesty's Forces

(Apply for Services Enrolment Form)

Pelmanism eliminates the feeling of
Frustration and Inferiority, and many
other weaknesses as well. So why
suffer from these mental failings any
longer ?

Pelmanism develops and strength-
ens your Will -power, your Deter-
mination and your powers of Initiative
and Concentration. Whatever your
age, whatever your occupation Pel-
manism will free your mind from
unhappy conditions and change for
the better your whole outlook on
life.

Remember - Everything you do is
preceded by 'your attitude of mind.

A True Philosophy
Pelmanism is a true philosophy of

living for ordinary sensible people
who wish to make the best of
themselves at all times and under all
circumstances. The Pelman Institute
has won and held its unique position
through all wars and worries, trials
and tribulations during the last
half century. To -day Pelmanism
is appreciated as much as ever.
The test of time has proved the
power of Pelmanism.

The general effect of the training
is to induce an attitude of mind and
a personal efficiency favourable to
the happy management of life.

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple and

interesting, and takes up very little
time ; you can enrol on the most
convenient terms. The Course is
fully described in -a book entitled
" The Science of Success," which will
be sent you, gratis and post free, on
application to :-

P ELM A N INSTITUTE
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.1.
Established over 50 years. Callers welcomed.

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY '
To the Pelman Institute,

120, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore
Street, London, W.I.

" The Science of Success," please.

Name

Address

`DE LUXE" SLIDE RULES
AMAZING VALUE

12 inch log -log sin -tan rule, 9 scales, for all
problems. Celluloid
wood. Multiplication,

1116
Post and Packing 9d.
Complete in Case.

Also
Sin. scale model com-
plete in case.

d. )
(As illus-

trate
ONLY 6/, Post & Packing 9d.
Including Comprehensive Slide

Rule Book.
Approval or money refunded.

faced on polished hard
division, proportion, per-

centages, discounts,
roots, weights,

measures,
currencies,

etc.

MARINE & OVERSEAS SERVICES (1939) LTD.
(DEPT. P.t.:

16, BARTER STREET, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I

PREils eve

"IQ
RAPID ANGLE

INDICATOR
Solves at a glance all
angles, sides of a right-
angled triangle 1/3

Post 3d.

THREAD CHART
Threads per inch. Whit-
worth. B.A., and Gas
tapping-clearing sizes
for threads. Standard
sizes, decimals, wire
gauge, milli-
metres, etc.

Post 3d. 2/6
(TO. Hot. 0390)

EVERYTHING FOR THE HANDYMAN
SHEET PLASTIC

Timber, Wood Mouldings, Dowelling, Table and Chair Legs,
Lamp Standards, Coffee Tables, Foot Stools, Sea -grass, Plywood,
Hardboard, Veneer, Marquetry Veneers, Balsa Wood, Stains and
Polishes, Wheels, Cabinet Handles and Knobs, Cabinet Fittings,
Sheet Strip and Tubular Metal, Hinges, Screws, Transfers, Dolls'
House Fittings, Electrical Accessories, Saws, Planes, Vices, Drills,
etc. and Hundreds of Other Lines.
Picture Frames and Cabinets made to order. No catalogues or
price lists available. Please mention this advertisement when
calling.

B. KOSKIE
72-76, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN, E.C.I
Open 8.30-5.30. Closed 1 o'clock Saturday. Phone: Holborn 4777
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Written by one of our foremost experts on handi-
crafts, its 108 pages are full of clear illustrations
and concise instruction on how to excel in the art
of cutting.
If you already use X-acto this book will show you
how to get the best from these remarkably versatile
knives and tools. If you don't, you'll soon see how
much more accurate your work can become ; how, in
fact, with X-acto there's more skill at your fingertips.
At 4/6d the X-acto Handbook will be the Crafts-
man's Book of the Year. It should be in all craft -
worker's hands. See that you get your hands on a
copy as soon as possible. From all X-acto Stockists
or from
TRIX LTD. (Dept. A) 1I OLD BURLINGTON ST. LONDON, W.I

CICtO
This is the range of X-acto interchangeable blades and
tools that keep X-acto Knives ever -sharp. There's a

blade for every cutting job.

'MAKE MONEY-making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience, you can mass
produce any object from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

. with " VINAMOLD," the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.
" VINAMOLD " is the flexible mould employed by
leading industries, including the big film studios. Trade
enquiries are invited.

Write for full details and instructions.

VINYL PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. P.M.2), Butter Hill, CARSHALTON'

VIEWMASTER for Coronation Television, send 7/6 for Vlewmaster envelope.
containing seven full-size working- plans for easy screw together television in
seven evenings. Guide book gives complete price and shopping list, absolutely
point-to-point details, and trouble spotting guide. All parts always in stock ; sent
C.O.D. or cash with order. State your transmitting area when ordering.
NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY.
MODEL Boats, Cars or Aeroplanes ; send 5/- for full working plans of transmitters
and receivers for controlling your models at distance no radio knowledge neces-
sary. Range half -mile for boats and cars, one mile for aeroplanes. Everything
for immediate delivery, list 2d.
MAKE YOUR OWN RECORDS on plastic tape, using your gram. for drive ; will
play back thousands of times. Tape can be used over and over again and will last
for years. All parts in stock for immediate delivery. List 2d.
ELECTRIC BLANKETS for the winter months can be made in two hours. Make
Your own with our parts. 35/-, or send 2d. for list.
DECCA GRAMOPHONE MOTORS, 78 and 331 r.p.m., 230 v. A.C., 23.17.6. Many
other gram units in stock, including autochangers. Send 2d. for list.
AMPLIFIERS for use with above; A.C./D.C. 230 v., 2 -valve, with volume and tone
controls and speaker, 27.10s. Suitable pick-up head and arm. 35/10.
MOTORS FOR SEWING MACHINES, ex -Govt., with drive belt and on/off foot
switch; 22/6. For domestic machines only.
AQUARIUM HEATERS, quietest on the market, 230 v. A.C., 29/6. Also heaters,
thermostats, etc. Send 2d. for list.
DEMAGNETISERS, 230 v. A.C. for Small drills, tweezers, balance wheels and
staffs, small screw drivers, etc. Do not confuse with large demagnetiser into which
the whole article is put. 8/6 each.

MYFORD the name for lathes
A. J. REEVES-the name for Myford

Sales and Service
MYFORD M.L.7. lathes represent the best in British
engineering and have no equal in price and performance.
These fine lathes and accessories are available on our well-
known OUT OF INCOME terms-a sound common-sense
method of planned expenditure. Let us know what you
have in mind and we shall be pleased to submit a detailed
quotation quite free of obligation.
Illustrated MYFORD literature gladly sent.

All stamp will bring you a copy of our 1952 comprehensive illustrated catalogue with details
of blueprints, castings, materials and fittings for many " L.B.S.C." designed small steam
locomotives ; workshop equipment, etc.

A. J. REEVES & CO.
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 12
Grams : " Reevesco, Birmingham." Phone : CALthorpe 2554

PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK,
676/8, ROMFORD ROAD, MANOR PARK, E.12 "THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE"
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EXPERT ADVICE ON YOUR CAREER
144 -PAGE BOOK -Free!
An unusual opportunity you cannot a2£ ord to miss

Are you looked upon as an up-and-coming man in your job ? Have
you already been noticed by the right people-or are you just one of the
crowd, plodding along in a rut that leads nowhere ? YOU have it in
you to succeed-to be somebody, but only experts can help you find
out where YOUR opportunity lies. Fill in this Confidential Advice
Form and our Careers Experts-they have helped thousands of men
just like you-will send you a frank, personal letter of advice on your
best method of achieving success in Engineering. Whether you act on
our suggestions will be for you to decide. But you owe it to yourself
to find out what you COULD achieve....

:__FREE CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE FORM
Please send me a copy of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " and your expert advice
on how I can best advance my career and make the most of to -day's opportunities. I under-
stand that the details given oft this form will be treated in strict confidence and assume
no obligations whatsoever.

NAME AGE DATE
(PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS)

ADDRESS
What type of position appeals to you most

Have you a particular hobby or recreation?

Where were you educated ?

At what age did you leave school ?

What were your strongest subjects at school ?

Have you attended classes since leaving school ?

Have you any knowledge of technical subjects 1 (If so, give details)

What is your present occupation f
What positions have you previously held ?

Have you served an Apprenticeship ? (If so, give details)

Would you like to secure promotion in your present work or prefer to enter a different branch of the Engineering industry ?

What salary would you be prepared to accept for the time being ?

If you would like to put some letters after your name, please state what examination or qualification interests you

If, after considering the foregoing information, our Advisory Expert believes that you would benefit from a special course of
instruction, how many hours a week could you devote to it
On taking the course would you need the immediate assistance of our Employment Dept. (licensed annually by London County
Council) ?

Any other information about yourself which you think will assist us to weigh up your case before we send you a letter of personal

advice.

I

I THE HANDBOOK AND PERSONAL ADVICE ARE FREE & WITHOUT OBLIGATION

IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUTComplete and post this Advice Form today! THIS PAGE, COPY THE FORM
OR WRITE A LETTERTHE ADVISORY MANAGER

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17/19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON W.I.

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies " are temporarily incorporated.

FAIR COMMENT By The Editor

Next Month- Back to Our 3 -Colour Covers !
Featuring the Construction of a Tape Recorder

IT is with great pleasure that we
announce the return, commencing
with next month's issue, to our

pre-war style of three -colour covers.
Pre-war readers will remember how
attractively they displayed one of the
main constructional features inside. They
were printed on good quality paper
and we are glad to be able to say that
as from the next issue a similar paper
will again be used.

In the early days of the war, when
paper shortage was acute, our covers
were one of our first casualties. It had
always been our intention when the war
was over to revert to our pre-war
style, but as every reader knows,
paper and production problems have
continued until recent months.

We shall also be giving our readers
more pages commencing with the
October issue, thus enabling us to
include more articles of the type with
which this journal has been asso-
ciated during the twenty years of its
existence, and which have steadily
increased its circulation. Readers
of long standing will remember
the type of article to which we
refer-The Flying Flea, The Luton
Minor, The Motor Boat, The Twenty
Pound Car, The Master Battery Clock,
a wide variety of models, to mention
but a few.

We have endeavoured in the difficult
years which have ensued since 1939
to maintain the very high standard we
then set, and the great popularity of
this journal encourages us to believe
that we have succeeded.

Our Free Advice Service is world
renowned, for this journal circulates
all over the world, and we regularly
receive queries from practically every
country. That service is now to be
amplified and extended. The wealth
of illustrations which we use to illustrate
the text does not need to be stressed,
but we shall in future make even greater
use of practical diagrams which can be
readily understood by the non -technical
reader.

We have always felt that where

possible the three-dimensional cut -away
perspective illustration is of far greater
value than the usual elevations, plans
and sections. We give both, of course.
Each month, therefore, from now on,
look for PRACTICAL MECHANICS in its
new dress, featuring one of the leading
constructional articles inside.

BUILDING A TAPE RECORDER
FOR a long time we have received a

steady flow of queries dealing
with tape recording and requests for an
article describing a tape recorder. We
are glad to be able to announce that the
construction of one of these modern
record and play -back devices has been
designed in the PRACTICAL MECHANICS
laboratory. It has satisfactorily passed its
tests, and it will be featured on the cover
as well as inside in next month's issue.

Tape has been selected as the record-
ing medium because wire has proved
to be troublesome and expensive. Tape
recorders will record dictation, music,
or radio programmes, and you may
record an hour's entertainment from
existing gramophone records, thus avoid-
ing the trouble of needle change and
the limitations of automatic record
changers; and once the recording has
been made and rewound (the time, of
course, will depend on the length of
recording ; our tape recorder has a fast
rewind) it may be immediately played
back. The tape can have the recording
quickly erased during the rewinding.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - 14s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - 14s. per annum.
Canada - - - 13s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office: "Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

and can be used over and over again,
It will directly record radio programmes.

Apart from its use as an instrument
for dictation and amusement it can be
used to record conversations. If, for
example, a speaker at a function finds
that at the last minute he is unable to
be present, he can dictate his speech,
with a prefatory apology for his absence,
and have his speech played back at
the function. The device can, of course,
be used at such functions for recording
all of the speeches. It is useful, too,
in enabling the speaker to listen to
errors of speech or pronunciation, for
it is possible to make erasures, to edit
the recording and to " dub in." Many
other uses will readily occur to the reader.

It is rarely that a spare copy of this
journal is seen on a bookstall, and with
the changes enumerated it is more than
ever necessary to place an order with
your newsagent for its regular delivery.
Do not rely upon casual copies being
available in the newsagents and bookstalls.

SUGGESTIONS WELCOMED
1-1\T connection with this reversion to
± our pre-war style we shall, of
course, welcome suggestions from readers
for articles suitable to be featured on
the cover. Such suggestions must
take into account the fact that
it must be possible to build the apparatus
from readily available materials, and
also that it must be within the capacity
of the home workshop and the amateur.
Mark your envelopes " Suggestions."

END OF VOLUME XIX
THIS issue completes Volume XIX,

and an announcement concerning
the index will be made as soon as it is
ready.-F.J.C.

Just Published
8th (Fully Revised) Edition of the

PRACTICAL MOTORIST'S
ENCYCLOPEDIA

By F. J. Camm
400 pages, 493 Illustrations.

17/6, or 18/- by post from :
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., TOWER HOUSE,

STRAND, W.C.2
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Side view of loom, showing reed and mounting in forward
position-half-way towards beating down weft.

THIS loom is very simple to make and
the quality of materials woven upon
it cannot be improved by any more

elaborate apparatus.
Being a four-heddle loom, a considerable

variety of patterns is available as well as a
choice of fabric textures-thus offering
considerably more scope than a two-heddle

Constructional Details of an Inexpensive and

Efficient Weaving Machine for Home Use
By G. G. CRAWSHAW

apparent complexity of so many
threads and wires. It is quite
possible to produce excellent
work at the first attempt.

Many books on the subject are
easily obtainable, and may usually be found in
the public libraries. I will not recommend any
particular text book on the subject, but for
general and extensive information over the
whole field of hand loom weaving Luther
Hooper's " Hand Loom Weaving " (Pitman,
r5s.) is outstanding.

The loom described (Figs. i and 2) will
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I /8 4'
loom, which can only produce " tabby "
weaving : a plain woven cloth produced by
merely lifting the odd and even warp threads
alternately for each weft thread. With four
heddles twill fabrics can be woven, which
include the ordinary " tweed " materials in
such patterns as Shepherd's Plaid, Dog
Tooth checks and many others.

It is not, however, the purpose of this
article to give any instructions in weaving,
beyond pointing out that the art is very
simple and easy to learn in spite of the

weave up to rsin. wide, and is very robust
and compact, but the design is suitable for
any width up to the usual maximum of 32in.
If a larger one is attempted, it must be
remembered that the strain of weaving on it
is tremendous, and that the rollers and heddle
frames in particular must be made propor-
tionately stronger or a breakdown may occur.

Remember that zo threads per inch for
3oin. at only four ounces shock, or strain,
per thread at any time produces an aggregate
pull of 15o lb. on the rollers !

Note that no great accuracy -in construction
is called for except the following :

r. The front and back rollers must be
parallel to each other.

2. The rods upon which the heald wires
are threaded must not protrude from the
sides of the heddles and they must be
mounted so that when the healds are hanging
on the top rod they swing freely and do not
jam on the lower rod. They must easily
slide from side to side. A trace of lubricant
on these rods is advisable and also prevents
rust.

3. The mounting and setting of the reed
requires reasonable care.

4. Take care that the heddle frames are as
flat as possible. Warped frames can be a
nuisance, as four of them have to be placed
as close together as pOssible, permitting free
movement up and down. Mind you do not
split the corners when screwing them up-
drill suitably fine holes first.

This loom was originally constructed
without any plan or drawing, the modus
operandi being to start from the middle and

Fig. i (Left).-Front view
of the loom. '

Fig. 2 (Below).-Side view
of the framework showing

heddle levers.
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work outwards, each component dictating the
measurement of the following one, commenc-
ing with the heddle frame opening width of
r5lin. and height sufficient. to accommodate
the heald wires freely on their steel rods.
This is mentioned as some constructors may
prefer to follow this suggestion, and thus
have little difficulty in using up any wood
they may have to hand, and making any
adjustments necessitated by dimensions which
differ from those specified, as they proceed.

Heddles
For the four heddles cut eight pieces

x 4in. x lin. for the uprights and eight
pieces i64in. x tin. > *in. for the cross -pieces
(Fig. 3). Cut a trin. slot slightly under Tin.
deep in each end of the uprights to take the
cross -pieces, which are most likely to be
slightly less than tin. wide if purchased ready
planed. Secure the joint with two small
screws, one from each side, drilling small
guide holes for them, and being most careful
not to split the wood. Two holes should be
drilled in the top cross -pieces 5in. from each
end to take the lifting cord, and these can
be neatly finished by means of large boot-
eye'ets-a non -essential refinement.

Eight steel rods 'Qin. x kin. are needed for
mounting the healds. Holes for these rods
which must ensure a push fit, should he
drilled right through the side pieces about
fin. inside the top and bottom frame sides,
with a distance of 9;1 in. between centres.
This distance has proved satisfactory, but a
latitude of 9 -1 in. plus or minus *in. would
not appear to be important.

Towards the lower edge of, and in the
middle of, the top cross -piece insert a 6 BA
or similar miniature nut and bolt and fix round
this from front to back a loop of wire which
will support the centre of the heald rod
without distorting it.

Control Box
When the four heddles have been made

they have to be mounted in the main control
box, which also forms the main centre -piece
of the loom. This is made as a separate unit
which is secured in the loom by four screws
each side. When these screws have been
taken out it can be removed intact to facilitate
storage or packing.

The object is to make a box frame in which
the heddles can slide freely up and down, and
which has vertical beadings front and back to
retain them in position. Across the top is
a form of bridge piece on which are mounted
the four operating levers which raise and
lower the heddles by means of cords passing
over dowels at the centre and at each top
corner. Wood required :

9

centres

Front view of the completed loom.

Sides : two s8in. x 2fin. x
Beading : four r5in. x din. x
Base : one t6lin. x 2fin. x fin.
Bridge : two 2oin. x 3iin. x lin.
Dowels : three 3iin: x lin.
Wood blocks : two 'lin. x fin. x fin.

20.*

/9'
113

--I, 4-- --14;!---

1--,84"--1.

The three dowels are placed as shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. The two at the ends should be
a tight fit, but the one in the middle should
be a push fit, as it has to be removed to
enable the heddles to be taken out when
required.

Fig. 5.-Details of the heddle box.

The operating levers are made from Ain.
silver steel rod and the dimensions are shown
in Fig. 6. The two loops should be made
approximately 3in. apart in the centre of a
94in. length of rod. This can best be done
by placing the rod along the jaws of a vice
as near the top edge as possible. The free
end can then be pulled right round tightly

Fig. 3.-Front and end view of one of the heddles. Fig. 4.-Perspective view of the heddle bo.N.
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through a 36o degree turn, thus forming a
small loop. The other loop is made in a
similar manner, but take care that it is formed
on the same side as the first one. The rod
should next be bent in the middle as tightly
as possible in order to bring the two loops
exactly together, but on the outside of the
now folded rod, thus leaving a small projecting
handle by means of which the heddle is lifted.
Some care is needed here, as it is not easy to
effect this bend so as to bring the loops
together. Just thin. from the centre of each
loop the ends of the rod should be sharply
bent (not curved) at right angles, so that they
point away from each other, the bent portion
now being trimmed off to 5/16in. long. The
illustration makes this quite clear, but the
operations should be followed in the order
given, as it would be difficult to get the
necessary measurements correct any other
way. (N.B.-It is essential that the bent
ends 5/16in. long should be exactly opposite
one another, or the operating lever will not be
located squarely in position.)

In Fig. 5 it will be noticed that the bridge
pieces extend nearly tin. each end, and that

12-
54"

T-

3"'8 Dia

Die

.6' Die.

lt; Die
3

Fig.' 8.-Details

a small block of wood has been fixed between
these ends. It is in each of the two gaps
thus formed that an operating lever is mounted
by means of inserting the projections in holes
drilled for them, as shown. It is an advantage
to use a bench drill for making these holes,
in which case the heddle box should be
assembled first, and then the lin. holes
(oversize) may be drilled vertically through
the three pieces of wood in one operation,

/8"

Fig. 7.-The reed and its mounting.

Rear view of the loom, showing one heddle frame raised.
deep A-

Dia

Reed
lend view)

operation. This mounting, believed to be
original, is particularly satisfactory and a
considerable improvement on many other
types. (It may be noticed that the specifica-
tion allows for the reed's vertical supports
being some tin. higher than shown in the
photograph-an improved modification.)

When the reed, in its mounting, is in place
on the loom, its lower inner edge should be
about lin. below the line of the heald eyes,
with the heddle frames in their lowest
position.

The reed is mounted in a frame which
consists of two end pieces in which are drilled

of the reed mounting. two holes in. diameter and tin. deep which
act as sockets for the shoulders of the reed.
The top ends of these pieces are joined by a

4 ...Steel rods

Fig. 6.-Details of heddle operating levers. 94 long x die.

provided a drill about 41in.
long is available.

The Reed
The reed is purchased

ready made (" Atlas "
Handicrafts, Manchester;
t5in. wide, 14 dents per
inch, price 8s.). Its function
is to slide along the warp
threads like a comb each
time a weft thread has been
entered with a shuttle and
pack it firmly against the
edge of the fabric as
the weaving proceeds, and
the reed mounting is a con-
trivance which supports the
reed and yet allows it com-
plete freedom to move along
the path required for its

bin. dowell rod t6lin. long which should be
a firm fit in the holes drilled fin. deep to
accommodate it (a 12'in. rod may be trimmed to
igin. for half an inch at the ends). The end
pieces should be pushed on tightly to secure
the reed between them and the joints locked
with a fine panel pin driven through them.
This wooden rod has been used to obtain
rigidity, but the lower ends of these pieces
have been joined by a Ain. x t64in. steel rod
secured by a 4 BA nut at each end-the
ends being threaded for about ;lin. It will
be noticed that a in. step has been cut to
take the projecting end of the rod and its
nut.

The reed frame is next mounted on the
two suspension arms, from which recesses a
lin. deep have been cut to receive it. (See
Figs. 7 and 8 for details and measurements.)

(To be concluded next month)
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Dotted lines show
positions obtainable
by adjustment

it

Armchair Draughting
Table H is of ki hardboard ----
but a half imperial
drawing board can be

fitted to suit

Radial adjustment
obtainable at
points 42.331
respectively

A l

THE accompanying sketches illustrate an
arrangement well suited to the require-
ments of student draughtsmen, jour-

nalists, commercial artists and, indeed, any
one whose business or hobbies, entail long
periods of home study or sketching, calling
for the use of books, drawing boards and
draughting instruments.

In Fig. r a general view of the apparatus
is shown in its assembled form, ready for
use, the dotted lines indicating the various
positions obtainable by simple adjustment at
points a, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. It will
he seen that, by suitable manipulation, any
desirable angle can be given to the plane of
the table in two directions, while a variety
of radial settings are afforded by adjusting the
main support and the extension arm. The
table may also be raised or revolved or both
by utilising the set -screw numbered 3 on
extension arm " E." Such a setting is indi-
cated in Fig. a, the arrows on the> circle
indicating radial adjustment through an arc
of roughly 270 deg. in the one case and
36o deg. in the other, thus the table or draw-
ing board may be tilted to any angle required
by the user and swung through a full circle
without altering the setting of the angle. The
raising of the table must be done manually,
of course, after the circular position of the
table has been decided upon, then by lifting
to the desired height and locking the set-
screw numbered 3.

The main support " D " and extension arm
" E " are adjusted at points r and 2 and
afford the positions shown by the dotted lines
in Fig. t. The set -screw numbered 2 may
be left slack until the most satisfactory setting
of the table is found, whereupon it is tight-
ened. Should the user wish to leave the
chair, he simply pushes the table away from
him, allowing it to swing on the support
" D " in the socket " B." On returning to
his seat the user pulls the table towards him
knowing that no alteration has occurred in
the original angular and radial setting during
the two movements incurred by leaving and
returning. When not in use for writing
or drawing purposes, the arrangement can he
adjusted for use as a chair -side table or again
by adjustment to the full extent of the sup-
port " D " and arm " E " it can be made a
useful card or afternoon tea table. During
periods of very temporary idleness the table
can be stowed away with the frame " G " and
leg " F," and the remaining arm " E" and

Constructional Details of a Useful
Appliance for Student Draughtsmen,

1

I ! and Artists By D. V. PRIEST

Fig. r.-Side view of the adjustable draughting
table attached to a chair.

support " D " swung back to the position
shown in Fig. r alongside the elbow rest of
the chair. During periods of complete in-
activity the whole assembly is simply lifte.d
out of the socket " B " dismantled, and stored
away, leaving only the socket " B " attached

8 to its bracket " C " on the leg of the chair.
As mentioned earlier the whole arrange-

ment is ideal for students, and was designed
for especial use in a small living room.

Constructional Details
Any suitable chair can be used, since the

apparatus can be fitted regardless of the
constructional features of the chair itself.
The only point of importance to note in con-
nection with the chair is the measurement
between the floor and the seat, since it is the
governing factor in the overall height and
location of the bends in the main support
" D." It will be observed that the appar-
atus now being discussed is for a chair
having its seat r6in. from the floor, as
indicated in Fig. a.

Referring again to Fig. a, the component
parts are lettered B, C, D, E, F, G and H,
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate these parts in
greater detail. The part " B " (Fig. 2) con-
sists of a Sin. length of mild steel round bar
of riin. diameter drilled sin. to within *in.
of one end, thus forming a blanked socket.
Part " C " is made up of two pieces of

t. 7 i

Chamfer for

\ 1
Fig. 2.-Details of chair -leg bracket and

pocket.

x ;in. flat strip. The longer piece
is dimensioned to suit the length of the chair
leg, in this case mini., and both strips are
given a 45 deg. mitre to form an inverted
" L " when welded together. The mitred
ends should be chamfered to accommodate the
weld. Finally, the socket " B " is welded
to the long leg of the inverted " L " as
shown. Since the strip is located on the
periphery of the socket a good substantial
joint is obtainable with a " run " on either
side of the strip where it contacts the socket.
It is most important that this be a strong con-
nection because it has to support the whole
weight of the other components plus the arms
of the user. The bracket " C " is drilled
and the holes countersunk to take the wood -
screws with which it is fitted to the chair leg.

Fitting the Bracket
The exact location of the completed unit

" B " and " C " on the leg will, of course,
depend on the shape and length of the leg,
but it should be so fixed as to give strength
to the leg as well as can be under the existing
conditions. It is also important to ensure
that the bore of the socket is vertical in
relation to the floor. Before fixing all the
wood screws it is advisable to tighten up on
one, then, by inserting a length of straight
sin. round bar in the socket and applying a
fitter's try -square and spirit level to it, the
true vertical can be ascertained by slight
movement of the bracket on the single screw.
Once this has been found, the remaining

12"
10 licrl #37

$44.S.round bar
brazed

4/4"

e

IA

3/4'
Sockets are of 16
dia M.S. bored 3/4'

as shown

'N round bar
brikrect on head
of 318 Whit bolt

Details of setscrews

31i Whit nut
brazed to w.'1/ of

socket
,l'e; Whit.

1111111 7 4 6

-.4

h

-.1 k- 44"4,1S.round bar

Fig. 3.-The main support and details QI
extension arm and fixings.
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screws can be inserted and tightened up per-
manently. This is the only part requiring
any degree of fine -limit work and proves its
worth in the long run because any deviation
from the vertical causes the support " D " to
swing in that direction as soon as the table
is placed upon it. The weld should be filed,
at least on the inside of the bracket " C,"
to avoid any misalignment it may cause by
pushing the bracket outwards from the wood.
If the chair -leg has heavy taper this can be
compensated for by inserting a wedge shaped
strip of wood and placing the wood screws
through both the bracket and the wedge.

The Support Arm
In Fig. 3 the gain support arm " D " is

shown and the extension arm and fittings
" E." Dealing first with the support arm
it is made of mild steel fin. round bar and
the bends can be made with the material in
its cold state. By first marking the position
for the long slow bend and gripping this
portion in a bench vice, a length of tube
placed on the " free " end of the bar and
used as a lever will give the desired result.
Then, by reversing the bar so that the short
4in. portion is in the vice jaws, and by
placing the tube on the part already bent,
the final bend can be obtained. When
finished the straight portions should be
parallel and also in -line one with the other.
It is preferable to do the bending without
resorting to heat so as to avoid any loss by
scaling or any burrs or hammer marks in the
finished article.

Next part " E," the extension arm, can be
considered. Referring once again to Fig. 3
it will be seen that in. round bar is again
employed for the arm. It is cut rofin. long,
but can be whatever length the user requires,
cf course. The ends to be brazed are given

chamfer in the orthodox manner. At one
end there is to be a socket and at the other
a sleeve. Both consist of I fin. dia. round
tar, the socket being equal in length to the
sleeve, in this instance 21in. The socket is
drilled fin. to half its length, as shown by
the hidden detail, and the sleeve is bored

for the whole of its length.
The inset (Fig. 3) shows details of the set-

screws. The walls of the socket and sleeve
respectively are drilled 7/t6in. at the point

i4"

Brazed -------7170: 2

F

Brazed

1/2'Whit. nut
brazed its

3'

4 Washer

4

/X/X4
Angle iron

7/614SPiate

Whit bolt with
49' round bar brazed

1, head
Fig. 4.-Details of the yoke assembly and table frame.

A

/4"

where the set -screw is to be placed. A ;in.
Whit. nut is then brazed to the outside of
the socket so that the threaded portion is
directly over the 7/16in. hole. The set-
screw itself is an ordinary tin. Whit. black
bolt of suitable length (tin. or having
a short length, say 31in. of Bin. round rod
brazed to the head. Before positioning the
rod it is advisable to insert a piece of the
fin. bar in the socket and then tighten the
set -screw on to it in order to correctly locate
the fin. rod. Once the set -screw is tightened

/4 '

I.334

/9%2
Fig. 5.-Underside of table.

the ;in. rod can be brazed to the head and
when the screw is loosened, by using the Bin.
rod as a lever, the minimum number of
turns of the screw will be needed. This
also applies when tightening the set -screw,
as only a fraction of a turn of the screw in
the nut is needed to " nip " the bar and so
secure adjustment. The same method
applies for the set -screw in the sleeve except
that the 7/t6in. hole is drilled at the middle,
i.e., tlin. from either end of the sleeve.
Alternatively, a Kin. Whit. tapping size hole
may be used and the set -screw placed in it
instead of brazing a nut to the outside. If a
Ain. tapping size drill and fin. taps are avail-
able their application will save brazing, but
once the 7/16in. holes have been drilled, by
the method described, the fin. nuts, the in.
rod and the brazing of the socket and sleeve
to each end of the extension arm can be
done in one session with the acetylene equip-
ment. When brazing the socket and sleeve,
it is important to align them truly and

35;
3/Around bar

View of yoke assembly

ensure that they are parallel. This is done
by laying the three pieces to be brazed on
a fairly flat surface and then packing the bar
with thin strips of tin, or any flat scraps,
until each chamfered end is in line with the
diametrical axis of the socket and sleeve.
Then by carefully measuring the distance
between the socket and sleeve parallelism
may be found and the brazing commenced.
The brazing of the nuts can be done last as
they need little work or positioning so long
as the screw passes freely through the clear-
ance hole. We now have completed three
of our main components.

Yoke Assembly and Table -frame
Fig. 4 shows parts " F " and " G " in

detail, these being the yoke assembly and the
table -frame. Dealing with the yoke first;
we require a piece of in. round bar 44in.
long. To a distance of in. from one end
flats are filed in order to locate the side
plates of the female section of the yoke. The
flats should be parallel so that when finished
the flattened portion is 1in. thick by fin.
long, as at A, Fig. 4. The two side plates
are made from 3/16in. flat strip t4in. wide
shaped as shown. The male, or tongue,
piece of the yoke is of 1in. flat strip I in.
wide. It will be seen that the overall length
of the side plates is 21in. whereas that of the
tongue is 2fin. The width of all three is
the same however, and the pieces can thus
be clamped " sandwich " fashion to the drill
table and the lin. hole drilled right through
at one setting. A fin. bolt placed through
the holes will then serve to hold the pieces
during the grinding or filing of the semi-
circular portion thus ensuring uniform
finish. On completion of the semi -circular
portion the bolt is eased sufficiently to enable
the ;in. thick tongue to be swung into its
" working " position; this leaves a lin. gap
between the outer plates into which the
flattened end of the 4, -in. long fin. round
bar can be inserted. By retightening the
bolt the whole unit is ready for brazing.
The outer plates are brazed to the fin. bar;
the fin. nut is brazed to the plates; a 31in.
length of fin. rod is brazed to the head of
the lin. bolt; a fin. washer is brazed to form
a shoulder just under the plates, as shown
in Fig. 4, and the component " F " is
complete.

The table -frame " G " is made up of 'in.
x tin. x fin. angle iron. Four pieces retin.
long are cut and mitred at the places shown.
Two of the pieces are brazed back to back
to the tongue of the yoke assembly. The
set-up for the brazing process is simple.
Place the two lengths of angle iron back
to back on a flat surface. Then insert the
*in. tongue piece between the pieces of
angle iron in the position it is to be, i.e.,
the half -way mark. The sin. bar of the
yoke assembly will now be upright but in
the inverted position. This can be checked
for " squareness " and the brazing proceed.
Next, the remaining two lengths of angle
iron are placed at the extremities of the
first two. By finding the half -way line of
our t4in. lengths and scribing a line If -in.
either side of it the position for brazing will
be obtained. This done and the braze
applied our table frame " G " is complete.
It need hardly be stressed that before final
brazing the two outer angles of the frame
Should be made parallel so that the table,
or drawing board, will enter freely without
binding as would be the case should the
two pieces of angle iron be tapering towards
each other if the setting -up is carelessly
done.
The Table

Finally, Fig. 5 gives details of the table.
This is hardboard material fin. thick
obtainable at any building contractors yard.
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The locating frame on the under side is of
slating -laths cut and placed to comfortably
fit the angle iron frame " G." These strips
of wood are secured to the hardboard by
woodscrews. The table can be made any
size desirable, and in this case it measures

x t7iin. and is found to be adequate
for all purposes. Incidentally, the slating -
laths should be so placed as to wedge them-
selves into the angle iron since if the fit is
too free the table will tilt in use. A good
firm fit safeguards against this while at the
same time enabling the user to remove it
when it is desired to place a drawing board
in its stead. The usual students half -imperial
drawing board can be economically rigged
up to fit by placing catch buttons to the
under side to fasten on to the ends of the
angle iron frame of the apparatus.

The Materials
The necessary materials for the manufac-

ture of the device can be collected from

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

various amiable scrap dealers and the work
entailed can be done with the constructor's
own workshop equipment or, failing that,
by the local garage. Furthermore, the
materials specified for the apparatus des-
cribed can be altered, as can also the
dimensions ; for example ; the 'kin. dia.
round bar could be replaced by tin. dia.
round bar, provided that sin. instead of
lin bar was used for the parts " D " and

E," in which case sin. dia. holes would
be used in the sockets and sleeves. A slight
loss in rigidity might be experienced, but the
example serves to show what changes could
be made to suit the materials available.

Finishing
To complete the finishing touches, a coat

of Naylor's "Belco " undercoating applied
to the parts makes a good base for a simple
graining process. When the undercoat is
dry it has a light grey colour. Then a
coat of dark -oak floor stain is applied over
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the undercoating, using a fairly " raggy "
brush, and the finished product has a pleasing
grained appearance which blends with the
woodwork of the chair. Since floor stain
is not a preparation intended for use on
metal parts it will take about 72 hours
before it dries. Before placing the support
arm in the socket " B " a thin smear of
Vaseline applied to the inside of the socket
will ensure its smooth action when in use.
Since the bore of the socket is plugged at
the bottom, there is no danger of the Vase-
line thinning (due to heat from a fire for
instance) and running on to the floor, but
when the apparatus is dismantled it is advis-
able to clean the support arm of any surplus
lubricant before storing away. No main-
tenance is necessary for the other swivel
and adjustment points because they are only
occasionally moved, and immediately re -
locked by means of the set -screws, their
actual range of movement being too infre-
quent to call for any lubrication.

A NOVEL RATCHET
A Simple Device for Securing High or Low Reduction

to Intermittent Motion
By A. C. USMAR

THE device is here seen applied to a
clock ; it is not limited in its purpose;
the principle is, in fact, capable of

much wider application. A reduction train of
the principle is, in fact, capable of much
wider application. A reductive train of
1,800 tot is illustrated, designed to trans-
mit motion to the hands of an electric clock
from a seconds pendulum.

Referring to the drawing two ratchet
wheels are shown in the same shaft. Wheel B
has 6o teeth cut in its periphery and is fixed
to the shaft, which projects through the
hour cannon to carry the minute hand.
Wheel A is larger than B by twice the
depth of the teeth, which are of the same
number, plus a clearance of .otoin. Dia-
metrically opposite to each other, A has two
of its teeth cut so deep as to have the same
bottom diameter as the teeth of wheel B.
Wheel A is closely mounted behind B, and
is free to rotate on their common shaft.
Both wheels are restricted to motion in one
direction by backstops ; that of A is very
light, and is held in contact by gravity only.
It is shown at D in the drawing. The
backstop C of wheel B is pressed against
the wheel by a small leaf spring which is
sufficient to prevent A dragging B round
by friction on the shaft.

The pendulum makes one complete
swing from left to right and back to
left in two seconds, and propels A through
the pawl E engaging 3o teeth in each
minute.

It should be noted that E is wide enough
to embrace both rachet wheels at once.

Each complete oscillation of the pawl E is
carried on A, clear of the teeth of B, until
one of the two deep teeth in A is reached,
when E is allowed to drop low enough to
engage one tooth of B and to propel the
wheel through one tooth space ; in this
case 6 deg. or one minute of time as indi-
cated by the minute hand.

For the succeeding 29 swings which
occupy 58 secs., the pawl is again held cleat
of B when the second deep tooth is encoun-
tered and the minute hand is advanced once
more ; the advance taking place in slightly
less than the time the pendulum. takes ,to
pass from right to left. It will be seen
that the friction of the backstop C is

negligible, since it has to be overcome only
once each minute, while the free wheel A
advances almost without resistance.

From this, high number reduction will be
readily seen ; three wheels in tandem each
of a hundred teeth with one deep tooth on
each of the two free wheels will give a re-
duction of a million to one, but the reverse
case may not be so obvious.

Using the clock mechanism as an example
where design considerations force the em-
ployment of a certain
number of teeth in
the driving wheel, a
quarter second's pen-
dulum, for instance,
can be caused to
provide impulses at
each minute.

Wheel A must, in
this case, have one deep
tooth only, and between
it and wheel B must
be placed a second free
wheel called At.

This wheel, At,must
have every second tooth
a deep one. The
quarter second's pen-
dulum will then propel
A through one com-
plete revolution in 3o

C

seconds, and without the intermediate wheel
A, would propel B and the minute hand
through one revolution in 3o minutes.

Alternate Pulses
By interposing A, alternate pulses of the

pawl are carried in the shallow teeth clear
of B, the deep teeth permitting engagement
of B only on every second revolution of A.
This secures the desired ratio which rotates
the minute hand correctly once each hour at
intervals of one minute.

From these two examples it will be seen
that the device is capable of considerable
variation. It is necessary only that all ratchet
wheels have the same number of teeth, and
that the pawl be wide enough to bridge
them all.

Note that for purposes of maximum por-
trayal of the backstops the drawing is in
the nature of a negative since teeth and

Front view of the ratchet,
motion work not shown, and
on the right a section taken

on line XX.

pawls pointing this way would cause rota-
tion of a clock in an anti -clockwise
direction.
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OUR £200 COMPETITION
A WATER -OPERATED

FOOD COOLER
Mr. A. R.

In

Eades' Entry Which Won First Prize
Section 1 of Our Competition

THIS food cooler is cheap, simple, easily
made with readily available materials,
and requires only a supply. of cold

water to operate it.
Two main sectional views of the complete

cooler are given in Figs. t and 2.
The inner container (f) round which the

cooler is built consists of an ordinary tin
container from the grocers. The size of the
tin upon which all the other dimensions are
proportioned is 9in. square by 9in. deep and
allowances should be made accordingly for
any other size of tin. The lid may be dis-
carded and any dents in the sides or bottom
should be flattened out. The tin should
be tested for watertightness and any leaky
joints soldered up. The outside surfaces and
underneath should be given two coats of
aluminium or other rust -resisting paint ;
the inside may be left bright if in good
condition or given a coat of light coloured
enamel if there is any sign of rust.

Next, a bottcim lining tank (2) is cut out
from thin tinplate or sheet copper to the
dimensions given in Fig. 3 and after drill-
ing a hole for the overflow pipe the edges
should be bent up at right angles on the
broken lines and the corner joints soldered.

Do not sweat in the short outlet pipe
yet but plug the hole and test for water-
tightness.

Water Spray Grid
The third item is the water spray grid

which may be made from any soft and pre-
ferably non -rusting pipe Sin. bore by 3ft. 9in.

and has cooled or the
sand been shaken
out, nine holes
3/32in. dia. should
be drilled in each
side equidistant
from the centre
lines and pointing
inwards and slightly
downwards.

Four clips (4)
should be made as
in Fig. 4 from pieces
of thin tinplate or
copper, Sin, long by
tin. wide before
bending, and having
a 5/32in. dia. hole
drilled for a round head wood screw bin. long.

The complete food
cooler in place in a

kitchen.

Outer Casing
The outer casing (5) is made from Sin.

thick wood and the internal dimensions are
2in. wider on each side than the inner
container and zin. greater in overall inside
depth. This outer casing could be made from
a wooden box obtained from the same grocer
as the tin.

The four sides should have cut out holes
made in each, 9in. x 6in. as shown in Fig.
6, ready for screening with perforated metal
held in with Sin, edge beading. Alternatively,
if suitable perforated metal cannot be
obtained, each side may be drilled with 24
Sin. dia. holes 2t riin. centres in the area
occupied by th7 9in. x 6in. panel. The

12*

Fig. 1.

.9

14 "Sq.

SECT/ON ON g OF COOLER.

long before bending. Prepare a brass plug
Sin. cia. by Sin. long which is a drive in
fit in one end and solder round the joint.
Bend the pipe to the dimensions given in
Fig. 4, round a former either by heating the
parts where the bend is to be or by pre-
viously filling the pipe with clean, dry sand
and ramming a wooden plug in the open
end. After the pipe has been bent to shape

The 2in. x tin. strips forming the top
edge of the box and a loin. square central
opening should not be nailed on until after
fitting the bottom tank and water grid.

The inside of the box and the corner
locating pieces may now be given a coat
of paint. Two lifting handles should be fitted
to the outside of the box if the cooler is not
going to occupy a permanent positon.

The lid (7) is simply a piece of wood t2in.
square with the underside lined with a piece
of insulating board 94in. square by Sin.
thick and a lifting handle fitted on
top (Fig. 8).

Evaporator Panels
The four evaporator panels, rosin. x 91in.

(Fig. 9), are cut from any Sin. thick flat
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Fig. 2. SECTIONAL PLAN ON WATER GRID.

bottom of the box should be drilled with a
central Sin. dia. hole in case the bottom lin-
ing tank should accidentally leak or over-
flow during use. A tin. dia. hole should also
be drilled for the entry pipe and another for
the outlet.

Prepare, but do not fix, 8 corner pieces
(6), Fig. 7, which locate the inner container
and also support the water grid pipe.

-41.0
Inlet

to-o-

Outiat

fibrous board, such as asbestos, which will
not disintegrate after prolonged wetting. To
these are nailed or glued four cork or hard-
wood blocks (9) on which to stand the inner
container. The blocks should be painted if
made of wood but not the panels.

Alternatively, the evaporator panels can be
made from stiff canvas of the same size as
given, stitched at the corners to fit round the
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41,4

3"-*

Fig. 3.

13"

13"

Dia approx
to suit owe

ITEM. 2 Borrom LINING TANK. /OFF.
SHEET rim OR COPPER. BEND AT RIGHT
ANGLES ON BROKEN LINES AND SOWER

ALL JOINTS
tin container (1). The only difference this
makes to the other items is that the corner
pieces to be cut out from parts (6) should be
kin, instead of ?fin. as indicated in Fig. 7 ;
also the spacer blocks (9) should be reduced
from 4n. long to zlin. long and fastened
to the corners of a piece of board gin. square
by kin. thick to form a stand for the inner
container (t).

Assembly
The four evaporator panels or canvas

covering should now be fitted round the
inner container and should lie snug and flat;
if not, bind with one or two turns of thin
copper wire at top and bottom.

Now fit the bottom lining tank inside the
wooden outer casing and fit and solder a zin.
length of kin, bore pipe for the outlet. This
operation is made easier by leaving out the

14°57.
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Brass plug1.0" ia
X i, long drive in
fit and so/ erect.

32
3 N

Dia.

DETAIL OF HOLES
/A/ / TEM 3

ITEM. 3 WATER SPRAY GRID /OFF

6 -DIA. BORE COPPER -BRASS OR

MS TUBE 45 INCHES LONG BEFORE
BENDING

with its evaporator panels and stand fitted.
The top of the tin should now be about
kin. below the top edge of the outer box and
the evaporator panels about kin. below the
top of the tin. Put on the lid and the food
cooler is now complete.

Location
The ideal site is on a bracket outside a

north facing kitchen window with the lid of
the cooler on a level with the window -sill, but
it is essential that no direct sunshine should
fall on the box for any length of time. A
length of kin. bore rubber hose is connected
to the inlet from the kitchen tap and another
from the outlet to the nearest drain. It
is only necessary to turn on the tap suffi-
ciently for the water from the jets to reach
the sides of the evaporator panels.

A convenient indoor site is on the drain -

Y2"

Ala 01J. for inlet

4-

34; Beading

Perforated metal
een

4offscr 9x6

Vaahoie
For overflow

pipe

Fig. 6. ITEM. 5. OUTER CAS/A4.10FF
THICK TIMBER

perforated metal panels from the outer case.
Test the joint for water -tightness. Fit the
four bottom locating ci Iner pieces (6) at
each corner of the box on top of the lining
tank and directly under the bottom edge of
the gin. x 6in. cut-out panels. Fix the per-
forated metal, if used, and the kin. beading.

Nail in the four top corner locating pieces
and fit the water pipe grid centrally on these,
securing with the four corner clips (4)
screwed to the corner pieces. Now nail the
zin. x kin. strips round the top of the box.
Give the outside and top a coat or two of.
paint to match the kitchen or pantry walls.
When dry drop in the inner food container

9'sq.
12' Sq

Fig. 8. ITEM. 7 LID. I OF!~ MAIL
.1/2"TIMBER AN4HARDBOARD

Fig. 4-

DETAIL OF ALTERNATIVE
CORNER FOR irEA4 3.
us/NG STANDARD CORNER
ELBOWS AND STRAIGHT
LENGTHS OF PIPE SCREWED

AT ENDS

3"Long b fore bending
//2"

/32 Dia
for

woodscrew

ITEM 4 CLIP FOR /TEM3
4 OFF TINPLATE OR

COPPER STRIP

ing board at the side of the sink -when quite
short lengths of hose will suffice for the inlet
and outlet.

If this position is not always available, as
on washdays or during decoration work, etc.,
the bottom tank should be allowed to fill with
water nearly to the outlet -pipe level and the
cooler stood on a stone floor preferably in a
breeze.

After a few hours in operation the food
in the inner container is not only brought
down to the temperature of the cold water
flowing down the outsides, but is still further
cooled from the evaporation of the water on
the panels by the air flowing through the
box ; so that it will be seen that by using
cold tap water and placing the cooler in the
strongest available current of air, optimum
conditions are obtained for a food cooler of
this type.

ix item
9 here

L _ 1
41"

Fig 7.
ITEM.6. CORNER

LOCATING PIECES
&OFF %2 THICK
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ITEM. 8 EVAPORATOR.40FF
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THE MODEL AEROPLANE HANDBOOK
An Important New Work : 352 Pages, 303 Illustrations, 12/6, b; post

By F. J. CAIRN
A Short History of Model Aeronautics ; Principles

of Design ; Airscrews ; Wings ; Undercarriages ;
Folding Airscrews-Retractable Undercarriages :
Fuselages ; The Elastic Motor ; Gearing and
Special Mechanisms ; Making Model Wheels
Geared Winding Devices ; Model Aeroplane Sta-
bility : Downthrust : Model Petrol EngineS
Adjusting Model Petrol. Engines ; Compressed
Air Engines ; How to Form and Run a Model Aero
Club ; F.A.I. and S.M.A.E. Rules ; Com-
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Wing -flapping Models ; A Low -wing Petrol Mono-
plane ; A Duration Glider ; Winch -launching
Model Gliders ; A Streamlined Wakefield Model

. A Model Autogiro; A Super Duration Biplane
Flying Model Aeroplanes ; A Flash Steam Plant
Model Diesel Engines ; Weights of Wood ; Piano
Wire Sizes. Areas and Weights; Schedule of British
Records.
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THE other end of the short fulcrum
lever is a forked end screwed on and
locknutted under the back end of the

fork, so that by screwing on or off the leverage
can be altered slightly. The fork ends
connect up to the heads of the link rods
(Fig. so) and a small pin goes through the
two to keep them joined.

The link rods (Fig. 13) are set at right
angles to the fulcrum levers, horizontally on
the front plate. The heads of these rods are
tongued to fit in the fork ends, and are also
shouldered at the back to take the inside
diameter of the control springs. There is a
special shaped sliding guide which also has a
shoulder for the spring, but is rounded at
the back to fit into a countersunk hole made
for it in the outrigger bearing (Fig. 13).
When working, the link rod slides backwards
and forwards freely through the shaped spring
retaining guide and also through the slightly
elongated hole in the outrigger bearing.
The shoulders on the head of the link rod
and the guide keep the control spring central
along the rod. The spring also keeps the
rounded back of the guide pressed into the
countersunk hole in the outrigger bearing,
and this serves as a ball -pivot joint and guide
for the link rod to slide through as well as
pivot on.

Control Springs
With regard to the controlling compression

springs, the ones used in the unit shown in
Figs. s and 2 were 3in. long by lin. outside
diameter, but it must be left to the constructor
to choose the spring strengths to suit his
requirements. As a guide, the ones used
on the converted hand -driven generator
already mentioned are weak enough to allow
you to grip the propeller blade by the tip,
end on, and be able to twist it fairly easily
with the finger and thumb. These springs,
of course, govern the amount of turn or twist
on each separate blade against the wind
pressure beyond a certain velocity, after
which they automatically open or feather
end on. This is, in effect, a type of constant -
speed propeller, and it should be possible,
with a little experimental work, to keep a
steady balanced speed and steady output
from the dynamo. Fig. 14 shows the general
plan of the parts when assembled.

The following dimensions of the various
components used in the construction of the
four -bladed propeller described and illustrated
are given as a guide.

The finished propeller, from the tip of one
blade across to the tip of the opposite one,
is 6ft. span. Each shell blade is 2ft. 6in.
by 42in. at the root to 22in. at tip (approx.).

The main wind -shaft (Fig. 12a) is 8,1in.
long by tin. diameter, reduced to take one-
half of a small flexible coupling, and threaded

in. B.S.F. This shaft is mounted on two
tin. bore ball races. The housing for the
ball bearings is 21in. long by 2 Lin. outside
diameter, with a spacing tube slipped over
the shaft between the two ball races. The
bearing housing is bored out to take the outside
diameter of the ball races and is shOuldered
at both ends to take the width of the bearing
plus a lin. thick end cover plate, to keep the
grease in and any rain out. The spacing
tube will be the same width as the shoulder

A Wind -charier Propeller
Constructional Details of an All -metal Self-regulating Propeller

for a Wind -charging Unit By R. E. THOMAS

(Concluded from page 383, August issue)

in the housing, which has an ordinary grease
cup screwed in the side. The housing is
clamped between two k in. plates by four
-kin. Whitworth threaded tie rods at each
corner. The bearing housing and plates are
fitted to the chassis of whatever design wind -
charger is used by four small angle -iron lugs
riveted to the upright kin. plates. The
other end of the main wind -shaft is also
reduced and threaded -kin. diameter Whitworth
for a distance of }in., then the diameter
increases to tin. for rain. along up to a
shoulder tin. diameter by -kin. wide ; this
shoulder has three gin. diameter Whitworth
bolts screwed in the front side, equally spaced
round, with the heads cut off to leave tin.
long driving dogs or pegs. When making
up the wind -shaft assembly, remember to
leave enough shaft clearance beyond the
housing, sto that when the propeller is fitted
it will not foul or strike it when in the open
or feathered position.

Forked end Pivot pin

Fulcrum lever

0

Stub ax/e Wooden
plu9

Block
bearing

Back
p/ate

Figs. so and ss.-Details of stub axle and
bearing block.

Driving Plate
The driving plate (Fig. s2b), is 3in.

diameter by -kin. thick and has a boss or
tube brazed in at the centre. The boss is
I kin. diameter by 'lin. long by 2in. bore.
The flange has three kin. holes drilled in
it at the back to register with the driving
dogs or pegs, which are on the tin. shoulder
of the main wind -shaft. The driving plate is
pushed on the wind -shaft, from the front,
right back to the 2in. shoulder, engaging
the holes with the driving pegs, after which a
large washer, s kin. diameter by ,in. thick by
kin. hole is put on next and a kin. nut is run on
and the whole assembly is locked back to the
tin. shoulder. The driving plate of the wind -
charger shown in the photographs was
made from the sheared -off wheel end flange
of a Bedford lorry back axle, which was
turned down to size.

Back Plate
The back plate, next to be described, can

be brazed directly on to a boss, thus doing
away with the driving plate idea. The writer

Front view of
the completed
propeller dri-
ving a wind -
charging unit.

had to adopt this method owing to the lack of
suitable materials.

The driving plate is bolted to the back of the
block bearing, at the same time passing
through the holes drilled in the back plate,
thus bolting the assembly together. If a
single plate is used as previously outlined, the
fixing bolts will only need to be screwed into
the back of the block bearing (see Fig. as).
In the job shown in the drawing, the three
items are bolted together with in. B.S.F.
short hex./headed metal screws. There are
two for each block bearing. It will be noticed
in Fig. 12b that the hex./headed metal screw
nearest to the main shaft passes through both
plates and is screwed to the block bearing,
which is drilled and tapped ',lin. B.S.F. to
take it, and also the metal screw set above it,
which goes through the back plate only, and
helps to keep the block bearing firm and square.

Block Bearings
The block bearings (Fig. r s) are made from

x On. square, mild steel bar. They are s kin.
square by long by in. bore, and are
counter -bored at one end (nearest to the
driving plate boss) to I Kin. inside diameter
by kin. deep, to take the head of the stub
axles. These bearings have a kin. wide slot
cut across the front face, about in. deep, at

centres from the end of the bearing
(the opposite end to the one recessed).
These slots, which are for the fulcrum levers
to move in, side -to -side, will have to be filed
deep enough to allow the levers which are
screwed to the stub axles to have sufficient
movement to enable the axle to make a full
quarter turn so that the blades can feather
or turn almost edge on to the wind. In this
position the blade is almost parallel with the
main wind -shaft. The bearings are, as before
mentioned, drilled and tapped kin. B.S.F.
at the back, while at the front, just below the
slot, in the centre is a hole tapped and
threaded ;in. Whitworth, for fixing on the
front plate. When bolting up the block
bearing, etc., take care that the hex./headed
metal screws do not go to far into the bearings,
otherwise they will lock and pinch on to the
stub axles and prevent them from turning.

Stub Axles
The stub axles, Fig so, are 5in. long by

in. diameter, and should make a good but
free fit in the block bearings. They are reduced
at one end for a distance of 21in. to take the
inside diameter of the tin. conduit tube
which forms the hollow root axles. They
should be a good tap -on fit to each other.
The other end of the stub axle has a round
head or shoulder, twin. diameter by fin. wide,
to fit the recessed end of the block bearing.
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They are also drilled out *in. along the
length and a small wooden plug is tapped in
at the blade end. Also, a small hole is drilled
in at the side, half -way up the bearing surface
(this side hole is for the remote oiling system
if used). The next operation is to place the
stub axle in its bearing and on it mark off the
centre of the slot in the block bearing face.
Make sure that the axle head is flush with the
bottom of the bearing in the recessed hole.
Having marked the centre of the slot, the
axle is taken out of the bearing, centre -popped
on the marked line, drilled and tapped with a
Ain. diameter Whitworth thread to take the
small fulcrum levers (see Fig. to). To make
the fulcrum levers, cut off four pieces of
m./s. rod lain. long by Ain. diameter and
thread these both ends ; one end is screwed
in to the stub axle after it is put back in its
respective bearing. They are now left until
the front plate is ready to fix on, before
screwing on the forked ends and their lock -

Rack
plate

Flange

Locking nut and wan',er

Boss

(8)

(A)

Driving pegs

Shoulder

Main windshaft

Fig. 12.-Details of windshaft and back plate.

nuts. The forked ends are made from short
lengths of kin. square mild steel bar or brass,
and are 18in. long, overall, with a small shoulder
on one end for the lock -nut to go against,
while the other end has a slot cut lin. wide
by tin. deep. There is also a tin. diameter
hole drilled off centre towards the fork ends,
for a small pivot and fixing pin to go through.
The pin has a plain head and is drilled at the
other end for a split pin (see Fig. to). The
forks are drilled and tapped at the shoulder
end, up the centre with a Ain. Whitworth
thread, for screwing on to the short levers.
It may be necessary, when fitting the tongue
of the link rods, to round the bottom of the
fork end slots on one side to allow the levers to
come right back on one side of the bearing slot,
when at rest, as the bottom of the tongue may
restrict the full movement one way. There will
also be required four thin lock -nuts for the
fulcrum levers when set in the right positions.

Link Rods
The link rods (Fig. 13), can either be made

from the solid bar or in two pieces, similar
to the forked ends, with the head threaded
and screwed on to the rod which has a Ain.
Whitworth thread one end only. The rods
are roughly 3jin. long by Ain. diameter, with a
head tin. diameter by tin. long, shaped to a
tongue tin. long by in. wide and in. deep.
At the back of the head is a shoulder for the
inside diameter of the control spring. There
is also a in. diameter hole drilled across the
tongued end to correspond with the cross -
hole in the fork end, so that when the tin.
diameter pin is passed through the two,
they are fixed in their working position. Do
not make the tongue and fork too tight in
their hinging movement.

The shouldered and rounded back pivot -

cum -spring guide (see Fig. 13a) is in. diame-
ter, with a shoulder to fit the control spring,
and has a Ain. diameter centre hole, a free
sliding fit to the link rod spindle. The other
side of this guide is rounded to fit a counter-
sunk Ain. hole in the outrigger bearing.

The outrigger bearings (Figs. 13a and b)
are made from mild steel bent up at right -
angles, or angle iron cut to tin. wide ; the
upright side is zin. long from the base and
ikin. from this there is drilled a Tin. clearance
hole, which is countersunk on the inside
(tin. drill will do) for the spring guide and
pivot. The bin. hole is slightly elongated to
allow a free sliding and pivoting movement of
the rod. The other limb of the angle or base
has two Ain. holes drilled and tapped in it
for the two countersunk -headed metal screws
which fasten them to the edge of the front
plate on the underside.

Front Plate
The front plate (shown in Fig. 14) is 5in.

diameter by *in. thick, with a centre hole
lain. diameter to fit tightly over the end of the
driving plate boss. This plate has four slots
cut, Jain. long by *in. wide, to correspond
with the slots in the block bearings ; there are
also four lin. clearance holes drilled and
countersunk for fixing the plate to the block
bearings which already have the tin. Whit-
worth threaded holes just below the slots
for the tin. Whitworth cis metal screws.
The outrigger bearing holes are drilled -Ain.
clearance and countersunk for fixing the
bearings in the position required.

Final Assembling
The whole unit can now be assembled. The

front plate is screwed on to the front of the
block bearings with a tin. Whitworth cis
metal screw to each block bearing which
already have a tin. Whitworth threaded hole
just below the bearing slots to tale them.
The forked ends are now screwed on with
their locknuts to their short levers. Next, the
outrigger bearings are fitted in their right
positions on back of the plate. Then the link
rods with their control springs and pivot
guides slipped on are then pushed back and
outwards through the holes made for them in
the outrigger bearings, and finally they are
let back and fitted to the forked ends and the
small tin. pivot pin pushed through. When
the right amount of leverage is found, the
split -pins are fitted, and also the locknuts
tightened to the shouldered back of the forked
ends.

When the mechanism is assembled, the
whole thing is placed on a level or flat floor,
after pushing the root axles over the stub
axles right home. Now twist each blade to
set at an angle of 20 deg. to 25 deg., using the
front plate as a baseline ; this is when all
levers, etc., are back at rest or in the normal
running position. The blades can now be
cross -bolted with two in. or 5/32in. diameter
high -tensile aircraft bolts and nuts.

All things being made equal, the mechanism
should not need much balancing, if at all, but
it is just as well to check this over by tem-
porarily fixing the whole unit to an upright
post with a large coach screw the same size as
the wind -shaft being used. If balanced, the
blades should remain in any position it is
placed, or if it is spun round it should not
keep stopping at one spot.

It will be noticed in the photograph (Fig. 2)
that when the forked ends of the fulcrum
levers are at rest, or in the running position,
they only just clear the springs of the next
blade, etc., behind them at right -angles. This
somewhat cramped grouping was necessary
owing to the whole of the front being confined
to the limit set by the car headlamp case used
for the nose cap, which was, 5 inside
diameter.

Dynamo Details
There are at present on the market all kinds

of ex -Government surplus electrical equip-
ment, and it should be fairly easy for the
reader to build a wind -driven charger and
charging board. The unit shown in Fig. i
was made from scrap, and odd bits and pieces
supplied by friends. The dynamo is an ex -
Government hand -driven one, 6-12 volts at
5 amps. The original cranking handle was
removed and one-half of the small flexible
coupling used takes its place. This dynamo is
an enclosed -gear type and requires a fair
amount of turning, but the four -bladed
propeller described drives it quite well,
even in a moderate wind.

There is a certain amount of lathe work
involved in making the propeller shown in
the various illustrations, but most of the work
is done by hand. The writer did 85 per cent.
of the drilling with the aid of an ordinary iin.
breast drill, plus a lot of hacksawing and
filing. The sheet metal work usually started
on the shed floor and finished up in a small
bench vice ; also, a large pair of, garden shears
were used to cut out the sheet metal, while a
piece of Sin. by tin. wood served as a beater's
mallet ! The reader can modify the design to
suit the tools and material available.

Fig. t is a side view of the wind -charger,
with the side cover removed to show the
layout of the wind -shaft. The dynamo is
flexible -coupled to the wind -shaft which is
on two ball bearings in the housing, which is
clamped between two upright plates. The
back of the propeller boss is shown and also
the nosecap.

Nose Cap
The nose cap is made from an old car

headlamp casing, and the four projecting
" horns " are tubes, with the outer ends
blanked off and soldered over the holes
drilled in the cap. This is to protect the
ends of the link rods from the weather when
they move outward beyond the diameter of
the cap, which is also made a good fit on the
back driving plate and round each propeller
blade's axle. The cap is clipped on by a simple
swivel bolt and wing nut on one side ; the
other side is a tongue and slot fixing, very
Curved recess to take
back of pivot guide

(B)

Outrigger
bearing

Link rod
with pivot guide
in position

Side view of bearing,
pivot guide, spring
and link rod in position

Shoulder

Shouldered pivot
--- guide

Spring

Tongue

Link rod

Fig. I3.-Link rods and guides.

Much after the style in which the glass front
of a car lamp is secured. If a car headlamp
is not available, a large tin could be used,
with the lid fastened to the back plate, and
the main part being made to fit round the
blade axles and clipped with a neat fastening
arrangement. In Fig. I can be seen the air
scoops fitted, the rear long one goes up on to
the side of the commutator and brush case ;
on the opposite side to it an outlet slot is cut.
The short scoop is under the main casing of
the dynamo, and these scoops help to keep
the dynamo cool. There can be seen, lower
down, the two brass slip rings which are
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fastened, but insulated, to the hollow turn-
table spindle. From these slip -rings are two
heavy insulated wires that pass in and up the
hollow spindle to the negative and positive
terminals of the dynamo. There are two
hard flat copper springs which make a constant
contact on the slip -rings, no matter which
way the whole charger swings round to face
the wind. The flat copper wiper brushes are
fastened to an ebonite block, which is also
fastened to the turntable bearing and pole
cla,mping framework. From the ebonite
block and brush terminals are two heavy
insulated cables (7.044) which go down the
mast to the charging board, fitted with an
ampmeter and cut-out, then to the one or
two six -volt batteries. The tail rope or cable
passes Over a small pulley above the hole
through the hollow turntable spindle and is
guided down past the slip -ring leads with a
small tube set in and to one side, inside the
spindle.

Fig. 2 is a front view of the propeller boss
with the nose cap removed, showing the.
general arrangement of the control springs,
levers, etc., which govern the turning or
twisting movement of each separate blade.
It will be noted that the blade on the left-
hand side of the photo is being held in the

open or "feathered " position ; this clearly
shows the action when the excessive wind
pressure forces the blade back. The projecting
pipe also shown, coming out from the centre,
is a remote oiling system for use when the cap
is on the boss. It is a small Win. diameter pipe
with a grease nipple screwed on the outer
end, while the other end is screwed into the
partly hollow wind -shaft, after the tin.
Whitworth clamping nut is on. The wind -
shaft is drilled part of the way along its length,
as far as the block bearing, and there are four
small holes drilled in sideways through the
main shaft and the driving plate boss, opposite
the centre of each stub -axle head, which are in
the block bearing. The stub -axles are drilled
for lightness along their length and plugged at
the blade end with a wooden plug. They
also have a small hole drilled in the side
about half way up the bearing surface, the
idea being that when the oil from a grease
gun is pumped through the end grease nipple
along the extension tube and the hollow
wind -shaft, it then escapes through the side
holes in both shaft and driving plate boss,
and then centrifugal force flings the oil out
and up the hollow stub -axles through the small
outlet hole on to the bearing surface. This
remote oiling system is not vital, as all the

Items of
Britain's Newest Aeroplane
THE prototype aircraft of a new entrant

into the specialised field of aircraft
construction is now being exhibited in the
Battersea Festival Pleasure Gardens. This is
the By -plane X -too. Chief designer
of the project was Emett, of Punch fame, and
the aircraft contains many features of in-
terest to mechanically
minded enthusiasts.

A departure from the
traditional is the pilot's
nacelle which is planked
in antique teak and ends
in a graceful tail which
keeps the delicate butter-
fly wing rudder t h e
necessary 25ft. distant
from the incandescent
boiler. A long funnel
supports the main wings
and a large diameter rotor
extracts power from the
four winds and conveys
it elsewhere. Amidships
are the Urge Crank -
less Combination Beam
engines which provide, at
the turn of a tap, propul-
sion for sea or air.

Perhaps the most inter-
esting feature is the Main -
flight Jet Engine on the
front axle. This works
on almost unknown prin-
ciples, embracing a centri-
fugal anti -static energiser,
in which rotary conden-
sers, passing between
electro - magnets, charge
pith balls with alterna-
tive negative and positive
currents, so that they
become confused, and run
violently up and down
the static rods, thus
building up a potentially
powerful potential in the
semi- automatic fully-
syphonic closed circuit of
especially lightened heavy

moving parts can be oiled with an oilcan when
the nose cap is removed. Whichever method
is used, it is just as well to smear the whole
front and inside the cap with grease, as this
will help to keep out the rain and prevent
rust setting in.

Figs. 3 and 4 are two views of the finished
wind charger before it was erected on its
34ft. mast. It will be seen that it is fitted
with a sliding adjustable side vane, another
form of governing, but this is not really
required as the propeller is governed, but
the side arm is needed to take the outside
pulley for the tail rope or cable if a spring -
tensioned hinged main tail is used. With
this principle, the rope or cable is fastened to
the tail vane and passes out to a small pulley
on the side arm, then in at right -angles to
another small pulley set over the hollow
turntable spindle, and continuing down the
spindle to the bottom of the mast, so that
when it is pulled it swings the tail round at
right -angles to the charger, which causes the
wind to turn the whole unit out of the face
of the wind. It is released to allow the spring
on the side of the tail, etc., to pull the tail
vane out parallel to the charger again and so
back into the position facing the wind to
start generating.

Interest
water, aided by the three -stage blower and
heat exchanger.

Giant Planing Machine
SPECIALLY built for John G. Kincaid's

works, at Greenock, a 22o -ton push-
button planing machine was recently delivered
to them in 25 parts, a lorry for each part.

The Shell By -Plane X -too, with its designer, Mr. Emett.
by courtesy of Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd.).

(Photo

The £40,000 machine, 6oft. long and 25ft.
high is the largest and most modern of its
kind in Britain. Its makers are Noble and
Lund, of Felling, near Newcastle.

18o -ton Hangar Doors,
TT is reported that London Airport is to
.L have what are claimed to be the largest
aeroplane hangar doors ever made.

Head, Wrightson. Aluminium, Ltd.,
Thornaby engineering firm who are to make
the doors, said recently that the Ministry of
Civil Aviation ordered that the doors must be
3ooft. long and 45ft. high. Use of a special
aluminium alloy will keep the weight down to
about 18o tons, and the doors will be designed
to open and shut at the touch of an electric
button.

A Nut and Bolt Hint
THERE are certain structures or pieces of

mechanism where it becomes necessary
from time to time to remove nuts and bolts
for the replacement of a worn part. As
examples, one might cite wearing strips to
resist abrasion, special plates to resist burn-
ing by hot material, etc. Many cases could
be thought of in connection with various
industries. In such cases, how many
engineers and -mechanics have not experi-
enced a feeling of irritation and frustration
on finding that the bolts and nuts have
rusted together, or in some instances have
become burnt by heat so that it is practically
impossible to unscrew them, and the sawing
through of the bolt becomes the only solu-
tion to the problem ?

The writer, in common with many others,
has often experienced this annoyance, and,
as a consequence, has experimented in vari-
ous ways in an attempt to find a solution.
It has been found to be a good plan to use
iron bolts with brass nuts. (This usually
applies to the smaller sizes, say up to ;in.
or 5/16in.)

Since there are two metals, it is impos-
sible to have a continuous " growth " of rust
in the threads between nut and bolt, and the
combination will remain easy to undo even
after prolonged use under adverse conditions.
If, even in such cases, persistent binding
prevails, try the gentle application of heat
from a blow lamp or gas jet. This, applied
more particularly to the nut, will cause the
latter to expand and become loose, owing to
the higher co -efficient of expansion of brass
as compared, with iron.-A. R. M.
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ELECTRICALLY-
OPERATED
MECHANISMS

Their Application for Various Purposes
By " ENGINEER "

N this article I propose to give details and
results of experiments, inventions and
their application in connection with elec-

trically driven and mechanically operated
movements extending over many years of
model making, chiefly for exhilbition and
general publicity. Not all of the schemes
devised by me can be dealt with ; they would
occupy far too much space and call for too
many complicated drawings ; for instance:
there was a human figure, half life size,
which was made to appear as if walking and
which, besides its feet, moved its hands and
arms, unrolled a scroll, moved its head and

Ci

OP

Fig. 1.-Colliery winding gear.

eyes and, shown in a West End of London
window of a big stores, had to be removed
because of the large crowds which collected
on the footpath outside. Then there
was a large model of an electrically -driven
colliery winding engine, a working model of
a dragline excavator, performing all the oper-
ations of the prototype and embodying three
separate motors all made to synchronise ;
there was an oil -well boring plant, a large

Fig. 2.-Motor reversing by mercury switches.

heavy model of an 8 -cylinder diesel engine,
and many other items too numerous to
mention.

From the list of such working models I
have selected, for illustration here, those
which operated upon principles which may be
applied, if required, to things other than
models ; things which call for interrupted
motions and for alternately reversible move-
ments or light changes. I commence with
the switch gear, designed for operating the
reciprocating cages in a model of a colliery
winding shaft.

It was required that the up-and-down
travel of the cages should be automatic, but
that there should be an interval of rest
between the movements. There was, besides
the cages and their guides, the usual pithead

k

Fig. 4.-Moving model display gear.

as possible ; this is done in order
to reduce to the minimum the move-
ment and resistance to bending of the eight
flexible connections. The great advantage
of mercury switches-mercury making con-
tacts in air -exhausted glass tubes ----over any
other kind of switch is, first, that there is no
arcing and, second, that a mere featherweight
touch is sufficient to tilt them ; this delicacy
of movement should therefore not be
defeated by resistance from stiff electrical
wiring.

Fig. 3.-A time interval switch gear.

gear and reversible winding drum, all as in
full-size mining practice.

Referring to Fig. r the motor, M, geared
down through the gearbox, GB, and revolving
the drum, WD, was controlled by mercury
switches, RS, four of them, secured to a
pivoted cradle on the shaft of which was
a double armed lever. In this lever were
pins, Tr and Tz.

In the drawing on the left of Fig. r, cage
C2 is ascending and Cr de-
scending. When C2 reaches the
top of its travel it will knock up
pin T2 and reverse the motor.
Fig. 2 is a pair of wiring dia-
grams showing the changes in
the current flows when the mer-
cury switches are tilted from one
side to the other. As will be
seen, reversing is shown through
the field winding, but it may be
done either through the field or
through the armature.

At the top right-hand side of
Fig. r is a small sketch of the
switch cradle. Here it may be
noted that the contact ends of
the switches are all arranged to
come as near to the, pivoted shaft

- F

O
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Time Interval Gear
I have referred to a time interval between

the travels of the cages. In one design this
interval was provided for by compelling the
driving arm and its leaf, DL, on the geared
shaft of the motor, to make very nearly one
revolution before it caught up the arm and
pin, DP, on the drum shaft, after reversal of
the motor. In order that this time interval
may be reduced, if required, the position of
DL was made variable by means of a plate,
slotted as shown at the lower right-hand of
Fig. r. By this means the interval could
be altered from the duration of one revolu-
tion to no interval at all.

For giving an interval longer than the dur-
ation of one revolution it becomes necessary
to switch off the motor entirely and, without
interfering with the reversing switches in any
way, a small piece of mechanism is intro-
duced carrying one single mercury switch,
or, if it be thought advisable to break both
sides of the circuit, a pair of such switches.
The apparatus is drawn in Fig. 3, where GW
is a gear wheel driving through other gears
and pinions-such as may be taken from an
old alarum clock fan vanes, FV. Carried
loosely upon the shaft of the large gear wheel
is a plate SP to which the switch, MS, is
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Fig. 5.-A portion of moving model display gear.

attached. W is a small weight. Pivoted at
the bottom of the plate, SP, is a counter-
weighted pawl, P2, which engages by gravity
with the teeth of GW. On the periphery of
SP is a fixed pawl, FP, and this is engaged
by another pivoted pawl, Pt. This Pr is
carried by a long arm, A, which is pivoted
at AX, eccentrically to the centre of GW.

The outer end of A is ,provided with a
striker pin, S, which is long enough to be
caught by either of the two cages and carried
up to the position shown by the chain -dotted

history of dress or costume, i.e.,
the human figure, are all suit-
able subjects.

Figs. 4 and 5 show that
ordinary bicycle chain and
sprocket wheels enter largely
into the scheme. When there
is a great number of objects
to be shown-as there was is
the case of the ships to which
I have referred-they cannot all
be accommodated on one chain
and, moreover, the moving pic-
ture is improved in perspective
if the nearer objects move

faster than tile more distant ones ; for
these reasons two, three or more chains may
be provided, each driven by a sprocket wheel
having a different number of teeth. The
fastest moving objects will be those nearest
to the proscenium, P, and will be carried
on chain C3 ; the slowest will be the most
distant, at the back, on Cr. All three of
the driving sprockets, S, shown in the front
and sectional views in Fig. 4, that is to say,
sprocket wheels Si, S2 and S3, are keyed
on one shaft and all run at the same revoluz

Fig. 6.-The mechanism for travelling small-scale models.

lines. In moving upwards the arm, by
means of Pi and FP, lifts the switchplate
and cuts off the current. When it reaches the
top of its movement, PI, on arm A, releases
FP by reason of the eccentric centres and
the plate SP is then carried by P2 which
has, in the up movement, slipped over the
teeth in the gear wheel and re-engaged itself
in a fresh position. Gravity now comes into
play and begins to set in motion the train
of gears and the fly vanes, FV. The arm A
will remain up, but the disengagement of
pawls Pr and FP will allow the switch to
slowly fall until the mercury flows to the
opposite end of its glass cylinder and closes
the circuit. A stop, not shown, will be
required for SP to limit its descent and stops
are provided on the arm for Pr and, extern-
ally, ST for the arm itself. The arm A is
lowered directly current is switched on by
the falling away of the cage which lifted it.

Travelling Object
The next mechanical arrangement was used

to display a series of models of ships, all
sailing or steaming from left to right across
a proscenium opening. The sea was painted
on curved surfaces and there were slots in
these, or between these, along which the
vessels passed in front of a painted back scene
of sky. There is, of course, no reason why
the scheme should not be used for any other
kind of moving object: The history of loco-
motive development, the history of the Atlan-
tic crossing, transport through the ages,
development of the motor vehicle, and the

tion speed, but the upper sprockets on each
side run each on its own independent short
shaft.

The rate of travel depends upon the subject
of the display, and in the case of the ships
they moved very slowly. The motor,M, drove
through a big -reduction gearbox, B, and a
belt over differential Vee pulleys as well.

Fig. 5 shows the method of making the
attachments to the chains. For short, or
comparatively short, objects up to about four
or five inches in length, only single links in

the chain may be embraced by the clips, as
at. A, but for greater lengths longer clips
may be advisable. With these latter, B, the
bolt at one end of the clip must pass through
slotted holes, S, in the clip, in order that the
chain may flex in passing around the sprocket
wheels.

Omnibuses and Trains
In a large model of Bournemouth which

my firm made for the Corporation of that
famous watering place, and which was ex-
hibited on -Waterloo Station for some time,
there were some hundreds of motor -buses
travelling along the roads as well as trains on
the Southern Railway. All of these were to
an extremely small scale and were supported
and caused to move in the manner shown
in Fig. 6. Each vehicle was made with an
extension of tinplate carried downwards and
soldered to the links of an endless chain. The
buses were die-cast with the tin strip cast
in, but the trains were of wood.

There was, at first, difficulty with the
stretching of the chains and eventually,
having tried different manufactured kinds,
we made the chains ourselves from mild
steel wire. This trouble of stretching was
created by the fact that one length of
omnibus run was over 9ft. between the
sprocket wheels, and not only curved
horizontally following the directions of the
roads, but up and down as well in accordance
with ground contours. To guide the chains
around curves and undulations they were
enclosed in square brass tubes set diagonally
and slotted at one corner for the passage of
the vehicle supports, all as explained by the
cross-section seen in Fig. 6.

The sprockets, one at each end, were at
first driven by a motor and gearbox at one
end only, the one at the opposite end merely
serving as a jockey pulley, but on the 9ft.
run (over x8ft. of chain) there was excessive
friction in spite of lubrication and, although
it is considered bad practice to couple two
separate motors to do one job, I had two
motors selected which synchronised for speed
and put one of these at each end ; thus both
sprocket wheels were driving and the load
at each wheel reduced to less than one-half.
The sprocket wheels were built up, each of
five steel plates, riveted together, with a hub
of gunmetal. The centre plate, on the edge
of which the teeth were formed, was case-
hardened on the periphery. The wheels of
the locomotives, the trains and the buses did
not revolve.

Colour Light Changing
The automatic changing over of lighting

to provide differently coloured illumination

0
B
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0

Fig. 7.-Apparatus for change -over switches.
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in, or on, models and for advertising schemes
is a thing I have often been called upon to
arrange and, in Fig. 7, I show three of the
mechanisms devised to trip mercury switches
for the purpose.'

Although, as I have already said, on these
switches there is no arc at the moment of
making or breaking a circuit, the more rapid
the movement of the switch the better. For
this reason the scheme A is the best, with C
almost as rapid, whilst B gives the slowest
movement to the two switches, which are
here mounted side by side. In B also the
weight of the switches has to be carefully
balanced by that of the arms and their con-
necting link, though this is not a difficult
matter to arrange, since the switches could
be mounted in adjustable positions. In all
three mechanisms small geared motors are
used to revolve the tripping pin ; which pin
should be provided with a roller. Obviously,
in A and C the pin can turn in one direc-
tion only, whilst in B it does not matter in
which way the pin revolves.

The Sea
All the mechanisms which I have dealt with

up to this point, although designed for and
applied to models, might be used for other
purposes, chiefly those connected with adver-
tising, but the last two which I propose to
illustrate cannot, so far as I can see, be of

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS
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Fig. 8.-Mechanism for reproducing the effect of a heavy sea.

has, either at one end, or preferably in the
middle of its length, a simple plate sprocket
wheel, as A, B, C, etc., and on the shaft
of a gearbox driven by a motor another and
little larger sprocket wheel. The whole is
then encircled and all the sprockets coupled,
to rotate together, by a cycle chain.

Now it will be seen that if the motion
is started with crank No. r at the top, all
cranks set at correct angles and rotation is
in the direction shown by the arrows, one -
eighth of a revolution will bring crank No. 2

Fig. 9.-Mechanism for reproducing the effect of small waves.

any use other than that for which they were
designed, namely, as models of the sea with
waves in motion. I show them because they
are interesting and chiefly because some ship
lovers may like to mount their model vessels
upon the surface, or perhaps I should say in
a surface, which does give the impression of
waves and a sea in motion. The effect is
very considerably enhanced if the whole is
set behind a proscenium, properly lighted,
and treated as a diorama.

The first of these mechanisms is made to
move a fabric sea surface with a long, rolling,
deep sea wave or swell: the size of each
wave and the distance between their crests
being determined by the area and scale of
the model and the heaviness of the sea which
is supposed to be running. The drawing,
Fig. 8, represents the space between two
crests of heavy waves ; which space I have
divided into eight parts. Any number of
parts may be chosen, according to the size
of the model, but they should not be too
widely separated for any given wavelength.
The positions of the spaces, are determined
by shafts running across the model under-
neath the " sea," and in these shafts there
are double -webbed cranks, as shown at the
right-hand end of the drawing.

The cranks are set at such angles in
relation to each other, that when crank No.
is on top centre crank No. 2 will be at
45 deg., crank No. 3 at 90 deg., and so on,
until we get crank No. 5 at the bottom and
crank No. 9 on top, as No. 1. Each shaft

to the top, then crank No. 3, then 4 and 5,
and so on, each crank behind the top one
dropping down as those in front come up,
until each in succession passes from the crest
of a wave to the valleys between them, so
producing the rolling effect of deep-sea
swells.

It will be understood that I have drawn
the chain and sprocket wheels below the
shafts and cranks merely to avoid confusion,
and that sprocket A is on shaft A, B on B
and C on C ; also that there will be sprockets
on every shaft.

A Diorama of the Sea
If the sea is intended to be modelled in
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perspective, as of course it should be in a
diorama, then the wave length represented
by Fig. 8 may very well be at the extreme
front of the model. Assume that crank
No. 9 is the front and that the swell is
rolling towards the spectator, then the next
lot of cranks to the right, beyond No. r, can
have not only diminishing lengths of throw
but can be closer together, fewer in number
and can go on reducing in throw; in spacing
and in number the farther they become from
the front. By this means, especially by the
use of judicious painting, for atmospheric
effect, true perspective will be arrived at.

For the fabric for the sea surface: silk
is best, to which the little wooden strips,
shown in Fig. 8, are glued. In the fore-
ground the silk is treated with transparent
blue-green oil paint and finished with either
varnish or wax.

For Smaller Waves
Fig. 9 shows the mechanism for another

seascape model ; but here the waves
smaller: they did not roll but represented
a sea that might only seem " choppy " in a
small boat. In this scheme the game kind
of chain is used as in the case of the buses
and trains, and soldered to every vertical link
is a plate cut to a profile which will join
up in outline to the next plate in advance
of and behind it ; thus is produced a con-
tinuous, moving straight cam, resting upon
which are little boxwood flanged rollers
running upon pivoted wire radius arms and
having wire connecting rods leading up to
similar wooden strips glued under the sea
fabric, as in the first scheme. The roller
arms each have a return cranked wire, as
shown in the cross-section, having a light
rubber band, or a spring, hooked over the
end ; this in order to ensure that the roller
is kept down to the cam. The chain carrying
the cam plates will, of course, be driven, like
the buses, by a motor and sprocket wheels,
and the straight part of it beween the
sprockets, where the cams carry the rollers,
will slide upon black -leaded hardwood
runners, as shown in the cross-section.
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The Power Unit
THE unit described here was constructed

from improvised material ; putting it
in a more explanatory sense it was pre-

fabricated. Although a plan was drawn up
showing basic requirements, certain allow-
ances were made in view of the improvisation.
Take, for example, one component, the fly-
wheel. Without a lathe, turning one up to the
actual measurements was out of the question:
therefore, something of suitable character
was found and " doctored " to specification
instead. This was the case throughout the
unit's whole construction. It is surprising
.what a " junk box " will produce when called
upon.

The Mounting
This was cut and filed to shape from a

piece of 20 -gauge sheet iron (see Fig. with
a separate piece fitted at the rear to support
the rear bearing. It will be noticed that it
is so constructed to lie at a cant. This is for
lining up with the propeller shaft. The
main shaft bearings consist of brass bushes
soldered into holes drilled for the purpose.
The main shaft is a short length of silver
steel, tin. dia. The flywheel was improvised

J232 Dead spot.3

Fig. 13 (Above).-Method of locating the steam
and exhaust ports. Fig. 52. (Right)-Component
parts and side view of the completed engine.

from a brass disc. As this was originally
somewhat oversize it had to be brought
to the required measurements. First, a
tin. dia. hole was drilled through the centre.
Into this was soldered, temporarily, a short
length of brass rod. Then, using the hand -
brace clamped in the vice as an impromptu
lathe, the disc was inserted into the chuck and
the surplus metal removed with a file. The
next operation was fitting the crank. First, the
location was found with the dividers, then
a tin. dia. hole was drilled; into this was
inserted and soldered a short length of
tin. dia. steel rod to serve as the crank.
Finally, the main shaft was inserted into the
centre hole from which first had been
removed the existing brass rod. Then the
complete unit was polished up.

The Cylinder
This was made of ?Tin. dia. bore 20 -gauge

brass tubing. The head, filed from a piece
of brass, was inserted as a press fit into one
end of the tube and soldered (see Fig. 12).

Cylinder
Block

Coupling

A Modern Stream -lined Design
Powered by a Single -cylinder

Oscillating Engine
By J. E. J.

(Concluded from page 372, August issue)

The cylinder block was cut from a piece of
brass and filed down to the exact dimensions.
Into one side was filed a half-mdon recess
to serve as a seating for the cylinder. Into
the centre of the block a No. 33 dia. hole
was drilled and then tapped 4 B.A. This
was for the pivot, which was formed of
5/32in. dia. brass rod tapped correspondingly
at both ends 4 B.A.

Fitting the cylinder to the block. With a
scraper the half-moon groove on the block was
cleaned until the cylinder seated dead square
with no " rocking." Then the seating was
tinned with solder as likewise the cylinder,
and the two units were assembled and
sweated. The steam port, r/t 6in. dia., was
drilled until it penetrated through just under
the inside of the head, and finally the face
of the block was rendered dead true, and void
of high spots, by rubbing on a piece of plate
glass to which had been added some carborun-
dum dust and oil. Incidentally, both the
cylinder and mounting blocks have to undergo
this highly important procedure in view of

Fig. IL-Details of cylinder mounting.
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Side View of Completed Engine
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their having to be absolutely steam tight.
(The blocks and the ports are two details
that require very exacting treatment. If a
block is filed slightly out of shape, or a port
drilled a fraction off its centre, it is better
to dispense with them entirely and re -make.)

The mounting block was filed up from
brass, and is screwed on the mounting. The
pivot hole coincides with that of the cylinder
block ; in fact, to obtain uniformity, both
were squared together, and a t/t6in. dia.
pilot hole drilled right through both.

Drilling the Steam and Exhaust Ports
This is, of course, a careful operation.

The positions 'can be worked out, but the
safest way to obtain the locations is by the
" impression method." First assemble the fly-
wheel to the mounting, and the cylinder
to the mounting face block, without the
pivot spring. Insert piston, axed connect big
end to crank. Place a little blue " over
the steam port of cylinder, rotate to extreme
right angles and press cylinder block home
against mounting block. Gently, withdraw
cylinder, rotate to opposite side, right angles,
and repeat process. Two circular impressions
will be found on the mounting face. Pin-
point the centres of these with the scriber,
then drill 1/32in. pilot holes through each.
Open out the holes to the required size,
taking care that the " dead spot," i.e., the
distance between the inside edges of the
holes, is not less than the extreme diameter
of the steam port on cylinder face (Fig 13).
When the cylinder is vertical, this " dead
spot " ensures that no steam is permitted to
enter the cylinder. Another point to remember
is that the exhaust port should be slightly
larger than the steam port, as the quicker
the exodus of the exhaust steam, the better
the performance of the engine as a whole.

The holes of the steam and exhaust pipes
are drilled through the sides of the block ;
steam, right, exhaust, left, facing forward.
That means that the motion is anti -clock-
wise. The size of the holes are of such
diameter that just permits the insertion of

Holes cut for
Filler, Domeand Funnel

Cylinder and
Face Block

steam Pipe

Pivot -

Rear Bearing
Bracket

Transmission
Coupling

the respective- pipes as a tight fit, after
which these are fixed with solder. The
steam is tin. dia. copper' and the exhaust
3/16in. dia. copper. The steam pipe is con-
nected direct to the boiler dome, whilst the
exhaust is carried away via the funnel as
shown in Fig. 14.

The Piston, Piston Rod and Big -end
Fitting a piston to the cylinder was one

of the first operations carried out. A piece
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Rear view of the completed model launch.

of lin. dia. mild steel was procured and
lapped into the cylinder tubing with emery
cloth and oil until it slid backward and for-
wards smoothly. Then a piece was cut off
to the requisite length, drilled on the centre
and fitted with a piston rod made from lin.,
dia. steel rod. On to this was soldered a
" big -end " improvised from a brass collar
(see Fig. 12). The final detail on the engine
is the universal coupling. This was impro-
vised from another small brass disc, having
two holes drilled, into which were inserted
two brass pegs, for engaging the propeller
coupling, Fig 12.

Dome

Exhaust

Inner Funnel

Flywheel

Fdlino Cap

The Boiler
The design of the boiler is similar in

every respect to the " pot " type, that is to
say, it consists only of a copper cylinder
sealtd at both ends. There are no internal or
external- water tubes. In fact, it bears a
strong resemblance to the kind usually seen
on sale in toyshop, windows.

The best material for boiler construction is,
of course, solid drawn copper tube. If no
tube is available, the next best thing is to
" roll -up " from sheet, and in fact, for simpler
types of boilers it is ideal because of the light-
ness. Copper tube, unless turned down, is
inclined to be on the heavy side ; also the
thicker the gauge of the metal, the longer it
takes for the water to be brought to the boil,
which, of course, lessens the running time of
the craft.

The boiler for this unit was rolled up from
a sheet of 22 gauge copper, the join being
lapped over and silver soldered, see Fig. 14.
To serve as a former, a length of iron piping
was clamped in the vice, the sheet being
wrapped around it. The end plates were cut
from a piece of slightly "heavier gauge copper,
and more tightly inset to a depth of Bin.
Right through the centre runs a tin. dia.
brass stay, tapped 5 B.A. at either end to
receive lock nuts which screw firmly down on
to the end plates. The protruding ends of the
stay also support the boiler in its casing.
The filling cap and the dome were cut from
an old brass rifle oil bottle, and are set in'
their positions in drilled holes on top of
the boiler. There is no safety valve, as the
engine, with the cylinder being spring
pivoted, serves in this capacity, the face
blocks being blown apart when 'the steam
pressure becomes excessive. As there is no
regulator, there is no danger of the steam
being accidently shut off and forgotten.

Soldering
The melting point of silver solder is much

(Continued on page 430)
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Fig. t4.-Perspective view of the complete power unit, and details of boiler, casing and burner.
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Telescope uenes Answered
Dealing With Focal Lengths of Lenses, and a Terrestrial Eyepiece for the Simple Telescope

Described in the June and July Issues of "Practical Mechanics"

SINCE the publication, in the June issue,
of the first part of the telescope
article, I have received letters from

readers regarding the optical equipment of
eyepieces for the instrument. Some require
to know 'how to make a terrestrial eyepiece for
viewing objects on the earth, the right way up ;
others say that 'the lenses they have received
from the suppliers are not of the same focus
as specified. Details of the eyepiece are given
in the August issue.

I propose first to deal with the matter of the
focal lengths of the two eyepiece lenses
supplied by Messrs. Broadhurst, Clarkson &
Co., Ltd. Only one reader has said that these
are not as specified ; he stated that the focus
of the field lens is j bin., and of the eye lens
lin., whereas the stipulated foci were tin.
and .66in. respectively.

Measuring Lens Focus
The accompanying Fig. I shows how the

focus is measured, i.e., by projecting the light
of the sun, or of the moon, with maximum
sharpness of the image on to a piece of white
cardboard, alongside of a rule. This is what
the querist did. Now by the formula
fF x fE x 2 -Eq f. Where f is focus, F the

fF fE
field lens, E the eye lens and Eq. f the equiva-
lent focus, I found that the quotient, with his
lenses, is exactly the same as with the specified
lenses, viz., tin., so the magnifying power on
the 4oin. O.G. will be the same, but the
distance apart at which the two lenses will be
mounted is different. For separation the rule
is fF -1-fE=S, S being separation, measuring

2
from flat side to flat side.

2" + .66" 1.5 .75As specified = r.33in., but +
2 2

= I.125in. So it behoves each reader on receipt
of his lenses to check up on their foci and
mount them accordingly. Stated in words, the
separation should be : one-half the sum of
their focal lengths.

I would warn the reader in testing the focus
of a lens to use the image of an object at an
almost infinite distance away. Only the sun or
the moon are bright enough and fulfil these
conditions. It would give a false result if the
images of the houses on the opposite side of
the road were projected on to the card, for in

such case the focus would appear to be longer
than it actually is.

In Fig. 2 are longitudinal sections showing
construction of two eyepieces A and B, both
having the same equivalent focus of tin. A is
as specified and B is as reported by the reader
to whom I have referred. Another corres-
pondent states that the diameter of the field
lens is 13 (t6in., not ;in. This difference is not
material ; it only means that an extra ring of
card will be needed in the tube to bring the
diameter down to that required by the lens,
or else to use a brass draw tube of a little

Fig. 1. -
Method of
measuring
the focus of

a lens.

smaller outside diameter than IM. ; it does
not matter which is done. In both of the
diagrams the lenses are held in position by
bands of Bristol board secured with seccotine,
and the whole stuck in the tube with the same
adhesive. Midway between the lenses a stop,
C, must be inserted having a truly cut,
circular hole in its centre.

ERECTING SYSTEM

455 LENS C 3rd LENS D

By E. W. TWINING

tube with seccotine or spacing bands of card
inserted to retain them in place. I think the
bands will be best, in which case only a ring
at the end furthest from the eye need be
actually cemented inside of the tube.

Erecting Lenses
I want the reader to realise that the addition

of erecting lenses will increase the magnifying'
power very greatly, and I am by no means sure"
that the simple, non -achromatic object glass
will stand such a power, so for terrestrial
observation the results may be disappointing:,`
This telescope was designed for astronomical
work of an elementary kind and with a
Huygenian eyepiece only ; that is why the
stands shown in the June and July issues all'
have tops giving equatorial motion. At dr'
same time, I must say that if the reader wants
to use the instrument for seeing distant
landscape, then the experiment is worth trying
considering the small extra expenditure Of
money and time involved. z

Tripod Stand
But if the reader decides to risk it and make

a terrestrial eyepiece, he had better either use a
ready-made camera tripod or make a three-
legged stand of the camera type. In either
case, making a head which will enable the

EYEPIECE
and 1st

F 134"
1..._ 11.3.,,_-P2='

21
l' f)4" f

Fig. 3.-The arrangement of lenses in a terrestrial eyepiece.

Terrestrial Eyepiece
The next matter is that of the terrestrial

eyepiece. To convert the ordinary astro-
nomical eyepiece into one for viewing objects
the right way up, two additional lenses will be
required and the system will become as in
Fig. 3. From this it will be realised that a very
much longer draw tube will be needed and
will probably have to be as much as 9in. or

join. in length. I suggest that the
two erecting lenses, C and D,
shall be duplicates of the field lens-

I

v.
.

A 1
,

I

i I

---15`-
r
Tc )'

1--
1 l'

B
tF

ib

rl

Min

4-r

41.

Fig. 2.-Two eyepieces both havingequivOlent focus of tin.

F, having .the same diameter and
both of the same foci. They will
each be mounted in separate cells
of Bristol board (as shown), which
cells should be a good firm sliding
fit in the tube. As I do not know
what the foci of these lenses will
be, I cannot state the best positions
in which to place them nor their
distances from the field lens F.
It is for this reason that I suggest
they be made to slide so that their
best positional adjustment can be
got by actual tests. When the
clearest definition with the
telescope is obtained, the places
occupied by the two cells should
be measured and marked inside of
the tube and either stuck to the

telescope to swivel in both horizontal anti
vertical planes ; in other words, in altitude
and azimuth like a theodolite.

Finally, I have been notified by Messrs.
Broadhurst, Clarkson & Co., Ltd., that the foci
of the two lenses which they are supplying to
readers for the astronomical eyepiece are :
first lens (the eye lens E), in. focus by iin.
diameter ; second lens (the field lens F), ilia.
focus by fin. diameter. They have also given
for the terrestrial eyepiece the following :
First and second lenses : as for the astro
eyepiece which will be mounted in accordance
with the formulx I have given above. For the
erecting system : third lens, 24in. focus by
sin. diameter ; and fourth lens, Qin. focus
by fin. diameter. Lenses two and four will
therefore be similar. They state that the figures
given are approximate and this applies, pre-
sumably, to both diameters and foci, so I still
recommend the reader to check up on the foci
and mount accordingly. For the informationi
of the reader who proposes to make a terretH
trial eyepiece I should mention that the tw431
erecting lenses are quoted by Broadhursti
Clarkson & Co. at 8s. 6d. each.

The figures for the erecting lenses I have
added to Fig. 3, and the separation' between .

the second lens (F) and the third lens had still
better be arrived at by trial.
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Wood Bending Methods
How to Make Simple Bends in
IF the limitations of the material are

borne in mind and a correct technique
is adopted, many timber species can

be successfully bent, and having been shaped
will retain that shape indefinitely apart from
the minor " movement " that is common to
all timber.

The process of bending results in com-
pression of the wood fibres on one face of
the bend with a tensile force on the other
face, and the extent to which a timber can
undergo such stresses without rupture de-
pends on its anatomical structure, which
varies according to species. A timber such
as: ash, for instance, can be bent to quite
a small radius whereas in solid form other
timbers may break if bent to anything but a
comparatively large radius. Ash, beech, birch,
ehri, horse -chestnut, oak and false acacia
(o; robinia) are examples of home-grown
woods that bend exceedingly well, and the
North American varieties of these woods are
also excellent for the purpose. African
walnut, danta, greenheart, true mahogany
and eng are samples of commonly imported
timbers whose bending properties are good.

,Before it can be bent, all wood must
undergo a softening process; and this is best
done in a steaming chest, the wood being
kept under treatment for a period of one
hour for every inch thickness of the plank.
For normal amateur use the steaming chest
can. be a simple homemade affair of the type
illustrated in Fig. r.
The Steaming Chest

The actual box (of gin. by tin. or similar
wood) is made to a convenient length, the
sides being butted together with brass screws ;
all eeting edges and the inside of the box
shod be red -leaded prior to assembly. A
hin lid is fitted at one end of the box
while the other is permanently closed in, both
lid jand end being bored to take a iin. dia-
metirr pipe.

An oil drum, stood on a tripod or a
couple of bricks, will serve as the boiler,
heating being by means of a gas -ring
beneath. Armoured hose or copper pipe is
fitted between a hole at the top of the drum
and the closed end of the box, while the
lid, carries a 4in. long escape pipe of the
same material. The wood being steamed
rests on fillets inside the chamber (which

fig.i.-Home-made steaming chamber set up ready for use.

Wood in the Home Workshop

By N. CLIFFORD

stands on a table of convenient height), the
steam passing from the boiler through the
chamber, around the wood, and out by way
of the escape pipe.

The subsequent treatment of the wood
depends chiefly on the degree of curvature
required. For comparatively large radii
the wood is forced down between stout blocks
fixed to the bench -top in the manner shown
in Fig. 2, and with this manner of working
it is customary to insert wedges between
the back block and bending strip at one end,
as shown in the plan view. Alternatively,
the steamed wood can be fitted between a
male and female former, the whole being
clamped together until the bend has set
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 -.-Wood strip being bent tetween formers
fastened to bench -top.

The Supporting Strap
For making bends to a small radius or

for use on a timber that is not a particularly
good bending species, a " supporting strap "
must be used, and this can be homemade.

The strap is a piece of mild steel of about
14 S.W.G. and of a suitable length for the
job in hand; the width of the material must
be at least equal to the thickness of the, tim-
ber being bent, and preferably should slightly
exceed that dimension. A simple type of
wooden handle is fastened at each end, with
a stout stop on its inside edge (Fig. 4).

For use with this strap, a former round
which the wood can be bent is fastened to

the bench, and it is
normal practice to have
a fixed block and
wedges at the centre
point of this. The
steamed timber is laid
into place with a
strap on its outside
face, the centre wedges
are tightened, and the
wedges are placed
between the end of
the steamed timber
and the stop on each
handle. Bending is
then done by pulling
the handles round so
that the wood takes
the shape of the form
(Fig. 5). If possible,
the handles are
claniped to keep the
timber in position, but
if this cannot be done
a lath is nailed tem-
porarily across t h e
arms of the bend.

Fig. 3.-Bending strip fitted between male and
female formers (clamps not shown).

For bends more closely approaching the
circular a slight alteration in technique is
necessary. Here one handle is omitted from
the strap so that this end can be wedged
against the former, and the strap is carried
right round the former to complete the bend.
Commercially manufactured items such as
hoops, etc., are bent on special machines.

The bending of more elaborate curves may
call for special equipment. An S -bend, for
example, needs supporting on both the inside
and outside faces, and two straps are nee- 
essary, with two sets of fixed blocks and
wedges, one on each side of the centre point.
Such bends as these, and also bends in
different planes, are normally beyond the
scope of the small workshop.

After bending, the timber is left to set in
its new form! In commercial practice the
bends are often removed to a heated setting -
room, but equally satisfactory results can be
achieved by leaving the steamed wood under
pressure between the strap and the former.
A period of twelve hours is usually suffi-
cient to set a bend, but in all cases it will be
found that there is a very slight tendency for
the wood to straighten,' though the effect is
usually negligible.

Bending Laminated Timber
In an article of this length it is impossible

to more than touch on the question of the
bending of laminated timber.

Quite complicated bending may be
achieved if the wood to be treated is made
up of thin laminae. These laminae must be
glued together to gain the required thickness,
the compound strip being treated precisely as
if it were solid timber. The loss of length
in each lamination, due to bending, may be
very noticeable, and the end of the wood may
assume the shape shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4.-One end of strap, showing " stop."
Fig. 5.-Use of strap to bend wood round

"former."

Fig. f..-Reduction in length of laminae
caused by bending.
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YOUR INVENTION!
Hints and Tips for Prospective inventors

IOFTEN hear someone say " I've got an
idea for something that would sell in
thousands." The number of people

who begin to invent something is probably
greater than the number who hope to write
a novel. I have found one of the best con-
versational openings with a stranger at dinner
is to say, " And how's the invention ? "
because everyone has either invented some-
thing, is inventing or is thinking of inventing
it !

The war has shown how extremely in-
ventive is the ordinary man and woman in
Britain. A thousand inventions and ideas
a month poured into the Ministries and the
factory organisations. Many hundreds of
them were adopted. A very much greater
number proved impracticable for one reason
or another. And my experience in talking and
writing to hundreds of " amateur " inventors
suggests that the majority are doomed to
disappointment and may, indeed, lose a great
deal of money rather than make the fortune
that is popularly supposed to come the way
of the successful inventor.

Ingenuity versus Utility
The reason why their inventions are

doomed to disappointment are numerous, but
they fall generally under a number of heads.
The commonest is that they have ingenuity
rather than utility. It is' not sufficient for
an invention to be ingenious, it must be use-
ful in the broad sense that it accomplishes
something more cheaply, quickly or easily
than before. But it is always the ingenuity
of their inventions that fascinates amateur
inventors rather than the utility.

I remember having a new mouse -trap
demonstrated to me that was certainly the
most ingenious I had ever seen. The details
are forgotten, but at least six forms of
sudden death awaited the mouse, and as
many lures were ready to get him within
range. The proud inventor asked me what
I thought, and I had to tell him, " It is very
ingenious, but don't patent it, because a cat
would be cheaper." Not only did the very
complicated mechanism cost a great deal to
make-setting the trap would have taken,
perhaps, five or ten minutes.

The Time Factor
The time factor, incidentally, is one fre-

quently overlooked by amateurs in their
favourite field of invention-labour-saving.
It is little use saving " labour " if you waste
time. I remember a washing-up machine
that was certainly labour saving in the sense
that all you had to do was place the dirty
crockery in certain positions. But esti-
mated that it would take ten minutes to do
this-almost as long as the ordinary house-
wife would have taken to wash them by soap
and water methods costing one -tenth as
much.

Another mistake is to invent some new way
of doing something which is already done
very well. I remember a lady who invented
a new burglar alarm, and was so pleased with
it she spent considerable sums on patents and
models. The alarm consisted essentially of
wires so placed that when a door or window
was entered a gramophone was automatically
switched on to play a record of dogs barking!
When I asked her " Wouldn't it be easier
to keep a watchdog with the added advantage
that'he could bite as well as bark? " she was
definitely hurt, and nothing I could say

By Professor A. M. LOW
President Inst. of Patentees

would persuade her that her invention was
not epoch-making. It is fairly obvious that
the usual alarm bell ringing inside or outside
the house or in the nearest police station
would be a great deal cheaper and at least
equally as effective.

Most of the thirty thousand patents taken
out each year in England are mechanical, and
it is important that inventors should keep to
the class of work of which they have some
knowledge. It needs long experience to
improve some vital detail of, say, a motor-
car, but any ordinary user might think of a
useful accessory to make repairs easier.

Simple Ideas
Remember that simple things for cooking,

the house, knitting and woodwork are all
among the most profitable fields of patents,
and everyone is an expert in something!
Another important point is that when an
article is very widely used any improvement
must be tremendous if it is to make worth
while the changing of all the tools and stocks
which exist. To improve a lampholder
would be a very difficult task from the com-
mercial point of view because so many
millions are in use.

All this may sound very discouraging, but
in fact it is not so. Every year, people who
may be called " amateurs," produce first-class
ideas that in some way increase the wealth,
h'alth or comfort of their fellow citizens.
To know what to avoid and to be able to
examine your invention objectively is to avoid
much disappointment and probable loss of
money.

People sometimes ask me, " What should
I invent ? " It is rather like asking for an
idea fora short story or a novel! In my
experience at least fifty per cent. of the
art of invention is seeing something that is
needed. Satisfying that need, to the man or
woman of imagination and moderate mechan-
ical ability, is rarely difficult once the need
has been perceived. The man who made a
fortune out of crinkling hairpins, to prevent
them falling out, had virtually solved his

problems once he noticed that hairpins fell
out, caused women inconvenience, and could
be made to stay in quite simply.

I can, however, give readers one or two
hints. Notice that inventions are not com-
pletely " new " things, but a combination of
two or more old ideas. The most obvious
example is the fountain pen-neither pen nor
ink was original, the " invention " consisted
of bringing them conveniently together. So
it is with every invention. The inventor
carries someone else's ideas farther, combin-
ing perhaps the principles of two others in
ingenious fashion.

Timing
Timing is important with inventions. You

can be too soon both technically and psycho-
logically. I demonstrated television before
the 1914-18 war and the wireless -controlled
'plane during that war. Both were too many
years before their time. If you have what j,
you believe to be a really first-class idea at
the moment, I advise you to keep it. While
present economic conditions last, it is obvious
that manufacturers will be more concerned in
turning out quantities of what they are
equipped to produce, rather than looking for
new goods. When controls of labour and
materials are lifted, and trade becomes com-
petitive, it will be another matter. For cer-
taM things you must also catch the customer's
" mood." The best example I can think of
is the game of Monopoly which swept
America like wildfire during the economic
blizzard years. Deliberately or accidentally,
it exactly provided the entertainment needed
at that time.

Very little has been done to help inventors,
yet they are really important to any country
for they pave the way to new industry. In
England we have the Institute of Patentees
which is an organisation entirely devoted to
helping inventors. The institute organises
exhibitions, gives report upon inventions,
free legal advice as to agreements or royalties,
and generally helps its members to find the
right, manufacturer for their ideas. Patentees,
who find their ideas being pirated can go to, -
the Institute for advice.

Originality
Above all, remember that it is the amateue;:'

who has excelled in the art of invention. It
was not official bureaux which were respons-
ible for the steam engines, spinning machines,
the telegraph, radio or X-rays. Originality
is a country's most vital asset. It cannot
be regimented by hidebound committee men.

BOFFIN.

Is4,t

" As soon as I fnd out 'ohat it does, ''I shall take out a patent,"
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By " MOTILUS
Model Hydro -electric Power Stations Model Railway Exhibition at

Scarborough
IT is interesting to learn of the different

ways in which model* railway owners
,, strive to bring realism into their hobby.

Most of us can be charmed by the visual
appeal of a model layout that is sufficiently
well built to give us an impression that we
are looking at " the real thing " in miniature.
Yet some enthusiasts go even further and
when we visit them they present .us with a
complete timetable to which they can run
their model passenger and goods trains.

$uch a one is Mr. V. C. Martin of
Eastchurch, Kent. In a room with walls
lined with railway pictures and posters he
has built up an extensive gauge o,
electrically controlled model railway. This
comprises some thousand feet of track,
including sidings, 74 coaches and vans for
passenger rolling stock, and too wagons, etc.,
for goods rolling stock. Mr. Martin calls
it The Midland and South East Railway

Fig. t (Above).-Part of the model pipeline for
the Loch Sloy hydro -electric scheme in the

Highlands.

Fig. 3 (Right).-A section of the Elliott Model
Railway Exhibition at " Railwayland," Scar-
borough, showing some of the interesting track

features of the layout.

and his timetable is drawn up for no
trains to run in a day's service of 12 hours.

 Altogether, his locomotives cover about two
miles in a week.

For scenic effects, Mr. Martin relies
mostly on accessories and lineside buildings,

without resort to painted backgrounds. His
Warden Central Station is well equipped
with a locomotive shed, platform buildings,
bookstall, seats, timetable board and posters,
not forgetting, of course, station staff,
pasSengers and luggage!

the focus of much attention among post-
war events in Scotland. The results of -

schemes already operating in the Highlands
are proving the wisdom of the decision to use
Scotland's water power for production of
electricity for Scottish industries and homes.

Messrs. Mechans, Ltd., of Glasgow, who
supplied the pipeline for the Loch Sloy
hydro -electric scheme (which is already in
operation), had a model made last year which
they exhibited on their stand at the
Engineering and Marine Exhibition in
London. The model (Fig. t) shows Messrs.
Mechans' pipeline for the Loch Sloy scheme,
the power house and tail race; a simple
model, demonstrating the immense sweep
of pipeline with essential clarity.

Another interesting model that was built
last year in connection with a hydro -electric
scheme was of the Fenosa-Los Peares
Power Station in Spain. The model, built
to a scale of /5oth full size, was to the order
of the British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd.,'
Rugby. It shows the turbines, one of which
is in section, the alternator, also in section,

and the water inlet and

Fig. 2.-Model of she
power station for the
Fenosa-Los Peares hydro-
electric scheme in Spain.

Model Hydro -electric
Power Stations

Hydro - electric power
schemes have been

outlet. In the illustration,
Fig. 2, the transformers can
be seen at the right-hand
side.

Both these hydro -electric
scheme models were built in
Northampton by Messrs.'
Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.

Model Railway Exhibition
I hear that the new Elliott

Model Railway Exhibition
(now being run in addition
to the one at Blackpool) has
been drawing numerous
visitors to " Railwayland "
at Scarborough. " Railway -
land " lies in the centre of
Scarborough, in Huntriss
Row, and the building is
devoted entirely to railway
matter, both real and
model.

Mr. Elliott's new gauge o,
exhibition railway (Fig. 3)
has fifteen locomotive models,
including such well-known
ones as the London Midland

Region " Royal Scot," " Duchess of Mont-
rose," and the Eastern Region " Flying
Scotsman." Some of them are steam
operated, and these, to my mind, have an
extra appeal that is lacking in electrically

operated models. However, even some of
the electric models are most realistic, as real
smoke puffs from their funnels from a
specially fitted smoke device.
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Electrically -operated Clue
Screen Curtains

SIR,-With reference to
Mr. Bagley's enquiry

perhaps my own arrange-
ment will be of interest to
him.

The first requirement, of course, is a suit-
able reversible electric motor, and I was
fortunate in this respect in picking up a
24 -volt D.C. ex -Government motor from a
radar scanner. This motor had the pole
windings brought out, so I use one pole for
opening and the other for closing. I find
there is ample power on 12/14 volts at a
reduced speed (24- volts being rather fast and
noisy). I run the motor through a trans-
former and rectifier-transformer is of the
bell type but of heavier construction, and
was used for operating air-raid alarms during
the war-rectifier amp. 14 volts, which
can be purchased cheaply at any radio shop.
It will still be necessary to reduce the speed,
in my case this was done by gearing, using
the kin. dia. gear -wheel already on the motor
spindle, and a Join. dia. fibre gear -wheel (ex -
radar scanner). On the latter I fixed a
turned brass vee-pulley (I made two grooves,
2-lin. and t -/in. dia., as I was not sure of the
speed required).

Control of the motor is from the projector

Contacts closets

Cord

Three core cable
to projector

Curtain rail

Rectifier

Transformer-.
Single pole double
throw toggle
switch

Contact breakers

/2V

111

Mains

Motor

Curtain rail

Waring diagram and details of Mr. E.
Lawson's suggestion for operating dna screen

curtains.

position by means of 3 -core flexible cable,
using 3 -pin connectors to a single -pole
double -throw toggle switch. The cord
operating the curtains is picture cord which
I find satisfactory. On the cord I have two
wooden stops, which are wooden balls
threaded on, each with a set -screw to
stop them shifting and at the same time

41/ allowing their positions to be adjusted.
These balls come up against micro -switches

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

at each end of the run-these switches are
about 7s. 6d. each, but difficult to obtain
at present. Home-made alternatives )sere
used at first, but I found that when the
motor stopped the tension in the cord some-
times allowed the switches to close again,
momentarily starting and stopping the motor
which was annoying as the clicking of the
switch rapidly opening and closing could be
heard above the music. A good deal of trial
is necessary to get good results in spite of
the apparent simplicity of the scheme. In
my own case I use the same driving cord to
operate a sliding resistance which dims the
lights on opening the curtains.

For a 6ft. screen the curtain rails should
extend about 8ft. so that the curtains will
clear the screen. Use two rails (95o type)
so that the curtains will overlap. In my
case I have the curtains attached to the cord
on the under side of the board supporting the
rails and the contact breakers mounted on
the top of the board. This means more
pulleys than are shown in the rough sketch,
but it is worth it in the long run as adjust-
ments can be easily made. If a sliding

cZ,Lirrrft switches

"'Striker

Fig.
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right off the windings which ensures the
lights are right off and the other end a metal
contact continuing the windings in the full -
on position. On 12 volts or so the system
is perfectly safe-except, of course, the
sliding resistance for dimming the lights,
which is on the mains voltage. The original
contact breakers were spring strips similar
to those used in telephone jacks-a light
spring only is required, otherwise it tends to
pull the cord back again and so make
contact.

A stop is required to prevent the momentum
of the motor opening the contacts too far
and so damaging the light springs. Micro -
switches make a much better permanent job.

It is advisable to use light material for
the curtains and fix small lead weights along
the bottom to make them hang nicely.

My own proscenium is made up with
Dexion aluminium alloy angles and the top
portion can be lowered into the base which
is on wheels to enable the whole thing to be
moved easily into another room. The frame-
work is covered with beaver board and
painted. The whole is automatic, which is
a' great help as so much has to be done at
once. When the switch is pressed the
curtains open, lights dim and nothing has
to be switched off. When the film is ending,
all that is required is to press the switch
and the curtains close and the lights come on.
-E. LAWSON (East Boldon).

QIR,-As I have fitted up an arrangement
of motor -operated screens for a church

hall stage, incorporating reversing and limit
switches, I venture to send the following
description and sketches in case they may
be of interest.

The curtains in this case are much larger
than 6ft., and are double, each curtain
about uft. square, with a movement of 9ft,
from the centre. Also, the whole apparatus- -

Curtain f-ord

Motor

rwo-pin sockets

K9 HP motor(series)

Special earthing
connection to switchboard

a

Limit
switches
A 8. 8

Two -pm sockets

Armature plug
plug socket

socket

Switch box on hoard

Fig. 2.

General arrangement and wiring diagram of Mr. A. T. Jones's system for operating eine screen
curtains.

resistance is used it is essential, as it is
difficult to obtain a sliding resistance of the
correct length. To overcome this another
short cord is attached to the driving cord
and adjusted so that the lights start dimming
when the curtains are half open, and I have
arranged the windings so that the slider has
a few inches to spare at either end-one end

has to be portable to allow the stage plat-
form to be cleared for other uses, and this
renders the arrangement, especially the wir-
ing, more complicated than a permanent
one would be.

The curtains are hung on ordinary rails
and runners, moved by a cord running

(Continued on page 429)
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and be sure of
Craftsmanship
and Quality

126.  G' CPAMP

189.
WOODWORKERS' VICE

186. E
FITTERS' VICE

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

186. B.
MECHANICS' VICE

No workshop or handyman's bench ,s

complete without a quality vice. When
seeing your dealer, ask for WODEN Tools
by name. He will be pleased to sell you
"WODEN because, in his experience, he
knows that they
are second to none
for accuracy and
perfect finish.

104. STEEL SASH CRAMP

THE STEEL NUT & JOSEPH HAMPTON LIMITED
WODEN WORKS WEDNESBURY PHONE DARLASTON 331

CASH M.P. terms :

£31:5s. £10:10s.
carr. & pack-

ing 151-.

deposit and
12 monthly
payments of

3912.

THE

BURGOYNE
MAGNETIC TAPE

RECORDER

DEMONSTRATIONS

A new product at a price almost half
that of other proprietary makes on
the market.
The equipment includes everything
necessary to record and play back
except tape and a microphone,
available as extras.

Also available in kit forte at £27 5s. od.
cash or h.p. terms £9 5s. od. deposit and 12
monthly payments of 34 6 The kit comprises:
(a) Burgoyne Mk. II Tape Table 114 : 10 : 0
(b) Burgoyne cabinet E4 :10:0
(c) Burgoyne Oscillator unit E2: :0
(d) M.O.S. A4 Amplifier E6 : 19 :6
(e) M.O.S. A.4 construction

manual 10 : 3 :9
(f) Lectrona Sin. P.M. Speaker CO : IS :0
oil the above items available separately.

AT THE RADIO CENTRE

RECOMMENDED TAPES
Scotch Buy 1200' 35/, Scotch Boy boo'

RECOMMENDED MICROPHONES
Acos Microphone 22.2 Desk type £6-6-o
Incorporating " Filtercel " insert.
Acos Microphone 16-2 Desk type f12 -n -o.
Incorporating Crystal sound cell.
Lustraphone Hand Microphone CH5r
Low impedance £5-15-6. High impedance £6-6-o

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE

E& G MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., The Radio Centre,
33, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
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ESE,li FOR YOUR
d MODELS

E.D. .46 BABY.
Specification : Bore *. R.P.M.
9,000-12,000. Height I1.1 in.
Stroke in. cu. capacity 0.46 c.c.
B.H.P. 0.04. Weight 1.4 oz. with
tank. Length 2,1 in. Width 11 in.

Fuel Control placed
at 30 deg. for easy
access.

Price E2. 15. 0

E.D. 3.46 c.c. Mk. IV.
Developing 10,000 r.p.m. the three -
forty -six is one of the finest engines
for control -line and stunt flying.
Stroke 0.625 in.,
height 3 in., width

in.. length 4/ in.,
weight 5", oz.

Price E4. 2. 6

fib

E.D. I c.c. Mark I (BEE).
A compact little motor with an
overall height of 21 in. Weight
21 oz. Bore 0.437 in. static
thrust 12 oz., stroke 0.400
r.oin. 7,000 plus.

Price EL 17. 6

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL
Gives 23 oz. static thrust and in-
corporates vernier compression
adjustment. Height 3 in., width

in., length 4 in., weight .51 oz.
MODEL SHOP Price E3. 5. 0

E. .ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD.0

E.D. Mk. III. 2.46
RACING ENGINE.
Specially designed for use
as a diesel, glo-plug or
spas k ignition engine, the

- 2.46 develops
over I b.h.p, at
14,000 r.p.m.
plus. Total
weight 5 oz.

Price E4. 2. 6

ORDER THROUGH YOUR.

DEVELOPMENT ENGINE ERS
1223 18,VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES, SURREY. ENGLAND.

HANDYMEN-HERE'S THE SOLDER

For reliable, econo-
mical home repairs,
Ersin Multicore is
the solder to use. It
cuts costs by avoiding
wastage-the 3 cores
of exclusive Ersin Flux
ensure that there are
no solder lengths
without flux. It saves
time because the
3 - core construction
means thinner solder
walls, quicker melting
and speedier solder-
ing. It can be used for every
soldering job, replacing stick
solder, fluid and paste fluxes.

SIZE I CARTON

PRICE 5,'- EACH

THIS SIZE. 2 (HANDYMAN'S)

CARTON COSTS 04 efee
Contains approximately 3 ft. of
16 S.W.G. Ersin Multicore Solder,
sufficient for 200 average joints.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS AVENUE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

PDXMOOR 3636 (3 lines)
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THIS VALUABLE
BOOK

which details the wide range of Engineering and Commercial

courses of modern training offered by E.M.I. Institutes-

the only Postal College which is part of a world-wide

Industrial Organisation.

Courses include:-

Mechanical Engineering Radio & Television Civil Engineering and Building Production Engineering & Management

Gen. Mech. Eng. Gen. Radio & T V Eng. Civil Eng. Gen. Prod. Eng.

Diesel Engines Radio & TjV Servicing Building Construction Industrial Admin.

Refrigeration Radar Heating & Ventilating Works Management

Metallurgy Sound Recording Sanitary Eng. Production Planning

Workshop Practice Industrial Electronics Surveying Personnel Management

Maintenance Eng. Advanced Radio Clerk of Works Time & Motion Study

Machine Tools & Metrology P.M.G. Certificates Carpentry & Joinery Costing

Marine Eng. Radio Amateurs Licence Builders Clerks Office Practice

Draughtsmanship Electrical Engineering Automobile Engineering Aeronautical Engineering

Eng. Drawing & Design Gen. Elect. Eng. Gen. Motor Eng. Gen. Aero, Eng.

Tracing Installations 6, Wiring High Speed Oil Engines A.R.B. Licences

Jig & Tool Design I.E.E. Theory Garage Management A.R.M. Certificates

Also Examination Courses for;-General Certificate of Education, B.Sc. (Eng.), Common Preliminary, A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M,I.C.E., A.M.1.Struct.E.,

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.F.R.Ae.S,, A.M.I.P.E., A.M.1,I.A., A.M.I.M.I., A.M,I.H. & Y.E., M.R.San.I., A.M.I.San,E,, A,M.I,Munc,E,, A.M.I.E.D., A.M.S.E., LI.O.B.

Also CITY and GUILDS Certificates in Mechanical, Electrical, Aeronautical, Automobile, Telecommunications and Structural Engineering;

Refrigeration, Heating & Ventilation. Courses also provided for all branches of Commerce and Business Management.

E M I INSTITUTES
associated with

MARCONIPHONE
MaVMu

(His
's

COLUMBIA &
ster

Voice)

COURSES
FROM

PER MONTH

-POST NOW- - - - - -- - - - - - - --
Please send, without obligation, the above FREE Nook,

E.M.I. Institutes. Dept. 144
43, Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W,4.

Subject(s) which interest me
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Address

IC I OG
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LETTERS FROM READERS-
(Continued from page 426)

parallel to them and hanging down over
guide pulleys at one end, as is usual for
window blinds. The ends of the cord are
joined and looped over a small pulley driven
by belt gearing from a if h.p. series motor.
(Fig. 5.) This allows the curtains to be
operated by hand if necessary. The motor
and gearing are fixed on a wooden base laid
on the platform and held down against the
pull of the cord by its own weight plus a
piece of lead. Occasionally, owing to
stretch in the cord, it slips ; this is over-
come by wrapping adhesive tape round the
pulley and shortening the cord if necessary.

The field and armature connections to the
motor were separated and brought out to
5 -amp. z -pin sockets on the base board.
For starting, stopping and reversing two
double -pole double -throw switches were put
into a box, fastened to the general stage
lighting switchboard and wired to three
2 -pin -sockets as shown in Fig. 2. Another
pair of similar switches were fastened to the
upper curtain supporting frame in such a
way that their levers were inwards towards
the centre of stage when closed. They
were opened by a striker attached to the
operating cord, which pushed them to the
open position as the curtain approached
the end of its run. L-shaped extensions were
fitted to the switch levers to allow for over-
running due to weight of curtains, etc. The
striker, moving to the end of its run,
engages an arm of the L and moves it over,
thus opening the switch and cutting off cur-
rent in that direction. Thus after running
about a foot farther, movement stops. The
limit switch at the other end is closed, so if
the motor is reversed it starts and moves
the curtain the other way. The striker first
engages the rest switch and puts it on
again, but owing to the reversing arrange-
ment there is then no current flow in its
wiring, and nothing happens ; the striker
then goes on and opens the distant switch,
thus stopping the motor at that end of its
run.

The two switches in the switch box are
connected by a bridge lever in such a way
that while they can be both off, they cannot
both be on, and are wired as shown so that
one gives movement to open the curtains
and the other to close them. In case of acci-
dent, 5 -amp. cartridge fuses are fitted in
the motor wiring. The wiring plugs are
connected by wooden holders so that they
cannot be inserted wrongly in their sockets.

This arrangement is very complicated as
regards wiring (especially as I used 55 -amp.
cable to avoid any possibility of heating due
to stalling of the motor), but opening or clos-
ing can be obtained in any position except
within the over -running distance when move-
ment can only be obtained in the opposite
direction.

A simpler arrangement, using one single -
way switch and two two-way switches con-
nected together and operated by the striker
can be used, but has the disadvantage that
reversing only takes place at the end of
travel.-A. T. JONES (Glasgow).

Westminster Door Chimes
SIR,-I wish to submit various modifica-

tions*J I have made to the chimes, details
for the making of which are reprinted in
the May issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

I. I have shortened the striker rods so
that the hammer hits the gong very near the
top, and have made the actual striking heads
completely of hardwood. I have found this
eliminates the bounce experienced with long
rods and heavy brass strikers, and also by
hitting the gongs at the top, a much more
mellow note is obtained.

Cam
shaft
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Weight
pulley

Ratchet wheel
soldered to collar

I

Collar Ratchet Spring Pawl attached
and paw/ to weight pulley

Fig. t. Modifications to weight pulley.

Cord
anchored
to frame

Operating
weight

Bracket
of brass

strip to suit
pulley,

sweated to
weight cap

Weight pulley
on cam shaft

Cord
anchored
to frame

Counter
weight

Fig. 2.-Rearrangement of drive.

2I3A rod
screwed

into
top cap

ZBA nut

Fig. 3.-Modfications to weights to suit new
drive.

2. I have fitted a pawl and ratchet drive
to the driving pulley, and this I find greatly
improves the rewinding operation.

The pawl and ratchet I obtained from an
old clock, the former being fixed to the driv-
ing pulley, and the ratchet wheel was fixed
to a collar by sweating. The collar is then
set -screwed to the camshaft, while the
pulley can rotate freely during the re-
winding operation, and the pawl engages
with the ratchet wheel for driving. The
accompanying sketch, Fig. 5, shows the
general arrangement.

3. The length of time the chimes will

operate at one setting of the weights has
been doubled by using the arrangement
shown in Fig. 2, but it will be found that
a little heavier weight is needed for driving.
due to the extra friction to be overcome.
This, however, is very slight.

Fig. 3 shows details of the weight con7
struction.

I thought other readers may be interested
in these modifications and would like to
apply them to their units.-A. J. SLATTER
(Worcester).

Cricket Club Score Box
SIR,-I am connected with a village cricket

club anxious to build a modern type of
score box.

The present arrangement is the old type
of number plates hung on nails.

Would it be possible to obtain informa-
tion on some modern type, easy to con-
struct?-H. E. WRIGHT (Stannington).

[Readers' suggestions are invited.-En.j

" Leaded " Windows
SIR,-Perhaps your readers would be in-

terested in the following description of
an alternative method of leading plain
windows which I tried and found successful.

Instead of marking each window pane and
applying the strips one at a time, as is usually
done, I drew my design (elongated diamond
pattern) on stout brown paper, the exact size
of the pane, laid the paper on a protected
table top, placed the lead strips along the
pencilled lines and soldered all joins and
inter -sections, using resin -cored solder.

Oval lead strip was used in preference to
flat, a small tool to smooth the lead on the
window being filed to coincide with the
curvature of the lead.

When soldering is completed, the whole
job is turned over, using an adapted hanger
(care is needed here owing to " flimsiness
of the job). Cement is then applied and
allowed to become tacky, after which the
hanger is used again to carry the lead -
work out to the window for direct applica-
tion thereto. A little care is called for in
applying the lead, but if the smaller windows
are tackled first a little skill is easily
acquired.

Using the plastic tool, press the lead strip-
ping to the glass, working downwards,
quickly at first (to prevent peeling off), then
more thoroughly.

Clean up the job by using turps or similar
solvent and polish up, using plenty of news-
papers. The minimum of time is thus spent
outside the window and a definite realism
is achieved.-R. WORDEN (Blackpool).

Laying Glazed Tiles
the " Letters from Readers " page

in the July issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS
I was particularly interested in " Laying
Glazed Tiles," by S. Wealthy, Liverpool.
I have used this method for several years,
but I should like to warn readers of one
snag-that is, before painting the back of
the tiles first give a coat of painter's knotting
(shellac varnish), or they will find the oil in
the paint will penetrate through, showing the
recessed pattern on the back of the tile. I
am referring to the white glazed tile.-
F. SMITH (Spondon).

The Problem of the Steam Car
SIR,-I suppose there are quite a lot of

people who think, like Mr. H. V.
Kelly, that the reason why the steam car went
out of production was because it was
uneconomic and inefficient.

This view is absolutely wrong. The petrol
car came because of progress. And progress
does not mean that one thing is better or

(Continued on page 430)
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rohnsons' House Journal
JESSRS. JOHNSONS OF HENDON,

-VI- LTD., Hendon Way, London, N.W.4,
have just issued No. 4 of their bright little
brochure " The Hendon Way," which is an
occasional bulletin published in the interests
of the photographic industry. Mainly in-
tended for photographic dealers, it is also of
special interest to amateur photographers as
it contains particulars of popular cameras
and the latest accessories offered by John -
sons, including fine grain developer in two-
part containers ; developing tanks ; tripods ;
the Perkeo i and the Bessa r cameras ; colour
filters and hoods, and a complete printing
outfit packed in a stout box. Particulars
are also given of the popular Johnson Photo
Tint Outfit.

Collaro's Fan Heater
MESSRS. COLLARO, LTD., have pro-

duced a compact, completely portable
Fan Heater that provides the answer to low-
cost air conditioning.

Only r6in. high, and with an overall bowl
diameter of rzin., it quickly creates a warm,
comforting atmosphere that reaches every
corner of a room. At the touch of a switch
it provides a cool, refreshing stream of air,
which is prevented from being a draught by
shutters-controlled by a simple knob-which
effectively regulates the direction of the air
current. The shutters also provide protection

The Collaro Fan 'Heater which is designed for
A.C. mains, 200-250 v. at 50-6o cycles.
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from the heater and fan blades-making it
absolutely safe.

Collaro have designed their Fan Heater
for all A.C. mains from zoo -25o volts at
5o/6o cycles. The electricity consumption of
the heater is approximately 1,500 watts, while
that of the fan alone is negligible.

Available in either cream or eau de nil,
the Collaro Fan Heater, at £9 18s. od., in-
cluding tax, is inexpensive enough to appeal
to most people with modern ideas on health
in the home.

Weldafume Unit
THE " Tornado " Weldafume Unit im-

proves working conditions and gives
better, faster welding, because of improved
vision, cleaner and cooler air conditions in
the vicinity of the operator.

This new exhauster removes the heat,
fumes and dust of welding operations from
the vicinity and greatly improves local con-
ditions generally. A booklet published by
Keith Blackman Ltd., Mill Mead Road,
Tottenham, London, N.17, demonstrates the
exhauster in use in some of its possible
applications. Its flexible metallic hose
enables the unit to be placed in the position
most convenient for the welder and for the
type of work being carried out, and also
facilitates the removal of fumes, smoke,
etc., from out-of-the-way and otherwise
inaccessible positions.

The special asbestos base, fireproof cloth
fitter incorporated in the unit to arrest light
slag and flux dust, contains over ',coo sq. in.
of filtering surface, thus ensuring a very low
air velocity and high efficiency.

This unit is compact and portable, and
running costs are low.

MODEL STEAM LAUNCH
(Continued from page 421)

higher than that of soft solder, the heat
being such that either a gas flame or blow-
lamp would be necessary to effect the fusing
of the metal. The beginner, therefore, would
be well advised to stick to soft soldering,
which, if properly carried out, is quite satis-
factory. A soft soldered boiler can stand a
very high pressure and, as long as there
is some water left in it, will last indefinitely.
The only occasion when it would be likely
to " give," would be in the case of super-
heating. Super -heated steam tends to make
soft solder " putty like," particularly the
kind generally used on electrical fittings, etc.,
which has a lower melting point than tin -
man's solder.

The Boiler Casing
To get the best out of a boiler, it should

be completely enclosed in a strong casing,
preferably sheet iron. The casing for this
boiler was made of 22 gauge sheet iron, and
covers the whole boiler, including the end
plates. In turn, it is also half covered with
a layer of asbestos, held in place with an
aluminium cowl (see Fig. 14). The chimney
was rolled up from a piece of the same sheet
iron, lap -joined, and riveted to the top of
the casing with four holes drilled through
flanges. Ventilation is obtained by drilling a
series of kin. dia. holes low down on either
side of the casing.

The bottom of the case is flanged and
drilled to enable it to be bolted clown to the
3ed plates, Fig. 14.

The Burner Unit
The burner is a " wick " type, but instead

of the wick protruding through small vents,
it consists of short lengths of asbestos string
laying in a tray through which runs a per-
forated tube, which in turn is connected up
to a methylated spirit container, situated out-

./ side the casing Around the burner another

shallow tray is fitted. This is to catch any
accidental overflow of spirit, which occasion-
ally might happen, if the boat is negotiating
a " spot of rough weather." Both the burner
and the tray are made of 22 gauge brass
sheet. The tube is in. dia. brass. Whilst
the container was improvised from a suit-
ably sized " lozenge " tin. The complete
unit is held in position under the boiler by
two " L " shaped clips, bolted to the bed
plate. This latter item is of 20 gauge
aluminium, cut and filed to the necessary
shape.

As the engine, boiler and burner are all
contained on the bed .plate, the complete
power unit can be inserted, or lifted out as
one from the boat, a very handy innovation
for preparation and cleaning purposes, and
particularly for the carrying out of any
minor adjustments at the portside.

BOOK RECEIVED
Modern Motorcycle Maintenance. By

Bernal Osborne. Published by Temple
Press, Ltd. 252 pages. Price bs. net.
THE second edition of this popular book

has been enlarged and improved so that
the contents continue to be in keeping with
the title. Written by a well known member
of Motor Cycling's staff, the book explains in
a practical manner all that the motor cyclist
wants to know about keeping his machine in
top-notch condition. The book is profusely
illustrated with clear cut line drawings, and
the appendix contains several pages of
specifications of well known makes of motor-
cycles.

LETTERS FROM READERS
(Continued from page 429)

more economic than another, it simply means
that someone has got something to sell.

In those early days had there been some fuel
companies who advertised " Use Johnson's

coal and coke for your car. More miles per
cwt." " Bloomers Breeze is best. Your car
will love it." But, alas, there was nothing
like that. If there had been a very different
story might have been told.

You were absolutely right in your original
comments. There is no doubt that the steam
car was pushed out by the oil companies,
and that strange attitude to anything new-
it must be best because it's a new kind of
thing.

I wonder if anyone now remembers that
Whispering campaign, " I wouldn't like to sit
on top of a boiler. What happens if it bursts ? "

Personally, I never heard of a Stanley car
boiler bursting. But I know how foolish it is
to try and convince people that the steam car
was good. To most of the oldsters that have
driven both there is no comparison in sweet
running. But there is a comparison that can
be made to -day. I have no doubt that, Mr.
Kelly has been on a trolley bus. Well now,
which does he really think is the nicest.
That or the petrol bus ?

Here are a few technical facts. The petrol
engine has one power stroke in four. Steam
has four power strokes in four. In a petrol
engine for two of the strokes the piston is a
pump, and the other stroke is compression
which is a terrible waster of power. Valves
have to be lifted against the springs and
magnetos driven, so if we say that a half of
the power is wasted, we are treating it very
lightly. In the steam engine there are no
losses in induction and exhaust or compression
so one cylinder is as good as four in I.C.

If diesel is as good as generally thought,
why haven't we got a diesel car. Petrol
injection was going to sweep all before it,
but it hasn't.

I have been informed by a friend in the
boiler business that up to 2,000lb. per sq. in.
is now possible, but 200 is high for petrol.

Another great point in favour of -steam is its
simplicity. No gears, no clutch, are surely
worth something !-C. V. THorvirsoNi (West
Kensington).
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WILCO ELECTRONICS
204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON. ADDiscombe 2027

" INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION." Re-
vised and enlarged edition giving circuit of
51355, etc., also 45Mc/s Pye Strip, 2/6.
post 3d.
RECEIVER R.1355 as specified for " In-
expensive Television." Complete with 10
valves, 45/-. Cge. 7/6.
45 Me/s PYE STRIP. A ready-made vision
receiver for London frequency. Complete
with 6 EF50 valves and an EA50. 57/6,
post and pkg. 1/6.
MICROAMMETER. D:C. 100-0-100, 21in.
flush. 40/, Post 1/6.
MOVING COIL METER with I MA
movement, 211n. flush, rectifier type, scaled
0/100 volts A.C. Resistance 100 K. ohms.
A very useful basic meter. 30/- post free.
EF50 VALVES. Red Sylvanian or British.
Guaranteed unused. Ex new equipment.
7/8, post 6d.
PORTABLE TEST METER. Just the
job for the home constructor, In neat case,
Sin. x 5in. x 41n., reading 1.5, 3, 150 volts, 6
and 60 mia. D.C., 5 k. and 25 k. ohms. 37/6,
post 1/6.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM. -Precision
made movement with contacts making and
breaking twice per second, can be used for
switching on and off lamps, etc. Brand
new in sound -proof cabinet with thermostat
temperature control. Ideal for flashing
signs. 17/6, postage 1/6.
HEADLAMP complete with Battery
Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves both hands
free, 10/ -,,Post 1/-.
VEEDER COUNTER 0-9999, lin. x lin. x
lin. Very useful, 10/- each, post 6d.
BROMIDE PAPER. -Glossy grade, soft,
51in. x 511n., 7/6 per gross, post 6d. Normal,
Olin. s 71in.. 11/- for 50 sheets, post 1/- I
12in. x Olin., 17/6 for 50 sheets, post 1/-.
PHOTO FLOOD LAMPS. -1,000 watt,
230 volt. 10/- each, post 1/-.
RESISTANCE MATS. -Make ideal heating
mats for Aquariums, Photographic solu-
tions, Print dryers, etc. Mains voltage,
150 or 620 watts, Black heat, size 101n. x 6in.
2/6 Post free.
TWIN P.A. LOUDSPEAKERS. -Reflex
re-entrant type, very sensitive and direc-
tional, 8in. diam., 16in. overall. Brand new
with matching transformers 4.5 to I and 6 to
1 Ratios. Voice coil 7 ohms. Only 75/..
Carr. and pkg., 5/,
AERIAL RODS.-12in. long, lin. diameter.
Any number of sections can be fitted to-
gether. .8/6 dozen, 6/- for 3 dozen, 11/- half
gross, 20/- gross, £6 per 1,000.
SLOW MOTION DIALS. -61n. Scaled
0-100, reduction 200 to 1 or direct, ideal for
wavemeters, signal generators, etc. Our
price, while they last, 5/8 each, post 1/-.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. -Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube, 2iin. x lin. 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums, Wax and Oil
Baths, Gluepots, etc. Will control 1 amp.
at 240'v., 5- each, post 6d.
THERMOSTAT.-Satchwell 12in. stem,
0/250 v, A.C./D.C., 15 amps. A.C., .1 amp. D.C.,
10 to 90 deg. Cent., 35/-, Post 1/6.
FLASHING SWITCH UNIT with 6
contacts. Full rotation 60 seconds, operated
by a Sangamo Synchronous Motor. 230
volts A.C. 2 watts. In metal case, 3 iin. x
2Iin. x 2lin. 15/-, post 1/-.
ACFIL PUMPS. -These pumps enable
you to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor level. Brand new,
only 30/-, POst 1/6.
INTERESTED IN FISHING ?-Then send
for one of our tapered whip aerials and
make yourself a fine rod worth pounds.
Consists of three tubular steel, seamless
copper plated sections Oft. long, which screw
into each other and are well finished, 7/6,
carriage 2;-. (Eire, 8/6.)
CUTTER HEADS.-" Recording " high
impedance. A bargain at 55/- each, post 1/-.
CUTTER STYLII, 6/- per doz., large
quantity available at special rates.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWERS. -
220/230 volts 220 watts. Completely en-
closed, 8ft. flexible hose and nozzle, '7 yds.
C.T.S. Flex. Many uses where clean, dry
air is required. 281151-.

ACCUMULATOR CHARGERS in black
crackle case with fuses and meter, 6 and
12 volts at 4 -amps. Bargain Price, 24/19/6.
Pkg. and carr., 5/-.
" ELF CIRCUIT BREAKER. 220 volts,
2 amps., size 3in. round, 10/6, Post V,
KLAXON GEARED MOTORS No.
11£5SB34V7. Torque 15 lbs. ins., 175 r.p.m.,
220/240 v. A.C. Induction type, £10 each.
24 -VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double ended
shaft 21n. x 3M., 8/6, Post 1/-.
TWIN FLEX in black braided covering,
approx. 25 -yd. coils, 7/6, Post 1/-.
PRE -AMPLIFIERS for T.V., including
EF50 valve, 15/- each, post 1/6.
HAND TELEPHONE. Brand new with
cord, 15/- each, post 1/6.
INERT CELLS, 10 volts, size 21n. x 21n.x
5in. Just add water, last for years, ideal
for Electric Bells, Telephones, Models, etc.
Only 2/- each, post and pkg. 1/-, or 4 for
101-, post free.
VOLTAGE REGULATOR. -Input 230
volts A.C., 21 amps.  output, 57.5 volts to
220 volts in 16 steps with current limiting
reactor. Ideal for welding, £15.

'HANDY-UTILITIc
1/4 DRILL 5.6. 19. 6

FR

It's a joy to possess, a
pleasure to use, this
compact, superbly

powered 1/4" Drill. Drills holes up to 1/4"
diameter in steel (double in hardwood)...
drills cast iron, plastics, brick and tile ...
and with accessories . . . buffs, burnishes,
grinds, etc. Can be quickly assembled with
the Handy -Utility Bench Stand as a very
useful drill press or with the Horizontal
Stand it becomes a Bench power unit.

See them all at
your dealer's -they
are part of the
famous 'Handy -
Utility' range of
electric tools.

Other 'HANDY -UTILITY' tools include:
6" HEAVY DUTY 'LECTRO-SAW'ill.S.OM

'HANDY -UTILITY' Ile" DRILL 612.7.6
5" SANDER -POLISHER E9.I7.6

and a wide range of useful accessories

qpN

PRODUCTS OF THE H.U. DIVISION OF BLACK & DECKER LTD.

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL TOOL SHOP,

IRONMONGER, ELECTRICAL DEALER OR STORE

Smee's 1111.39

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH St., LEWISHAM, S.E.I3
Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham

Hospital

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO
C.O.D.

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against
cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

EX-U.S.A. W.D. ROTARY TRANS-
FORMERS, 12 volts D.C., input 500 volts,
50 mlamps., 275 volts 100 mlamps D.C.
output. Complete with smoothing switches,
fuses, etc., as new, 1716 each, carriage 2/6,
can be run on 6 volts, giving half the stated
output.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
2001250 volts input, in steps of 10 volts,
output, 0, 6, 12, 24 volts 6 amps, 42/6 each,
post 1/6. Another as above but 10-12
amps, 55/- each, post 116 ; another, as
above but 25130 amps, 75/- each, carriage
316 another, input as above, output
0118130136 volts 6 amps, 4716 each, post 116.
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTERS,
110 volts D.C. input, output 230 volts
A.C. 50 cycles, 1 phase, 250 watts capable
of 50% overload, weight 100 lb., price
6101101- each, carriage forward.
ROTARY CONVERTERS, 24.28 volts
D.C. input, 1,200 volts 70 mlamps, D.C.
output, 10/- each, P.F.
SWITCHBOARD METERS, 4in. scale
moving coil (D.C.) only 0 to 14 amps, 1716
each, post 116.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
input 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts,
output 350/0/350 volts 180 mlamps, 4 volts
4 amps, 5 volts 3 amps, 6.3 volts 4 amps,
451- each, post 116 another 350101350
volts 180 mlamps, 6.3 volts 8 amps, 01415
volts 4 amps, 451- each, post 116 ; another
500101500 volts 150 amps, 4 volts 4 amps
CT., 6.3 volts 4 amps, CT., 5 volts 3 amps,
4716 each, post 116 ; another 425101425
volts 160 mlamps, 6.3 volts 4 amps, C.T.
twice 5 volts 3 amps, 4716 each, post 116.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
input 2001250 volts in steps of 10 volts,
output 300 mlamps, 6.3
volts 8 amps twice, 4 volts 4 amps, 5 volts
4 amps, 701- each, carriage 316 ; ditto,
450101450 volts 250 mlamps, 6.3 volts 8 amps
twice 4 volts 4 amps, 5 volts 4 amps, 701 -
each, carriage 316 ; another, input as above,
output 500101500 volts 250 mlamps, 6.3
volts 8 amps twice, 6.3 volts 4 amps, 4 volts
4 amps, 5 volts 4 amps, 751-, carriage 316.
Another, wound to (electronic) specifica-
tions, 350101350 volts 250 mlamps, 4 volts
8 amps, 4 volts 4 amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps,
01216.3 volts 2 amps, 70!- each, carriage
paid , another, input as above, output
5001350/013501500 volts 250 mlamps, 6.3
volts 6 amps, 01216.3 volts 2 amps, 01415
volts 4 amps twice, 751- each, carr. 316.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
suitable for spot welding, input 2001250
volts, in steps of 10 volts, output suitably
tapped for a combination of either 214'618110
or 12 volts 50170 amps, 951- each, carriage
716.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 230 volts
input, 150101150 volts 200 amps, 6.3 volts
8 amps, 5 volts 2 amps output, 231- each.
AUTO WOUND VOLTAGE
CHANGER TRANSFORMERS, tapped
011101200/230 volts 350 watts, 551- each,
post 116 ; as above, but 500 watts 701 -
each, carriage 316 ; as above, 200 watts,
40!- each, post 116.
EX -RADAR MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS, 230 volts input 50 cycles I
phase, output 4,50015,000 volts approx.
80 mlamps, 6.3 volts 2 amps, 4 volts It
amps, 2 volts 2 amps, these transformers are
new, immersed in oil, can be taken out of
the oil and used as television transformers
giving output of 10 mlamps, overall size of
transformers separately Skin. X 41in. x 4in.
and 3in. x 3in. x 2lin., price 751- each,
carriage paid.
ELECTRIC LIGHT QUARTERLY
TYPE CHECK METERS, all for 2001250
volts A.C. 50 cycles I phase, 5 amps load,
1716 each, post 116 ; 10 amp 211- each, post
116 ; 20 amps load, 251- each, post 116.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS.
24 volts D.C. input 50 volts, 50 cycles, I

phase at 450 watts output, complete with
step-up transformer 50 to 230 volts, £91101 -
each, carriage 101-.
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTERS,
230 volts D.C. input,' 230 volt 50 Cys.
I phase output, 250 watts, EIS each, carriage
101-. Another 110 volt D.C. input 230
volt 50 Cys. 1 phase output at 850 watts,
£25 each, carriage 201-.
IN STOCK. -Meters, Chargers, Rheo- OW

stets. Transformers specially made to
order. Pleaseforward your enquiry.
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER, R.1155.

Considered one of the finest receivers
ever made. Frequency range 75 kcls.-
1B mcls. Brand new and unused, complete
with 10 valves in black metal case.
Price £141101- or £411716 dep., balance
over 12 months. Carriage and transit
case, I216d. MAINS POWER PACK
FOR R.I155. Plugs into socket on front
so no internal mods. necessary. Complete
with speaker, ready to work, £51101-.

A MILLIBAR BAROMETER
An article appeared in
one of the leading
meteorological
journals, showing how
the Ex-R.A.F. Sensi-
tive Altimeter can
become a first-class
highly sensitive yet
robust aneroid baro-
meter. With instruc-

tions at 1716d., plus II- postage.
NAVAL TELEPHONE

These require no batteries, are complete
with generator and sender which gives a
high-pitched note, easily heard above
any other noise. Size 7 in x 9 in. x 71 in.
wall mounting, unused and perfect.
Price 37/6d. each, plus 316d. carriage.

E.P.E. LTD

4" NAVIGATION COMPASS
Sturdy and reliable.
Floating dial, shock
mounted in metal
case. All cardinal
points and degrees
marked. Each CO:11-
pass in wooden box.
Exceptionally low
price 201-, plus 2' -
postage.

*
ARMOURED GLASS
We offer this at approxi-
itately a quarter of its
cost. This glass as many
readers will know, can be
dropped and will not
break. In fact it is most
difficult to break and so
is useful for dozens of
applications. We offer a

(2.4_-
parcel of five panels each

_r- 101 in. x 91 in. for 716d.,
- post free.

14 DAYS' APPROVAL
Construc-
tion en-
velopes,
blueprints,
etc., show- ".*:'> -°

ing how to
assemble
and save
50';, cost,
but still
have profes-
sional look-
ing instru-ments.
Magnetic.
Tape R
corder for
£30 or Television for £20. Either en-
velope 51-, or both for 916d., refunded
if after reading you return clean.

KLAXONS
Non -electric, simply
pull strap to give
very loud signal.
Intended for small

naval craft but suitable for
works signals, signals, etc..
working bat need repair,

originally £5. 716d., plus 316d. packing

152-153 FLEET STREET. E.C.4, and at
P WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX.

: dependabdi0'
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BENNETT COLLEGE can help you to
success through personal postal tuition

THOUSANDS OF MEN in important
positions were once students of The

Bennett College. They owe their success to
Personal Postal Tuition-The Bennett College
way. You have the same chance to qualify for a
fine career, higher pay and social standing.

SEND TODAY for a free prospectus on
your subject. Just choose your course, fill in
the coupon and post it

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE, Dept. 1.76, SHEFFIELD

Please send me free your prospectus on :

SUBJECT

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 20....
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

One of these courses
Accountancy
Auditing
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Costing
Economics

Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Maintenance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring

will lead to your advancement
Modern Business Methods
Shorthand
English Subjects
General Education
Geography
Journalism

Engineering Drawings
IC. Engines
Machine Design
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Engineering
Press Tool Work
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Road Making

Languages
Literature
Mathematics
Public Speaking
Police Subjects
Short Story Writing

Sanitation
Sheet Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Surveying

Telecommunications
Television
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Management
Workshop Practice
and many others

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION : R.S.A. EXAMS.
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QUERIES and

ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon froth the current
issue, which appears on page 95 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Lavender Water Making
PLEASE tell me if there is a simple method of
11 extracting the essential oil from lavender
flowers. It would have to be simple enough to
be done in an ordinary kitchen, and only in- small
Aptantities. I grow my own lavender. -
41. Smart (Selkirk)
LAVENDER flowers contain a very minute proportion

of the odiferous oil, hence it takes a very large
bulk of the flowers to produce a small quantity
and it is for this reason that small scale -attempts
to extract the oil are, usually, not very satis-
factory. However, if you wish to try, here is the
method :

Place the flower heads in a glass or copper chemical
retort, cover them with water and slowly distil the
contents of the retort until about one half the quantity
of the water has collected in the receiver. This water
Will smell strongly of lavender and can be used as
ordinary lavender water. It will be turbid in appearance
:and will consist of minute droplets of the essential oil
;of lavender dispersed through a relatively large volume
of water. If the lavender water is allowed to stand for
a time, the oil droplets will rise to the surface, and
will tend to coalesce together, forming a single large
drop of the oil.

Asbestos Slates
('AN you give me any information as to how- to make roofing slates from asbestos and
cement -known as Asbestos Slates."

The commercial product is about tin. thick
and I think the slates, which are usually 24in. by
t4in., are cut from sheets in the factories. If you
know of any formula for making these slates, I
should be very pleased to have particulars. -

.A. F. Doyle (Nenagh).
THE cement and ground asbestos are mixed together

in the requisite proportions, which latter may
vary considerably from equal parts of both constituents
to one part cement and three parts asbestos. The

_asbestos used is not normally of one constant grade
'of fineness or particle size. You must have mixed
together 3 or 4 particle sizes of asbestos powder so that
a compact interlocking mass of materials is obtained.

Sometimes, too, a quantity of red oxide is dispersed
throughout the mass to act as a colouring agent. Green
slzromium oxide and other pigments can also be used
'for a similar purpose, but, mostly they are all rather
expensive and tend to make the cost of the tile prohibitive.

The mass is slaked with water to the consistency of
mortar. It is then run on wooden boards through
rollers which give it the required thickness. Finally
it is left out to dry and to harden. The sheets are then
cut up into strips and from these the final tiles or slates
are cut. All this cutting is done by means of carborun-
dum wheels revolving at high speed under a cold water
drip to act as a lubricant. The minute details of the
process vary a good deal and depend on established
practice together with the precise composition of the
slates or tiles. These are matters for which no recom-
mendation can be given, and which will have to be
worked by a method of trial and experiment.

You may be able to obtain a suitable and informative
book on the subject from any one of the following
technical book sellers, but our lists do not reveal any
title which would be of much use to you.

Messrs. W. &. G. Foyle, Ltd., Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2. Messrs. Wm. Heller & Sons, Ltd.,
3 and 4, Pety Cury, Cambridge. Messrs. Wm. Bryce,
Ltd., 54, Lothian Street, Edinburgh. Messrs. H. K.
Lewis & Co., Ltd., 136, Gower Street, London, W.C.I.

Adhesive for Envelopes
T WISH to make a glue which becomes adhesive

when moistened, as, for example, that which
is used on envelopes and labels. Can you please
tell me whether it is possible to make such a pre-
paration fairly easily ?-F. Smith (Peterborough).
THE following is a good formula for an effective

envelope and label adhesive paste which is brushed
on the paper, allowed to dry and which then becomes
strongly adhesive after wetting or moistening in the
ordinary way :-

(a) White Dextrine .. 40 grams.
Water . 50 c.cs.

(b) Borax .. gram.
Glycerine .. r c.c.
Water ..

Dissolve the dextrine in the nearly boiling water.
Make up solution (b) in warm water and then stir it
into solution (a). It will usually be necessary to add a
few drops of Lysol or other preservative to prevent
the adhesive from growing mould, but not sufficient
preservative should be added to impart a bad taste to
the liquid or paste. The adhesive thus prepared takes
the form of a gummy liquid which is spread over the
paper with a soft brush and then left to dry.

Oxidised Finish to Aluminium
T DESIRE to produce an oxidised finish on

-1- aluminium or duralumin, whichever I can
procure.

My plan is to renew the brass bosses of door
knobs with a small square of metal, and to colour
them to match light oak graining. Could you
please give me details of the process ?-G. D.
McKenzie (Chatham).
THE only really satisfactory method of blackening

or colouring aluminium or its alloys is to anodically
oxidise the metal first, and then to dye the oxidised
surface to the colour and shade required. The process
is a difficult and an exacting one, although, in principle,
it is simple enough. There are several anodising processes
available, but the Bengough-Stuart is as good as any.
This consists in immersing the well cleaned and de -

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

greased aluminium or aluminium alloy in a solution of
three parts of chromic acid in 97 parts of water at a
temperature of about 4o deg. C. The work must be
suspended in the solution by means of an aluminium
wire. It is made the anode. A carbon block will provide
a suitable cathode. The arrangement is put into circuit
with a voltage of 6o-80. A resistance should be pro-
vided so that the voltage may be varied as the anodisation
proceeds. The process is begun with a voltage of, say, to,
but it will be found that the voltage slowly increases
up to about is maintained for
about three quarters of an hour, after which the voltage
is increased to 5o and retained at that figure for another

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE

I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series, No. I,
3s. 6d.*

10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss.*
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR

AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.
"SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss.*

F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New
Series. No. 5, Ss.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, 55.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

No. 8 (2 sheets), h.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.*

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. 11, 3s. 6d.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 15..6d.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT. SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.'
f20 CAR -

(Designed by F. J. CAMM)
10s. 6d. per set of four sheets.

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT*

10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.
LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.

Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.
P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.

Complete set, 10s. 6d.*
P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK -2s.

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER.
(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

An * denotes constructional details are avoillble, free
with the blueprints.

ten minutes or so. Finally, the work is withdrawn, well
rinsed, and dried. It will be found to have acquired a
dull, flat surface of aluminium oxide, which latter is
perfectly adherent and well protective. It is this oxide
surface which is capable of being coloured by the ordinary
process of dyeing. To this end, dissolve about 4 parts
of dye in 96 parts of water and immerse the oxidised
aluminium or aluminium alloy in the dye bath so made.
Gradually heat the dye liquor to near boiling point
during one hour and retain it at that temperature for
at least another half-hour. The aluminium oxide will
absorb the dye permanently. After the dyeing, the work
is well rinsed in warm water and allowed to dry out. A
final rubbing down of the work with a smooth cloth
charged with lanoline completes the operation.

You would, we think, be better advised to eschew
the use of aluminium or of an aluminium alloy for your
work and to substitute it with brass or copper, either of
which could be easily blackened or browned by short
immersion in a bath containing one part of sodium sul-
phide dissolved in 99 parts of water. Sodium sulphide
is a photographic chemical and can be obtained quite
readily from photographic dealers.

Purifying Lanoline : Collapsible Tubes
T HAVE about ilb. of ex-W.D. lanoline, used, I
I- think, for rust -proofing purposes. ould you
please tell me how I may purify it for use for toilet
purposes ?

Also, could you please tell me where I may
purchase a small quantity (say two dozen) of,
empty tubes similar to tooth -paste tubes but
larger (i.e., shaving cream size) ? Is any special
equipment required to fill these tubes ?-H.
Littlefair (Hessle).
LANOLIN is a species of wool fat, being, in its

pure form, the cholesterin fat of sheep's wool.
Officially, it is known as adeps lame. There are two
distinct varieties, the hydrated wool fat and the anhy-
drous wool fat. You do not say which variety your
sample comprises but we are assuming that it is the
hydrated wool fat which was originally given the regis-
tered trade -mark of " Lanoline " in the United King-
dom. This is fairly readily purified. Place it in a large
saucer or basin and heat the latter over a pan of boiling
water. The lanolin will separate into an upper oily and
a lower aqueous layer. A quantity of charcoal frag-
ments should be stirred into the mass, the stirring
being continued for about to minutes. Afterwards, the
mass should be squeezed through one or two layers of
fine muslin or similar fabric into a clean vessel and
allowed to re -solidify. If it is not sufficiently white, the
product can be re -treated in a similar manner, but it
should be remembered that lanolin, particularly the
anhydrous variety, is inherently a yellowish material
which no amount of purification will render perfectly
white.

Collapsible tubes in either tin or lead may be pro-
cured in varying sizes from any of the following firms:

Messrs. H. G. Sanders & Son, Ltd., Gordon Road,
Southall. The John Dale Mfg. Co., Ltd., Brunswick
Park Road, New Southgate, London, N.it. Messrs.
Langbtck & Co., Ltd., 5, New London Street, London,
E.C.3. Messrs. Brooks Peel & Co., Ltd., Gordon Road,
Southall.

For dealing with small quantities of the tubes no
special equipment is required to fill them, but you will
require a pair of " closing pliers " to seal them. These,
which may be obtained from the tube makers, are akin
to broad -nosed pliers which serve to compress together
neatly the open ends of each tube and thereby to seal
them off. For dealing with large quantities of tubes
this sealing process is, of course, mechanically done.

Sensitive Fluorescent Screen
T WISH to make a very sensitive (i.e., sensitive

to gamma rays from radium), fluorescent
screen, and have already ordered one gramme of
barium-platinocyanide.

I am advised to coat a sheet of thin cardboard
with either rather thick gum -water, or prefer-
ably with a solution of celluloid dissolved in
amyl acetate ; then to dust:the salt evenly over the
surface out of a sieve of very fine muslin.

Can you inform me if these instructions, which
are from an old source, are satisfactory or could
be improved upon ?

I require to make only a very small, say zin. x
x tin. screen. -L. F. Hunter (Rugby).
WE do not think that ordinary gum -water will have

sufficient adhesive power to hold down a film
of the heavy barium-platinocyanide. Nor is celluloid'
very soluble in amyl acetate alone. It is much more
soluble in a mixture of approximately equal parts of
amyl acetate and acetone and such a medium would do
quite well for your purpose.

Another excellent medium for the same purpose is a
solution of polyvinyl acetate in warm methylated
spirit -say about zo parts of the polyvinyl acetate in
80 parts of the methylated spirit. Polyvinyl acetate
resin is an inert synthetic resin more or less transparent
in character which is obtainable fairly cheaply from
Shawinigan, Ltd., Marlow House, Lloyd's Avenue,
London, E.C.3. It is sold under the name of " Gelva
Resin." The grade which you will require is No.7.
The advantage of this resin medium is that it can readily
be dissolved away in warm methylated spirit or alcohol.'

An alternative resin solution which could be used
for the same purpose is " Vinalak," which is a solution
of polybutyl methacrylate in toluene or xylene. This is
supplied ready made by Vinyl Products, Ltd., Butter
Hill, Carshalton, Surrey, and, being transparent, would
be quite suitable for your purpose. The slower -drying
solution in xylene would, we think, suit you best.

Your projected scheme of dusting the barium salt
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out of a fine sieve on to the resin surface applied to the
fabric is not a particularly good one, being rather waste-
ful. A better way, we think, would be for you to grind
the sieved salt into the resin solution and then to apply
this to the fabric evenly by means of an artist's soft
paint brush. By this means you would be able to get a
fairly even layer of the fluorescent salt, and one of almost
any required thickness.

Making a Plaster Cornice
T AM desirous of making a plaster cornice of

simple shape in my lounge.
Will you please inform me how to set about

making one including :
a. The making of a simple tool.
2. The type of plaster to use.
3. The preparation of the corners of the room

to take the cornice.
Do you think the construction is within the

capabilities of an average handyman ?-N. J.
Wilson (Stockport).
THE forming of a plaster cornice of simple section

to an ordinary room should not be beyond the
capabilities of a good handyman, assuming that the
room in question is one of ordinary type and dimensions.
The plaster used for the purpose is the ordinary
plasterers' " white " plaster. This should be " hung '
on a few nails driven into the wall so that an adequate
mass of plaster is suspended from the wall. It is diffi-
cult to make a tool for the purpose, even presuming that
a cornice of the simplest section is being attempted, for
this type of work necessitates a steel " plasterers' float "
the curvature of which must be the reverse of that
desired on the cornice. The plaster should be made with
water to the consistency of mortar, and, in this con-
nection, it is well to remember that admixture of about
5 to to per cent. zinc oxide with the white plaster con-
siderably improves the bulking powers of the mixture.
and is to be recommended. since it makes for a smoother
and denser plaster.

You can obtain plaster and zinc oxide for this purpose
from Messrs. James Beard, Ltd., 16, Great Ancoats
Street, Manchester, whilst various plasterers' floats
will be obtainable from Messrs. Baxendale & Co.,
Ltd., Millar Street, Manchester, 4, or from other large
dealers in articles of hardware and toolcraft.

As regards the preparation of the corners of the room,
these should be made up " solid " with the plaster.
Suspending nails are then driven into the wall at these
points, covered with most plaster and the surface
at these areas carefully rounded with the steel float.

If you can get a little practice you will quickly pick
up the technique which is much more difficult to des-
cribe in words than it is to perform in actual deed.

Remember, that if a dead white cornice is not required
it can be tinted buff or cream by admixture of about 2 or
5 per cent. of yellow ochre with the plaster material
before the latter is made up with water.

Re-covering Top of Car
T WISH to re-cover the leather top of my car,

a 52 h.p. saloon, 1940 model, and should be
glad if you will kindly answer the following
queries :

a. What is the best method for removing the
metal sheet beneath the leather ?

2. Will it be necessary to fit a new metal sheet,
or can the present metal sheet be removed un-
damaged ?

3. Will it be necessary to use a special mastic
for fixing the sheet ?

4. What is the procedure in refixing the leather
and sheet, and what precautions are necessary ?
-A. E. Lomas (Southport).
THE leather top covering the roof of your car will

have to be slowly detached from the metal sheet
Which forms its basis. This can be done readily enough
by carefully pulling the leather away from the sheet
just as if you were detaching a piece of paper which has
been pasted down to a flat surface. You may find it
necessary in some areas to damp the leather by means
of a wet cloth previously applied, and it may also be
necessary for you to insert between the leather and the
basis sheet a thin spatula blade which can be run up
between the two, thereby causing a separation. Assum-
ing that the metal sheet is in reasonably good con-
dition and not holed or otherwise injured or deformed
in any way, it will not be necessary for you to fit a new
metal sheet. After the removal of the leather covering
all traces of adhesive will have to be scraped- away and
the surface of the sheet must be roughened with the
aid of coarse sandpaper. The only special " adhesive "
which you will require to fasten a new sheet of leather
down to the old metal sheet will be an ordinary good
quality glue, say about 20 parts of glue dissolved in
8o parts of water. This should be applied liberally to
the sheet and sparingly to the leather. The assembly
thus contrived should be put under pressure whilst the
glue dries and hardens. This, you will find, is the most
difficult task of the whole process. The leather sheet,
will, of course, have to be cut to size previously and it is
best to lay it down on the metal surface methodically,
beginning at one end and squeezing it down to the
opposite end by means of a photographic squeegee or,
in default of the latter, a careftuly-contrived cloth pad.
It is of the utmost importance not to entrap any air
bubbles which would not only be unsightly but would
also cause areas of faulty adhesion.

After initial contact has been made between the
leather and the metal sheet, the resulting compact
should be put under firm pressure between boards for
about 24 hours to allow time for the glue adhesive to
dry and harden. Finally, the upper surface of the
leather sheet should be given a good rubbing down

with castor oil or with a solution of ammonium stearite
in white spirit in order to waterproof it. This water-
proofing treatment should be renewed three or four
times a year.

Push-button Starter Circuit
WILL you please inform me as to how I should

connect up a 3 -phase motor for operating
by stop -start buttons ? Also what actually
happens when these buttons are put into opera-
tion .-K. Copping (Watford).

WE presume that your motor is a simple 3 -phase
squirrel -cage induction motor, having three

stator terminals, and is to be started by a direct -on-line
switch. For a small motor having a rating of up to 4.5
amps. you could use a simple starter which merely
consists of a 3 -pole switch which it closes mechanically
by pressure on the " start " push button, the switch
then being latched in by a trip bar which is lifted
mechanically by the " stop " push button when pressed.
The Memota Startet " starter is of this type, and
contains three bi-metal over -current trip elements
through which the motor current flows. Excess current
due to overload or electrical fault causes the bi-metal

Moving contacts
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12 hours to elapse for the liquid thoroughly to impreg-
ifate the pad.

By varying the colour of the dye, you can thus obtain
a stamp pad ink of any colour.

Pumping Water From a Well
TWISH to pump water by hand from a well,

-A- and should be glad of your advice. The
distances to be covered are 40 yds. with a rise of
some 4oft. I have a pump which is of the double-
acting type, 9in. diameter by 3in. and tjin. inlet
and outlet.

I understand that water cannot be lifted more
than 3oft. ; is this so ? I would like to have the
pump at the top of the hill if possible.

What diameter piping do you recommend for
this condition ? Are there any objections to using
rubber pipe as this is much easier to handle than
steel or copper ?

Must I use a " clack " or non -return valve on
the suction side and make provision for priming
on the delivery side of' the pump ?-M. Senior
(Sheffield).

WE presume that you propose to use a pump of the
" common " or suction type for dealing with

your well water. In theory,
a pump of this nature will
only raise water to a mat o;
imum height of 34ft. but,
in practice (usually, owing to
deficiencies in the pump),
it will not raise water higher
than about 28ft. Hence, a
common or suction pump
whether double or single
acting would be quite un-
suitable for lifting water for
4oft. at one stroke. You
would have to use two such
pumps in series. The first
giving an initial lift to the
water and the second raising
the water from a tank,
container or reservoir for the
remainder of the required
distance. The size and dia-
meters of the pump tubing
or piping would be im-
material; so, also, would the
diameters of the orifices,
and the nature of the tubing
or piping would likewise
be immaterial, which means
that you could use a rubber
pipe quite as well as one of
metal. I f, however, you used
a mechanically - operated

pressure or force pump to raise the water in one stage,,,,_
metallic tubing would be preferable on account of its
greater rigidity and strength, for it is well understandable' ' -

that rubber tubing will only withstand a very restricted
pressure.

It would, of course, be necessary to use a non -return
valve on any type of suction pump and also to makesome
type of provision for priming the pump shaft. To erect
and maintain a 4oft. pump would, we imagine, be
rather formidable task for you unless you have haiA'
special experience and we suggest that you get, in this
connection, in touch with a firm of experts who will
supply and advise on the most suitable equipment for
the task. Such a firm is that of Messrs. John Thom,
Ltd., Canal Works, Patricroft, Manchester.

Fixed contacts
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Circuit diagram of a coil -operated push-button motor starter.

strips to bend and lift the trip bar so that the contacts
open under spring pressure.

For a larger motor you could use a coil -operated
direct -on-line starter, such as the auto Memota starter.
The connections are shown in the accompanying
diagram, together with the alternative connections
required if remote " start " and " stop " push buttons
are also to be employed. The start button contacts
connect the operating coil D to the supply lines Lt
and L2. The coil then attracts its armature and closes
the main contacts to supply the motor, the retaining
contacts F then short circuiting the start button so
that the coil D remains energised when the start button
is released. The bi-metal over -current trip elements
are shown at K J H; excess current through these
elements then causes the bi-metal strips to bend and
open the trip contacts E to de -energise the coil D so
that the starter opens.

Both types of starter are supplied by the Midland
Electrical Co. Ltd., of Reddings Lane, Tyseley,
Birmingham.

Ink for Rubber Stamps
THE endorsing inks in common use with rubber

stamps are black, red and brown. How can
I obtain any other colonr or shade, e.g., grey or
pale blue ? Also is printers' ink suitable for
rubber stamps ?-P. B. Jackson (Durham).
AN ordinary type of printers' ink is not usually
" suitable for rubber stamp work unless one is
prepared to be satisfied with a fairly slow rate of drying.
For ordinary work with rubber stamps any colour
can be used except perhaps grey, and this is difficult
to obtain satisfactorily since it usually appears merely
as a half-white/half-black, there being no adequate
grey dyestuff. Stamp pads for rubber-stamp work are
best coloured by means of spirit -soluble dyestuffs,
such dyes being dissolved in mixtures of methylated
spirit and water. These dyes are usually obtainable
from any colour merchant and paint dealer, but they
may also be obtained from chemical laboratory suppliers,
such as Messrs. Vicsons Ltd., 148, Pinner Road, Harrow,
Middx. There are quite a number available in pale -blue
shades.

In order to make a stamp pad it will be necessary
for you to cover over a layer of new cottonwool with
some linen material and then to impregnate the material
thus obtained with a liquid of the following com-
positions :

Spirit -soluble dye .. .. t gram.
Hot water .. .. to eves.
Gum arable. t gram.
Glycerine .. 25 c.cs.
Methylated spirit ..

Dissolve the gum arabic in the hot water. Add the
glycerine, Dissolve the dye in the methylated spirit,
add the dye solution to the solution of gum arabic in
the hot water and glycerine. Then pour the resulting
liquid over the stamp pad prepared for it. Allow about

Carpet -cleaning Liquid
CAN you supply me with formulae for the

preparation of a dry or shampoo -type
cleaner for an Indian carpet and tapestry uphol-
stered furniture ? Only a small quantity of this
cleaner is required for domestic use.-W. P.
Campbell (Edinburgh).

THE. following formula is for an excellent carpet
and upholstery cleaning liquid soap and shampoo.

It is quite easy to make and the materials can be
obtained from most firms of laboratory chemical
suppliers, such as Messrs. Vicsons Ltd., 148, Pinner
Road, Harrow, Middx.:

Oleic acid .. 28 parts (by weight)
Butyl cellosolve 5
Ethylene dichloride .. 13
Triethanolamine 16 ,,
Isopropyl alcohol .. 14
Water

Mix the oleic acid, ethylene djchloride and butyl
cellosolve. Dissolve the triethanolamine in the water
and add the oleic acid mixture to this solution. Stir
the mixture well (preferably with a mechanical stirrer)
and then add the isopropyl alcohol, continuing the
stirring until a clear solution is obtained. This will
readily emulsify in water. It can be used on either
carpets or upholstery at full strength or diluted with
water. It is best applied to the fabric with a hard
bristled brush, such as an ordinary nail -brush, being
well rubbed in and then eventually wiped away with ,a
wet rag. This cleaning agent will readily remove dirt
grease and oil, but it will not injure or fade the fabric.

BY F. J. CAMN1

5/-, by post 5/6
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
lov.er House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2

Model Boat Building
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DUAL RANGE POCKET
VOLTMETER

0-12 v., 0-240 v. ACIDC

Robustly constructed in Black Lacquered
Brass Case, this accurate and well -
finished instrument has many uses in
the workshop and the home. The
Dual Range makes possible the accurate
testing of Car, and all L.T. and H.T.
Batteries, and house and workshop
wiring. The moving Iron System permits
considerable overload without damage
to the instrument. Particular attention
has been paid to Scale Clarity.

DIAMETER 2ins. DEPTH lin.

PRICE 19/- EACH
Post 4d.

BI -METAL THERMOSTAT
Here is an opportunity for the amateur
engineer to acquire a precision Bi-metal
Thermostat controlling A.G. currents of
I Amp. within the temperature range 50
degrees to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. The
range of application is wide and includes :
Temp. warning devices, control of small
ovens, incubators, Electric Blankets, etc.
ASBESTOS FLEXIBLE HEATING
CORD. I/- per yard. In the following
resistances : 15, 25, 200, 400 Ohms per
yard. For Electric Blankets, Small Ovens,
experimental heating. Price 3/9 each

41 a

Post 3d.
DRAWING AND INSTRUCTIONS for the construction of 60in. x 30M.
Electric Blanket. 216 each.
ASBESTOS SLAG WOOL. II- per lb.
THREE HEAT SERIES PARALLEL LINE -CORD SWITCHES. I Amp.
250 v. 716 each.

FINE SILVER TIPPED CONTACT SCREWS. 6d. each.
BI -METAL. I x x .036in. 6d. per Strip.
Send S.A.E. for lists.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO.
SHRUBLAND WORKS BANSTEAD, SURREY.

"KINWES
DRAWI G
stATERIA

We are the largest manufacturers of high-grade Drawing Instruments
and Slide Rules in the British Empire, and our Kinwest Drawing
Materials have gained a reputation throughout the world for superb
quality and accuracy. Insist on using only Thornton's for complete
satisfaction.

Our illustrated Catalogue, which includes particulars of Drawing
Boards, Tee and Set Squares, Scales, Drawing Instruments, Curves,
Protractors, etc., is sent Post Free on request.

A. THOR.NTON LTD
WYT+4.ENJ-4-1AWE, MANCHE/TER.

Tel: WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)

ONE PLASTIC MODELLING MATERIAL
From rough, rugged stone to smooth animal muscles-
any surface, any shape can be easily modelled, moulded
or cut from plastic, ready -to -use PYRUMA. Baked or air-dried
to stone -hardness, your Pyruma models can be painted or
enamelled in realistic colours, as instructed in the Illustrated
Book offered below. Send for it today and learn how
to make model-
HOUSES. BUILDINGS FOR MODEL RAILWAYS, DOCKS
AND AIRPORTS, SHIPS, MODEL FURNITURE, ANIMALS,
FIGURES, RELIEF MAPS, Etc., as well as utility objects
such as ASHTRAYS, BOOKENDS, MENU HOLDERS,
PAPER WEIGHTS, ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIVE
OBJECTS.

NO SKILL OR SPECIAL TOOLS REQUIRED.

Inexpensive, PYRUMA is obtainable
from Ironmongers, Art -material Shops
and Hobbies Stores.

FORIP"°1-1°ELI(141S

RU
,,,tinrg

4t1. brings
this book!

COUPON

TO DEPT. P.M.

J.H. SANKEY& SON,LT)
ILFORD ESSEX

Enclosed 4d. in stamps for PYRUMA MODELLING
INSTRUCTION BOOK addressed:

NAME

ADDRESS

Post in unsealed envelope (11d. STAMP)
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pull!!!
otiGwl-ko(cod""

corwsc"

You'll pull up faster

with Fibrax BRAKE BLOCKS

For Safety's Sake Fit a Set NOW
From all good cycle dealers everywhere

FIBRAX LIMITED - 2 TUDOR STREET LONDON EC4
F4s)

THE "FLUXITE QUINS-
AT WORK

Hullo I It's starting to rain !
I'vz watered the garden in vain.-

.. You're wrong ! cried 00.
Oh, look ! Please do !

---. You won't forget FLUXITE
again !

For all SOLDERING work -you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead -without solder ; and the " running " of
white metal bearings -without " tinning " the bearing. It is
suitable for ALL METALS -excepting ALUMINIUM.

II ith Fluxite joints can be -- trifled -
successfully that are impassible

by any other method
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers -in tins,

from 1/- upwards.

 TO CYCLISTS ! For stronger wheels that will remain round
and true, here's a time -tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross

with fine wire AND SOLDER. It's simple -with FLUXITE-but
IMPORTANT.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF SOFT ' SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on- WIPED JOINTS... Price lid. Each.

FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Meters. -10 v., .21in. Rectifier (A.C.), In
wooden carrying case, 146: 15 v., 21in.,
Mc., ; 150 v., 21n.. m/c., 10/- : 3.5 amp.
2in.. T.G.. 6:- ; 4 amp., 2lin., T.C., in case
with switch. 9/8 : 100 imA. 2in.. Mc.. 7/6 :
Meter Movements, Units containing 2-500
microamps. 6/-, post 8d. Meters post extra.
Bell Transformers. -These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. Mains,
giving 3. 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc. PRICE 91-.post 8d. BELLS for use with either the
above or batteries, 6!- post Eld. BUZZERS,
3/9, or Heavy Duty, 4/6, post 5d.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane inter -corn.,
in self-contained metal case can be used
to make up a deal aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20/-, post 2/-. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier. 2/- extra.
Ditto, less valves, 10/.. One valve ampli-
fier, complete with valve, 10/6. post 1/6.
Band Microphones, with switch in handle,
and lead, 4/6. Tannoy. 6!-. Similar instru-
ment, moving coil, 71. All post 9d.
Mike Buttons (carbon), 2/-. Moving Coil,
4/6. Transformers, 5/-. All 'post 4d. each.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip, 3/3, or with gauge. 3113. post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show " live " side of switches, etc..
3/6, post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser, pencil type with vest-pocket
clip, 7/6, post Mi. Soldering Irons. -Our
new streamlined iron is fitted with a curved
Pencil bit, 200/250v. 50

bit, 200/250
Standard

Iron with adjustable bit, 200/250 v.. 60 watts,
13/6. Heavy Duty Iron 150 watts. 1616.
all post 6d.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is s real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room. 1216. post 8d. De Luxe Receiver, in
polished oak cabinet, 18/6, post 3J-. Spare
Permanent Detectors, 2i- each. When
ordered separately. 2/6 with clips and
screws, 2/10, post 3d. Ileadphones, brand
new, S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc., 15/-, 23/-, and
super -sensitive. 30!- a pair, post fid. New
Headphones, 10/- a pair. Balanced arma-
ture type (very sensitive). 12/6 a pair.
Both post 8d. New Single Earpieces,
3/6. Bal. armature type. 416 ; ex R.A.F.
mrplece, 2/6, post ad. Headphones, in
gOOd order, 8/- (better quality, 7/6). all
post 6d. (All Headphones listed are
suitable for use with our Crystal Sets.)
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58. NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
New illustrated List sent on request with
lid. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

" King Major, Minor or Sports.
Three models so outstanding in
their conception and construc-
tion that they will excite the
enthusiasm of every cyclist.
You are sure to want one of
these "King " sets when you
see their modern styling and
brilliant new features. Ask
your local cycle dealer to
show them to you.

Prices 36/- to 50/ -
(Major illus. 47/6)

741 of R.,,r

CYCLE DYNAMO SETS
!DSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCEsSORIESi LTD CHESTER ST' BIRMINGHAM 6

SPECIAL OFFERS
NEW SMITH'S 8 -DAY CLOCKS

Ex-R.A.F. Complete with
TRIP Hands. Made to Air
Min. specification. Model
A, 2in. dial, in metal case
Model B, 21in. dial, in
bakellte case. Both with
2i in. base. (Worth Double.)

38/6Post & Packing, lig

HAND GENERATORS
L.T. 6.3 volts. 2.G
amp. H.T. 320v., GO

memo. at 120 r.p.m.
Post & Packing, 1/8.
New and complete.
Ideal Batter y Booster.

18/6

NEW ALTIMETERS
Ex -Govt. Single Arm
0-20000 ft. IDEAL FOR
CONVERSION TO
BAROMETER. ai6
Special reduction. w/
Post & Packing, ,/-.

12v. KLAXON MOTORS
New Ex -Govt. Motor.
size 3iin. x SIM.
Driving Shaft lin. x
lin. Complete with
mounting 1 0/6bracket.
Post & Packing, 1!3.
Ideal for driving mode's. etc.

NEW THERMOMETERS
Ex -Govt. 0-100 deg. C.
211n, dash -fitting, with
approx. 20ft. tubing.
Suitable for WATER 'or
OIL.
Union 1/6 extra. 24/6
Post & Packir.g, 1/5.

Send 3d. stamps for illustrated Catalogue
and Camping List.

PRIDE & CLARKE Ltd.
(Dept P.M.) STOCKWELL F.OAD

LONDON, S.W.9
BRIrIon 625,.
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Comments of the Month
Final Stages of the Ten -Years -old

Dispute
IT gives us pleasure to record that the

British League of Racing Cyclists, the
National Cyclists' Union and the Road

Time Trials Council are jointly and, we
believe, sincerely making strenuous efforts
to end the impasse which has existed be-
tween them on the question of racing on
the road ever since the League commenced
activities ten years ago. Representatives
of the three bodies recently met the
Minister of Transport, the Right Hon.
Alan Lennox -Boyd, who discussed with
them the position arising from the recent
decision of the National Cyclists' Union to
permit its members to engage in massed
start cycle racing on public highways.

It was agreed that this change emphasised
the importance of organisers of events of
this character ensuring, by means of strict
road discipline and adequate control
-throughout the routes of any such race, that
the minimum of interference was caused
to other road users. At the meeting the
desirability of maintaining a reasonable
limit on the number of races organised and
'the number of competitors in any particular
race was accepted by the cycling organisa-
tions. The Ministry of Transport circu-
lated a note to the Press on these lines.

Does this mean that the Ministry of
Transport is changing its attitude regarding
its threatened legislation to ban racing on
the roads, a threat it has made on a number
of occasions? We hope so. One of the
handicaps from which the B.L.R.C. has
suffered from its inception is that no bicycle
manufacturer has been permitted to support
by means of advertising either the League's
journal or the programmes of its events, and
it has had to finance all of its somewhat
,heavy expenses from its own very limited
resources. It is astonishing that it has been
able in spite of this to advance the cause
it was formed to espouse on so little money.

We understand, however, that the manu-
facturers have agreed that for the remainder
of this year they will be permitted to support
massed start racing no matter by whom
promoted, and at the end of the year tLe
position will be reviewed again. We hope
that manufacturers will favourably consider
the claims of the B.L.R.C. for their support,
for they are the pioneers of the movement

,;,in this country and have demonstrated that
,a -new form of racing was wanted by a
ilfrge body of sporting cyclists. In our
view nothing but good can come of this
recognition by all concerned that massed
start is not the unclean thing it has been
represented to be. It will put fresh life
into the sport and pastime, and it will
enable cycling to take its place in the news-
papers on equal terms with football, golf,
tennis and all other forms of outdoor sport.

By F. J. C.

It will give a terrific fillip to the cycling
movement as a whole and will undoubtedly
help to sell more bicycles in this country.
Sales of bicycles are not so brisk as they
were, and the promotion of these spectacular
races will bring cycle racing out into the
daylight and lift it from the hole-and-corner
obscurity where it has lain perdu for half
a century, and will cause fresh young blood
to pulse through the whole of the movement.
Publicity hitherto has been considered an
unclean thing, something which no amateur
should seek, and quite naturally there is an
enormous body of public opinion which does
not know the existence of the sporting
cycling movement. The position to -day
would be vastly different had wiser coun-
sels prevailed many years ago. Had rime
trials, for example, been permitted to be
advertised in the Press by means of advance
publicity it is possible that time trial races
would still be the only form of cycling
sport on the roads to -day. Those who have
been the giants in the field of cycle racing,
the Triton among the minnows, have had to
hide their light beneath a bushel and have
received only a modest amount of publicity
in the technical press, and little, if any, in
the national press. The rules governing the
sport have forbidden prior publicity. 'Time
trials are held under such secret conditions
that the times and the courses of the races
have to be identified by the participants
according to cabalistic signs. Little wonder
that the exceptional cycle racer sooner or

Mevacpssey

A picturesque lase
leading down to the

Quay . . .

later deserts the ranks of the amateurs and
turns professional. When an athlete knows
that the world is looking on he is spurred on
to even greater efforts and achievements.

The change of front between the three
bodies does not mean that the R.T.T.C. will
cease to operate and control time trials, but
it is obvious that there will be secessions
from its ranks by all those who, now con-
fronted with the choice of two forms of
racing, will prefer massed start.

This propounds the problem: will the
R.T.T.C. itself promote massed start races
in the future? If it finds a decline in the
course of a few years in the form of races
it has controlled with merit for so many
years, will it change its rules so that time
trials can be run under conditions of
publicity which apply to its rival? Will
there be a condominium of the three bodies
at some distant date? These are intriguing
questions which are bound to be eagerly
discussed in the ensuing months.

It seems reasonably hopeful now that
peace will descend on the cycling world
and that the acrimony of the past will be
forgotten. Let us hope so, and let nothing
be said or written to strike a discordant note
during the lucubrations which are now going
on.

Motor Assisted Bicycles are Auto -cycles
LAST month we dealt with the case of a

youth who was riding a motorised
bicycle without the owner's consent and
was charged with riding without a third
party insurance and a driving licence. It
was held that as he had not switched on the
engine he did not require these and the
summonses were dismissed.

A similar case, however, has reversed this
decision. A youth charged with similar
offences made the same pleading and the
magistrate held that he was in the same
position as a motor -cyclist travelling free-
wheel and he was fined for the offence. It is
true that this second case was held in Northern
Ireland. The legal position here now needs
to be clarified although it seems that the
verdict in the second case is the correct
one.

Rear Warnings
RECENTLY a Member of Parliament asked

the Minister of Transport when regula-
tions requiring bicycles to be fitted with red
reflectors and white mudguards were to be
restored. The Parliamentary Secretary replied
that the requirements had not yet been brought
into force because manufacturers have not
been in a position to meet the demand without
detriment to their export and other essential
commitments. Presumably the rearmament
programme and the shortage of raw materials
is the main cause of the delay. Certain it is
that the present period of immunity from the
requirements of the Act will not last in
perpetuity.

to
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Cycle Racing Gossip
A Monthly Summary

Newark_ Mill
Surrey

8y the tittle badge overt6e River Wey.
f.ou,,te spot of ble fisiterman cyclist

OLYMPIC inquests will be followed this
month (September) by world's cham-

pionship inquests ; not that the National
Cyclists' Union will do much about it. All
over the country, at club meetings and on
club runs, cyclists will be asking such
pertinent questions as : " Why were our riders
beaten by men they had beaten many times
back home ? " The obvious answer is in
the form of another question: " Where was
the N.C.U. team manager ? "

Just as the resignation of Bill Bailey, on
the eve of the 1948 Games, badly bent the
morale of the British team, so, too, did the
resignation of Syd Cozens on the eve of
the 1952 Games.

The rights and wrongs of it are still
not fully known. On the surface, Cozens
resigned because the N.C.U. would not pay
out four pounds for a special insurance
policy to cover the risk of flying to Helsinki
and back. Both the N.C.U. and Cozens
himself could easily afford four pounds
. . . so ?

This left our Olympic track team without
a leader. George Fleming, the road team
manager, did his best, but it was asking too
much of any one man to handle such widely
divergent interests as road and track.

Until the N.C.U. face up to the fact that
the prime essential of international competi-
tion is a combination of good enough riders
and a better than average team manager, we
will never get far. Reg. Harris, for example,
only rose to world championship heights after
he had thrown off the N.C.U. shackles and
decided to go his own way.

GEORGE FLEMING, though, is perhaps
our hope for the future. He coaxed

our team through the Route de France four-
teen days' race, he handled our Olympic
road team, and he has proved that he can
command the confidence of the riders. With
his past record as a road rider he knows the
game inside out. What does he lack ?
George is only too ready to admit it. " To
handle teams abroad," he told me, " you've
got to fight for them against the foreign
officials, and that means at least one other
language besides English."

In order to qualify as British team

By W. J. MILLS

manager next year, George, at his own
expense, is studying French intensively this
winter, so that he can more adequately stand
up for our teams next year. Remember, by
the way, that the British team manager's job
is purely honorary.

THE Tour of Great Britain, the sixteen
days' road race now in progress

(August 22nd onwards) is certainly well on
its way towards full international status.

Boycotted by the trade last year (in so far
as the big cycle makers were banned by their
union from entering teams), this year's race
has received the full blessing of the cycle
makers' union, and as a result, B.S.A. cycles
were quick to get in with a full team, con-
sisting of no less than four national (N.C.U.)
road racing champions . . . Bob Maitland,
Pete Proctor, Tiny Thomas and Alf Newman.
With Sun Cycles fielding a team headed by
Ian Greenfield, and Viking and Wearwell
Cycles also represented, the Tour of Great
Britain begins to take on the aspect of a
trade war.

But, all the while the race is run under
British League of Racing Cyclists' rules,
the Continental cycle makers cannot enter
their best men, who, by virtue of interlock-
ing agreements, can only ride in England in
N.C.U. approved races.

Cycle makers in this country have at last
realised that racing successes in Europe sell
bicycles all over the world. French makers
have known this for the last fifty years, and
spend the largest part of their advertising
allocations on sponsoring professional road
teams (not track teams . . . for some reason,
track wins don't sell bikes). .

If only the B.L.R.C. and the N.C.U. can
get together this winter and. put on a joint
programme next year, we'll have the great
champions, such as Fausto Coppi, of Italy,
winner of this year's Tour de France, com-
peting in similar events in this country.

* * *

THE road time trial season in Eng-
land is fast drawing to a close. The

main title, " Best All Round Champion,"
will almost certainly have been decided after
the national championship at 12 hours (held
at the end of August). Ken Joy, of Med-
way Wheelers (but now resident in Preston,
Lanes, where he represents one of our
largest cycle companies), established a clear
lead in this contest quite early in the season
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and, at the moment of writing, is hardly
likely to be dislodged.

The title is awarded for the rider with
the best aggregate average speed in m.p.h.
over 5o and too miles and 12 hours. Joy
won in 1949, with 22.808 m.p.h., again in
195o, with 23.33o m.p.h., again in 1951 with
23.414 m.p.h.

In 1952 Joy smashed the loo miles record,
his own 12 hours record, and this, plus a
fast 5o miles time, gives him an all-round
average speed of 23.829 m.p.h. Before the
season is out, it may even be that he can
push this up to 24.000 m.p.h.!

What events in September can affect the
B.A.R. championship? There's the National
12 hours championship, results of which
will be known by September t ; the Birch -
field too miles, the Manchester Wheelers
12 hours and the Middlesex R.C. 12 hours.

I rather expect that Ken Joy will concen-
trate on improving his so miles time-he
can hardly better the others-and so we can
expect him all-out for the record in the
Regent (Southampton) 5o, and the Brent-.
wood 5o-the latter being the very last trial
in the season which can affect the B.A.R.
results.

MAIN international cycling event this
month is the Grand Prix of Nations, a

time trial held near Paris, and over approxi-
mately 88 miles. Now, we have always
maintained that time trialling is a purely
British speciality, even though the facts
prove that every time a British rider com-
petes abroad in a major time trial he is
beaten.

As this Grand Prix of Nations is purely a
professional race, we cannot expect Ken Joy
to be riding, but is there any British profes-
sional with a chance worth entering ? Last
year, Stan Saunders and Basil Reeves, newly
fledged pros., competed, but hardly with
success.

This year we have a much stronger pro-
fessional school in this country, and several
riders, notably Dave Bedwell, have shown
an interest in the " G.P." Although Bed -
well is best known as a massed start rider,
he has proved, at Herne Hill track this year,
that he can adapt himself to any form of
racing-and I think that he has the men-
tality to make an entry in the Grand Prix
of Nations well worth while.

True, he will be up against such riders as
Fausto Coppi, of Italy, and Ferdy Kubler, of
Switzerland-but that won't worry Bedweli,.
who has even been known to challenge Reg.'
Harris in a short distance sprint race.

The new Lucas cyclometer for 27in. wheels.
Externally, of course, it does not differ from the
26in. or 28in. sizes, and the price of 71- is also

the same.
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AROUND THE WIAPPLWORI
Death of E. Coles -Webb
IT is with more than ordinary regret that
"1- I record the passing of my old friend
E. Coles -Webb, whom I had known since
1939, when I met him at a Bath Road Club
annual dinner. He was known to everyone
as " Coley." Born in 1866 at Bath, he died
at the age of 86 on July 23rd.

He had had a most interesting career and
had performed with distinction on the path
as well as on the road. He was also a well
known runner, and during his sporting
career he won a large number of trophies,
medals and prizes. He was contemporary,
of 'course, with the late C. A. Smith, both of
whom were members of the Bath Road
Club. He was riding bicycles in the 8o's
long before the introduction of the pneu-
matic tyre, when the battle was on between
Harry J. Lawson's safety bicycle and the
Ordinary. He rode on both, and because
of his having ridden an Ordinary before the
time specified under the rules of the Fellow -
Ship of Old Time Cyclists, he was elected
d member of that distinguished but ever
dwindling band. In 1900 he broke the
London to Bath and back tandem record
With E. P. Clarke as partner, the time being
12h. 25m. 55s.

Iis wife and he were a famous tandem
Couple, and the periodicals of the day seldom
appeared without a reference to them. They
Were reputed to be very fast riders indeed,
particularly on the Portsmouth Road, where
they were frequently in trouble with the
police for " furious riding."

The Portsmouth Road was popular among
cyclists in those days. Famous men in the
cycling world foregathered every week -end
at ,The Angel at Thames Ditton, or The
Anchor Hotel at Ripley, where a sort of
uwehearsed exhibition of the latest cycles
and accessories was staged every week.
;Coley deserted cycling for a number of

years for motoring, but returned to the fold
a few years before the war, rejoining his old
club, the B.R.

It is true to say that he knew almost
everyone associated with the birth of the
cycle and motor industries. As a raconteur
he' was unsurpassed, and his services as a
speaker at luncheons and dinners was keenly
sought. He was one of the founder mem-
bers of the now famous Roadfarers' Club,
and on his Both birthday, which took place
in 1946, a dinner was given to him at the
Vtaldorf Hotel at which he managed with
one puff to blow out the entire 8o candles
which decorated the top of his birthday
cake. There were many distinguished guests
that evening, including his fellow clubmen
Mr. H. H. England, the Marquis of Done -
gall, W. J. Mills, and many others who
paid tribute to him. When he was in his
70's he broke the handicapper's  heart by
riding in a Club 25 and returning a handi-
cap time of under the hour

He was a good singer, too, and in his day
was in great demand at social occasions.
His memory for people and faces and events

s quite remarkable, and he could tell
a ecdotes about almost everyone who had
b en in the cycling movement during the
p st 6o years. As a practical joker he was
st preme, and was responsible for the famous
i ident, the painting of the white lion sign
outside the " White Lion " coaching inn at
Cobham, on the Portsmouth Road, which
was owned by C. A. Smith. This joke
became front page news. This enormous
moulded_ white lion was the pride of C. A.

By ICARUS

Smith's eye. He arrived down one morn-
ing at six o'clock to find that overnight its
body had been painted in stripes like a
footballer's jersey in the Bath Road Club's
colours, red, white and blue ; its tail looked
like a barber's pole, and the lids of its eyes
were bloodshoot. Paint was still dripping

The late E. Coles -Webb.

on to the pavement. It was some years
before C. A. could be persuaded that it was
not the work of another Bath Roader named
Bauer, who was the only member staying at
the hotel that night, and whose bicycle had
been suitably decorated all over in pillar -box
red by C. A. as a revenge!

His loss will be mourned by a very wide
circle of friends, and the fact that Father
Time delayed the severing cut of his scythe
until he was sixteen years over the allotted
span is only a partial consolation for the loss
of one who seemed physically in the run-
ing to be a nonagenarian. I, one of his
closest friends, will miss him more than
most.

Honour for Gordon Randall
COLLEAGUE Gordon Randall whose

delightful sketches have decorated the
pages of The Cyclist both in its present
form and when it was a weekly journal, was
honoured by having one of his water-colours
selected for the Royal Academy. The water-
colour was of Parsley Hay, Derbyshire. This
is all the more meritorious because it was
Gordon Randall's first attempt at getting
a picture hung in the academy, although he
has exhibited at other galleries for several
years. Indirectly, it is an honour for the
journal, for he painted it when on tour seek-

ing material for our pages. Well done,
Gordon !

Death of Frank Patterson
ALL those who love the roads and the

scenes of this English fairyland will
deplore the passing of that famous artist,
Frank Patterson, who brought to the pages
of our contemporary travel -tempting sketches
of the very essence of England. It can
truthfully be said that the fineness of his
line and his use of white space combined to
form a black and white pictorial art which
he had made his own. He was a prolific
worker and although he has passed from this
mortal coil it will be many years before his
stock of hitherto unpublished sketches is
exhausted. He had drawn for the cycling
press exclusively for over 5o years, surely
a record for any artist who has served a
journal.

The Bath Road 100
THERE was a full field as usual for the

Bath Road too this year, which took
place on August Bank Holiday. It is rather
an unhappy reflection that not one of the
hundred entrants was a member of the pro-
moting club. The late Bath Road Smith
would have been shocked to find that this
club of which he was a founder member, one
time secretary and later president, could not
find a man worthy of the event. It is a
classic race and I am the proud possessor
of the original Bath Road too Cup which
C. A. Smith left to me when he died.

The inauguration of the B.R. too
attracted immediate attention and entries
came from all of the London clubs, including
the North Road. Unfortunately, round about
that time a dispute took place between the
B.R. and the N.R. and the dispute reached
dimensions of a national
quarrel, for letters about it
appeared in all of the
daily papers, including the
dignified columns of the
Daily Telegraph. T h e
wound has long since
healed, and the officials
and members of both clubs
are friendly again.

Spring Forks
BOB SERGENT, of

Moorfields, Liver-
pool, 2, has just put on the
market the " Alfa " tubular
girder spring forks which
are suitable for any make
or model of cycle whether
motorLassisted or not. They
weigh 5 lb. against the
2i lb. of a normal pair of
forks. They are made for
use with 21in. or 23in.
cycle frames, and can be
supplied with a 7in. or 8in.
steering stem. They have
adjustable fork dampers,
chromium plated spring,
separate mudguard stay fix-
ing lugs, grease gun
nipples to all spindles and
are finished in heavy glossy
black enamel. They cost
£4 17s. 6d. complete, and
are illustrated on this page.

The new" Alfa"
shock absorbing
forks for cycles
with or without
motor assistance.
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CYCLORAMA
By H. W. ELEY

Maiharti. Cove,
Yo, k.siu.re

the great limestone outcrop
near 8u of

A Peep into the Very Far Past !

T WONDER how many men connected with
1. the bicycle industry can recall two makes
of machine which rejoiced in the names of
" Tam o' Shanter " and " Circe " ? Curious
names these, and they came into my purview
through a note I received recently about the
retirement from the Dunlop Company's ser-
vice, of Mr. Ivor Davies . . . who joined the
old Liverpool Rubber Company, some fifty-
four years ago. Now, this same Liverpool
Rubber Company made several " lines " .
including the " Lockfast " cycle tyre, and-
the two complete bicycles the names of which
I have quoted! Of course, it is all going
back a very long way, and " Tam o' Shan -
ter " and " Circe " must long ago have been
forgotten, but I was intrigued by the names,
and I am hopeful that they might cause some
" old timer ' to write me, giving other names
from the misty past!

Down Dorset Way
RECEIVED a letter the other day from a

" son of Dorset " (so my correspondent
describes himself)-and it told me of fair and
fascinating places in this shire of the south.
My letter -writer was born at Dorchester, the
pleasant county town, and reminded me that
the famous Thomas Hardy was born at Upper
Bockhampton, quite close to Dorchester. The
letter went on to suggest that my next cycling
tour should be in Dorset; it told me of
ancient Poole and its harbour ; it mentioned
the famous Walls of Wareham," which have
withstood fires, storms, and the remorseless
march of time. I know these mysterious
earthworks, their grass -grown banks and
ditches, built in the dim past as ramparts
against the Danish invader. This old Dorset
place of Wareham seems to have attracted
invaders on many occasions, and it is doubtful
whether the earthworks ever really protected
the town. My " son of Dorset " is evidently
an enthusiast for the towns and places of the
county, and their histories. He mentioned
in his discursive, friendly letter, that in 1685,
three luckless prisoners, taken in the Mon-
mouth Rebellion, were hanged on the old

ramparts 'at Ware-
ham. In fact, his
letter dealt with
several morbid
topics, for it also
told of the slaying
of King Edward the
Martyr, that unfor-
tunate king who was
stabbed at Corfe, by
h i s stepmother
Elfrida, in the year
978. However, the
letter ended on a
pleasant note about
Thomas Hardy and
his lovable charac-
ters in such books as
" Under the Green-
wood Tree " and
" The Mayor of
Casterbridge." One
of these days I must
go to Dorset . . .

and look up my
friendly correspon-
dent, and maybe
drink ale with him
in an old Dorset
inn !

English Weather
WHENEVER I

get amongst
old men (and I
often do in village
inns) I find that

sooner or later, the topic of conversation veers
round, like the weathercock, to the subject of
weather. The winters and summers of yore!
The mighty snowdrifts of the bygone years!

summers when the sun
blazed down on the shimmering fields for
weeks on end . . . the old men, over their
pipes and glasses, chatter on and on . . . and
each one endeavours to " cap " the story told
by others! Now, I believe myself that in
some curious way, the seasons are changing,
and, certainly, we can no longer assume with
any confidence that March will be the month
of winds and gales, that July and August
will bring torrid heat, or that January will
be a month of ice and snow. But I am
convinced of one thing: nothing that the old
men can recount, in the way of severity of
weather, can possibly surpass the " samples "
we have had in recent years! There was
that Arctic winter of early 1947, when here
in Derbyshire, the snowdrifts were like moun-
tains, when dozens of villages were cut off
for weeks, and bread was delivered by ven-
turesome volunteers, on horseback! No!
when the chatter in the cosy bar of " The
Golden Fleece " turns to the weather, the old
men are now inclined to be silent ; they have
seen the " terrible times " of their youth more
than equalled . . . and the talk moves from
the weather to the next darts match between
the " Roan Mare " and the " Fighting
Cocks "!

Flash -back to Wartime
HE other day, whilst rummaging among

various tools and " gadgets " in an old
box in my storage shed, I came across two
little blocks of wood which brought back
vivid memories of wartime conditions, and
the days when rubber was almost unobtain-
able-when the Japs held our Malayan rubber
estates, and every conceivable kind of substi-
tute was tried out by our research men and
factory chiefs. The two pieces of wood were
-wartime cycle pedals! Made from beech,
they were nicely fashioned, very smooth, and
drilled. But what poor substitutes they
seemed! If there is " nothing like leather "
-well, for some purposes, there is " nothing

like rubber "! And I think that the cycle
pedal block is one of them!

Topical Advertising
SINCE rail and bus fares increased, the

cycle manufacturers, in their Press ad-
vertising, have been striking the topical and
appropriate note: " Use a bike and save
fares." It is a good and forcible argument,
and should, I feel, turn the thoughts of many
a business man to the virtues of the cycle as
a means of transport to and from business.
In the early days of my Dunlop years, when
the old " Para Mills " at Aston Cross con-
stituted the manufacturing headquarters, and
I lived in the then rural Birmingham
suburb of Erdington, I always cycled to and
from the office . . . ignoring the tram and
the bus. The cobbled surface of the Lich-
field Road was not ideal for cycling, but I
saved money, I kept my health . . . and I
commend the bike to those office -workers
who grumble so strongly at the ever -mount-
ing fares charged by the transport concerns.
Buy a bike-that is the answer to the
problem!

Superstition Land

OLD
superstitions, and the belief in

" charms " and witches, may have
largely died out in these islands, but it is
quite wrong to imagine that they are dead.
In fact, they survive in surprising places

. . places adjacent to large towns .. . where
one would have thought that the hard
rationalism of to -day would have long ago
killed any lingering beliefs in the " evil eye,"
and the power of inanimate objects to bring
luck or bad fortune. But it is not only in
remote parts of Cornwall, and in Ireland,
where superstition lives on! Recently, I
talked with an old Derbyshire 'woman who
believed, quite firmly, that to.carry a sprig
of an alder tree about the person was a
sure means of warding off ill -fortune and
certain ailments. And the same woman in-
formed me that it would never be my lot to
meet with a violent death if I always made
a point of turning round, twice, whenever I
met a white horse! The magical virtues of
hares' feet, the evil power possessed by the
magpie, the beneficent influence of a robin
if he enters the house . . . all these and
many other beliefs still flourish in coun-
try districts. One can dismiss them all as
rubbish . . . but one cannot kill them, and
the big business done in " lucky pixies"
from Cornwall, all over England, is the
measure of the strength of superstition in
our sophisticated land. In Ireland, the
leprachaun and the banshee show no signs
of dying ; and the most matter-of-fact Eng-
lish townsman will solemnly " turn over his
money " when he sees the new moon I

Those Stately Homes of England

SOME
time this summer I plan to cycle

to the Dukeries . . . that famed district
of stately homes dnd ducal mansions.
Welbeck . Clumber : . . Worksop Manor:
the names conjure up mental pictures of
earls and dukes, rolling in their wealth ; of
vast estates and rolling parklands ; of great
forests and sylvan retreats. Some of these
amenities remain . . . but shorn of nearly
all their one-time glory. Some are now
show -places for the million . . . with an
impoverished owner glad to collect the half-
crowns paid by the sight -seers, in order to
keep the " stately home " from decay. Ah
well! times have changed .,. . but the trees
in the great parks are as lovely as ever, and
the glamour of the past clings to the vener-
able houses where poverty may now stalk
the long corridors and austerity take the
place of one-time affluence.
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right thiough
the year
Dunlop Cycle Tyres keep on proving their
reliability - they are tough yet flexible to
give long economical life plus real riding
comfort. For hackwork, club riding or
racing there's a Dunlop tyre for your
purpose ....

You'll ride more comfortably on

DUNLOP
40 sore RESILIENT

7

14.

So

Is designed for roadsters, has low rolling resistance
and is Last and responsive. The elongated studded
tread pattern -is in perfect balance with the flexible
casing. The dynamo track is a further feature. Size:.
26x II, 26 x If, 26 x If, 28 x

The cycle tyre of distinc-
tion with the "Fort"
medallion ; tough and
durable, and designed to
give, long service "on
roadster cycles. Sizes
26 x I I, 26 x Lk, 26 x If
and 28 x I k.

The famous Roadster
with dynamo' track has
a reputation for long
service. Sizes (wired)
22 x 11,24 x II, 24x If,
26 x 26 x If, 26x II,
26x If, 28x II, 28x
28x Ib, 28 x I I; (beaded)
26x1}, 28x If, 28x II.

A roadster type tyre for utility
purposes. Low in price, but
sturdily constructed-a tyre co
surprising durability. Availably
in all popular sizes. Dynamo
track. Sizes (wired) 22 x 13,

24 x If, 24 x If, 26 x
26 x 26 x IL 26 x It.
28 x If, 28 x If ; (beaded)
28 x If, 28 x

A medium priced roadster tyre with dynamo track.
Designed to give extra service for tough day -in
day -out use. Sizes 26 x Il, 26x I I, 26 x 11, 28x I.

SPORTS NOTE
For all racing and sporting events
your Dunlop dealer keeps a good
range of Cycle Tyres in stock,
including :-
SILVER SPRITE ' SPRITE ' SPORTS

SPRITE TANDEM ' TANDEM
ULTRA -LIGHT ROAD RACING

(High Pressure)
ROAD RACING (High

1W325

MOSQUITO
THE KING OF CLIP-ONS

38 c.c. 20 m.p.h. 250 m.p.g.
2 to 1 Gear Reduction.

ALL SPARES IN STOCK.

"MOSQUITO, THE CURE FOR ALL HILLS "

ITALIAN MADE. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

CARR. PAID i31 10 0 COMPLETE
SEND FOR LIST.

MOSQUITO MOTORS LTD.
MOORFIELDS,
LIVERPOOL, 2.

Its time
gam had a

 * 0atizi
on a.111S41

OUT AND ABOUT on B.S.A. Bicycles. That's
the holiday' programme for Britain's most
carefree and fare freefamilies. On their
comfortable, smooth -running B.S.A.s they
travel when and where they please. And
when holiday time is over, B.S.A.s mean
fare -free working days for Father, fare -free
shopping trips for Mother and fare -free
journeys to school for the children.

t '

:kJ vike
oill

But ... all the world wants
B.S.A.s. More and more go for
export. Hurry to your dealer!
He' may still have the model
you want. Make your choice from
the fully -illustrated catalogu.z.
9 out of every to B.S.A.s prv.-fuced
go to swell the export drive.

To B.S.A. Cycles Ltd., 12, Armoury Road,
-"GI Birmingham, 11. Please send Bicycle Catalogue I

NAME 1

1

ADDRESS

Post this coupon TODAY
un.aled eterlopt Dean, 144I. SIMIIP. I

e
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Keep
4#04''
ox

/talks
. and be sure of the finest

selection of spares, accessories
and equipment, including
a full range of " Halford "
" Raleigh " and " Robin
Hood " Cycles-there's a
Halford's branch in every
large town.

THE HALFORD
CYCLE COMPANY LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

239, CORPORATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 4

BRANCHES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES

CHOOSE YOUR
DYNAMO
LIGHTING
-WITH THE SAME
CARE YOU CHOSE
YOUR CYCLE
No cycle is complete without
efficient Dynamo LightinI
Make absolutely sure you
get the best by choosing
Miller. For with Miller you
buy much more than a set-
you also get years of unfailitu
service-in terms of thoroughly
reliable Cycle
Dynamo Lighting
at all speeds.
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. MILLER & CO., LTD , BIRMINGHAM, 6

LOOK ! HIS PAL FORGOT TO FIT PALCO
SHOCK ABSORBERS

Motor -assisted
Cyclists-

YOU TOO MUST
FIT PALCOS FOR

COMFORT- Pk S i
C: Y

MECHANICAL TROUBLES

PALCOS MINIMISE

SAFETY

7 jii

I IC
4.?

FittedAny Easilyy to -A\ \,
2

.

Lai Lightweight
..) c I Per Pair

"f:$ Of --'.-- 4 tit )t

/..?

for normal cycles,--
30/Per pair

- Heavy Duty
for motorised cycles

Free leaflet on request

Ask your Dealer all about ikon, or trite
direct to

PALCO (Dept. P.M.)
221 KNIGHTSBRIDGE

LONDON, S.W.7
Telephone: KNIghtsbridge 1611 (2 lines)
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he Changes Come
OW our habits change

with the years. Once
-a fine Sunday was a day. to
make the miles fly away,
break county borders and

-.return home full of personal
.--StItisfaction. Then in middle life we

ease off, making a round of perhaps sixty
*riles and arriving home just after tea -time
to a congenial 'hour or two of reading and

ding. Now-with three -score -and -ten
on the board-I confess to a liking for a
quiet afternoon after the morning run and
possibly a few genial miles in the eventide.
During the last year the morning run has
been invaded very joyfully by a trio of
grandchildren who ring me up to make a
date and time, and want to know where we
shall go, what new spot or field track I can
introduce them to, for the, purpose of taking
their school companions and bragging about
their discoveries. These rides are really
grand excursions, anything up to thirty
miles, but they must have a stopping place
for the youthful sustenance of pop and
buns. These three youngsters are great fun,
and for their tender ages they can ride,
often leaving me at the foot of a long slope
to sweep up it at speed for the pleasure of
turning at the summit and drifting down
to join me again.

Being Careless
AWEEK or so ago I fell off my bicycle

through /sheer carelessness-indeed, I
scarcely knew how it happened. I was
slowing up to wait for the green of the
traffic lights, and I think I must have caught
a pocket in the bar, and subsided in a heap
with the bicycle almost atop of me. When

'31t shad untangled myself, elbows and knees
were making their presence felt, but noth-
ing worse, so I jumped on and slunk away
from several concerned spectators, patching
the raw places when I got to the office. I
mention the little incident because it seems
worth a note of warning, first, to be care-
ful and, secondly, to admit carelessness if
we have been guilty of it. The reminder
of the incident, however, persisted for a

c)" \feY Cornwall.

week or more, and 1 was
surprised. Last time I bumped
to earth the resultant
bruises had no effect on me,
but this time, twenty years
after, things were different.
When I moved -suddenly, I
discovered all kinds of little
strains had developed in places
which I'm certain never came
in contact with the road, and
hot baths and embrocation
apparently had little effect in
soothing them. It's all right
now, but I take the experience
as a warning that the years
impose a toll of more things
than at first seem probable, so
if any of you see me in the
future being extra careful,
don't be surprised. Evidently
wheeling gymnastics are now
beyond my capacity, which is
a pity, but it seems wise to
recognise the truth.

The Truth of the Matter
j'HE advertisers of the

" fliffer " motor engine
aid to the bicycle tell us it
takes the " hard work " out of
the pastime, and unfortunately
some people accept the sug-
gestion. That's up to them:
I've nothing against the

Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY, M.B.E.

" fliffer " unless-and I am trying to
be candid-it is the innate prejudice of
the old cyclist, but I strongly object
to being told there is " hard work "
in cycling if the individual knows how to
ride and is fit enough to undertake it. I am
an oldish man, but I don't make hard work
of cycling, and have no intention of so
doing. The way may be hilly, the wind
contrary, or the rain and wind unkind, but
the need to hurry seldom exists, and the
philosophy of travel surely suggests
acceptance of something you can't alter, and
the use of a longer period of time to make
your miles. The folk who find cycling
" hard work " are of the type who take no
trouble to get reasonably fit, often ride the
wrong type of machine geared too high, and
accept the riding position without any re- '

gard to their comfort. All the advice,,.
handed out over the years just passes them
by, and apparently it is easier to say " hard
work " than mend their ways. It is I
suppose, the result of the bicycle's popularity.
If we were obliged to do something of 'a
special kind to become cyclists like the advo-
cates of other games, there might be fewer
riders-though I'm not so sure of that-
but there would be far greater enthusiasm
for the pastime, and most riders 'would be
real cyclists. To me the folk who say
cycling is " hard work " are just voicing an
excuse for laziness and would' rather be
carried around as luggage than be active
travellers. I've no objection to that if it
suits them, but I do seriously object to the
blackening of my choice in games as a given
reason for other people's love of inactivity.

Is it Worth While ?
OCCASIONALLY I write a paragraph

extolling the pleasure and value of
cycling, and at the end of inditing a sentence
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wonder if it is all worth while. And I leave
the unfinished paragraph until the morrow,
take a twenty miles ride on the way home
and all the old enthusiasms return. I
have spent a lifetime trying to persuade
people that by cycling they are given a happy
simplicity and a vigorous healthiness at a
price matched by no other game, and I do
not appear to have got very -far on the road
to acceptance. For the greater part, rich
folk scorn cycling, and far too many people
who do ride-some of them because they
must-treat it as a cheap means of loco-
motion to be discarded directly they feel
they can afford something they call better.
There isn't anything ; but because I believe
that whole-heartedly it is no reason why they
should not indulge in idle travel, providing
they keep on cycling for the sheer joy of it,
instead of-as so many do-scorning it as
a means to preserve health and improve
their acceptance of beauty. Perhaps I am
becoming impatient in my elder age and de-
sire to see miracles occur too suddenly. They
say it takes more than a lifetime to create an
understanding of values in .the mind of the
public, and although I've seen cycling expand
enormously in the last fifty years despite
many times reading that motoring in its
various forms would kill it, I'm still wonder-
ing if folk really know anything about it. It
is an age of impatient restlessness as a result
of which some of the winsomeness has been
squeezed from life, and into this whirl

we are all plunged willy-
nilly ; yet I believe the great
relief from this modern
urgency is cycling, the
quiet acceptance of an indi-
vidualism completely perfect
in its wise activity, and its

*generosity
The Quiet Hour
TT was morning in the early part of. May
-I. that I woke while the moon was in full
flood and the myriad stars were winking at
it, that I suddenly made up My mind this is
the day to hear the- daWn'bird-chorus, an
orchestral loveliness that is offered to all of
us in the spring of the year- and so few of
us accept the invitation. " It costs nothing
but an early turn -out, yet what a return
for so little trouble. A cup of tea, and' off
I went to a wooded place within

'
a mile or so of home, and within
five minutes of arrival and before I was
aware of the changing sky the larks cas-
caded their musie, almost immediately
followed by an old cock pheasant and the
start and return of the cuckoo. Then the
whole air trembled with song as if heaven
itself was spilling its beauty in sound. I
never saw a human soul in that forty
minutes of sheer delight to which I offered
up the incense of tobacco in -thankfulness ;
and a few minutes later I was in bed again
indulging an extra hour with a sense of satis-
faction. It is useless trying to describe such
an experience for there are no dramatics ;
it is just a spring dawn trickling into
existence,, just a, moment when all the woild
about you seems so exceedingly glad to come
alive again and find so much of beauty
round about. The best of it has gone by
weeks ago, but it is `wise to retneniber, the.
spring , dawn song should be a fixture in
every cyclist's diary, preferably made as a
lonely pilgrimage, for then the joy of it is
not invaded by hurxian contact.

" Practical Mechanics." Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until September 30th, 1952,
and must be attached to all letters containing
queries, together with 3 penny stamps. A stamped,
addressed envelope must also be enclosed.
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ERITAIN'S LEADING STOCKISTS AND DISTRIBUTORS:
" PERSPEX " (Acrylic) sheet, rod and tube.
" CRINOTHENE."
B.X. ACRYLIC ROD.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Specification).
" CASEIN " Rod, Sheet and Tube.
CELLULOSE ACETATE Film and Sheet.
Official Stockists for:
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD., ERINOID LTD.,
B.X. PLASTICS LTD., UTILEX LTD.
Catering especially for Industry, The Hobbyist and the Model Maker.
Contractors to the Admiralty, most Government Departments, Schools,

Institutions, etc.
Trade and Technical enquiries solicited.

Fabrication, Engraving, Moulding, Cutting to Size, Shape, Contour a speciality.

"Illae-oot 6'toted
jut a etiget hanzinve

An old joke...
. . . becomes a fact:
To -day, the rubber hammer is an
important tool in the majority of
engineering workshops and its usefulness
is regarded with respect. As with all
THOR Soft -faced Hammers, it never
damages the article struck.
Obtainable from all reputable Tool Dealers.

THOR HAMMER CO.
SALOP STREET.BIRMINCHAM 12

TELEPHONE VICTORIA 0561-0

DEVELOP
YOUR OWN

HOLIDAY
SNAPSHOTS

Doing the work yourself is
half the fun of photo-
graphy. You save money
and have no end of a thrill
in making the negatives and
getting a few prints from
them. It's quicker, too.
You see the results within
a few hours of taking the
snaps. Start, right away, by sending
for this five shilling trial set. It

comprises :-
* I -oz. (25 c.c.) bottle of AZOL

developer.
* 4 -oz. tin of Acid Fixing salts.
* M -Q Pactums, print developer.
* I -oz. (25 c.c.) bottle of 142

25 sheets of Contact paper,
2+ by 31, and the easy -to -follow
instruction book which tells you
how it is all done.

Enclose P.O.Write
your name and address
in block capital letters
and mark the front of
the envelope PRACTICAL
MECHANICS OFFER.

PRICE Sion
includes the purchase
tax, packing and full

postage.

NEW HOME
PHOTOGRAPHY

You should read this
book. Nearly 100
pages, 130 illustrations.
Packed with all sorts
of useful hints and
dodges for getting
good results. Get a
copy today. It will
help you to make
better snapshots. Your
dealer sells it or a copy
will be sent, post free,
for 216. Enclose P.O.
Write name and ad-
dress in capitals and
mark envelope
"Practical Mechanics"
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Hundreds of ML7 31" Lathe owners
have earned the cost of their
machines over and over by taking
on modelling commissions, repeti-
tion jobs, prototype work, etc.
You can bring profit to your work-
shop with this accurate, quality lathe,
built for a lifetime of reliable service.

The
ML7
3S"

Lathe
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fights 4,,Ictert
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These People are
Making MONEY

For all details of this
famous lathe get the ML7
illustrated folder to -day
from your Tool Merchant,
or send to :

MYFORD
ENGINEERING CO. LIMITED,
BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM.

MASON MASTER
Concrete, brick marble and tiles-you can drill all building
materials in half the time with a Mason Master. The excep-
tionally hard and sharp Tungsten Carbide Tip ensures effort-
less and rapid penetration, eliminates vibration and gives
infinitely longer life without wear or abrasion.
PLASTIC RYNPLUGS and " Mason Master " Drill Bits
for an ideal combination. Easily cut with penknife.
Moisture and chemical proof. Send for free samples.
Write far illustrated booklet L ' Agents in most countries
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD.
LONDON ROAD WORKS, BRA UNSTON, NEAR RUGBY, ENGLAND
Telephone : Braunston 238 Telegrams : Drills, Braunston, Rugby.

FRANK'S of GLASGOW
EX -GOVT. PRISMATIC BINOCULARS
Best British makes, 6 x 30. Eyepiece focusing.
Complete with web case. Guaranteed 17.1$.6
condition. Post 2/- extra.

U.S. ARMY LENSATIC COMPASSES
Incorporates lens system and sighting vein, thereby
enabling bearings to be taken. Card diameter Ilin.
Weight 21 oz. Unused and perfect. Complete
in waterproof case.

including postage 22/6

BRITEX MICROSCOPES
A soundly designed and well constructed microscope with built-in illumination. Specifica-
tion: height 9in.; stage, lain. x 2in. ; magnification, X50 to X150, r5.15.0

Postage 116 extra. af
MSE OPTICAL UNITS

This is an optical locating device for fitting to own Jacob's Chuck o' :in. or )in. It is
totally enclosed and a sight can readily be taken down the spindle centre, through the
chuck on to the workpiece markings. Available in shanks of No. 2 or No. 3
Morse taper, Unused and perfect at almost half makers' price. 16-15-0including postage.

EX -GOVERNMENT BARR & STROUD RANGEFINDERS
Coincidence type, 80cm. base. Range from 250yds. to 20,000yds. Can be read directly,
quickly and accurately on measuring scale. Magnification 10 X. Nett weight 13Ibs. Overall
length 351in, Each instrument tested and guaranteed to be in perfect condition. Original
cost approx. L100. Complete with wood transit case. £12Carriage free U.K.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ON
ALL PURCHASES OR FULL REFUND

A few oddments in precision measuring tools available. Unique and interesting stocks of
Astro Telescopes and Binoculars; Drawing and Surveying Instruments; Navigational
Equipment. Photographic Goods. We specialize in apparatus for the horn, constructor.
Lists available.

CHARLES FRANK Phone: BELL 2106
Grams : BINOCAM, GLASGOW.

Instrument makers and Dealers since 1907.

67-73, SALTMARKET GLASGOW, C.I
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NO MORE KEY WORRIES
IF YOU USE

fhe LASSMAN COMBO -LOCK
10,500 DIFFERS Keyless

Padlock

516
EACH

For your
TOOL -CABINET, LOCKER, CUP-
BOARD or ANYTHING ELSE YOU

LIKE
SOLID DIE-CAST with BRASS ROL-

LERS and CASE-HARDENED
SHACKLE

Obtainable at your local stores,
ironmongers, hardware or cycle dealers.
Manufactured by

LASSMAN & CO. LTD.
LONDON, W.9

PRECISION DREADNOCGR1
511

1
A

°' "'fa
Heavy Duty
S.S.S.C. Lathe

BUILT FOR
PRODUCTION.
Dept. P.M.,

Portass,
Buttermere

Road,.
Sheffield, 8.
Tel. 51353.

CASH OR TERMS £144
AMERICAN
Type -British Made
A.C. ELECTRIC
PAINT

SPRAYER :-----
comPlite unit, PO
extras^to buy. No
bulky%eompressor or
w,tcuylg CI enor
neederL'Onaran-
teed. 'Matra nozzles
FR EE:' -

FirstBritish
ELECTRICPAINT0TItIP-
PER safe,
clean, may:eco'eal.poi

Jun _May
in add
sffan,

I"' TAX FREEa brash -
F

do ointiey
Hand Leek

Furniture RE -
leather PLATING E A it V.

eta non -electric TERMS
SCRATCH compound C A V A -
Removers CHROME I. 0 IJ
coin:side or SILVER 5d. stamps

Post lilt. KIT 6/6. 5- each.

II" x 2r

""4411111 14111[14=
grd 246, High

ADANAPRINTING MACHINES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adam.-stillthemostabsorbing

of crafts. No. 1 11/S
Machine 8447-8

No. 211/S Machine
£10 - 15 - 0. Will

quickly pay for itself.
Send for illustrated
folder to Dept. P.M.57

ADANA (Printing Machines) Ltd.,Twieken-
ham, orcall 8, Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.1

One coil, 4 circuits.
Simple receivers from a
crystal set to a 3 valver.
Full circuits enclosed.
T.R.I. Coil. 5/- P.P. 6d.

HILLFIELDS RADIO
8, BURNHAM ROAD,
WHITLEY, COVENTRY

LOG SAWING MACHINES 8in.
CAPACITY Convertible to
GENERAL. PURPOSE 8in.

SAWBENCII
Complote with 22in. Saw Blade and Log
Carrying Cradle, convertible to 45in. x
26in.. Saw Table. Sturdy Steel Con-
struction. Price complete £19.19.6.
Send for Leaflet P92 or Illustrated
Catalogue PC92, price 13d., of Saw
Spindle Assembles, Blades, Pulleys, etc.

BEVERLEY PRODUCTS,
RANSKIEL, NOTTS.

NO MAN CAN KNOW TOO
MUCH OF HIS PRODUCT
for the close
scrutiny of
fractures or de-
fects on sur-
faces, cutting

Ultra Lens (###
edges, faults
in tools,
cracks in
castings, the

is invaluable. yen ,11.11s us
Revealing every detail with startling
exactness, highly magnified and bril-
liantly illuminated in natural colourings, it
presents in many instances hitherto unsuspected
data which can be used to advantage. Price f5.15.0
complete in cardboard case with spare bulb, battery and
transparent measuring scale. Packed in luxury velvet
lined case, III- extra. Postage and Packing 116.

The Ultra Lens is an illuminated magnifier. It is a re-
vealing eye of six actual diametrical magnifications,

which brings out points of strength or weakness,
and enables the most minute measure-

ments to be gauged accurately.
Whether you are engaged in

/ manufacturing, buying or
zo

63/ ,v s,
selling, it is an ally of

real value.
No instru-
ment you

can buy
will more

quickly
justify and

pay for
itself.

Full particulars
on request

THE -ULTRA LENS COMPANY
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

COLOUR
or PRINT

the
Professional

Way
WOOD
PARTS
METAL

PLASTICS
CLOTH
PAPER
FLOCK

Anything !

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME with thin
AMAZING BARGAIN
The first job you do can
pay for it. You CAN'T
go wrong. Outfit con-

tains all parts and complete supplies, accessories
and six colours. Included is our FREE 101-
cOMPEETE COURSE which makes your success
certain in this fascinating and profitable voca-
tion. You can colour whole areas or intricate
designs on any material. Print Posters, Notices.
Greetings Cards, Make Transfers, etc., etc. " Day-
glo " and Flock finishes also available. A FINE
INVESTMENT AT A BARGAIN PRICE I

NOW ! YOU CAN CIA'
DISCS AND WHEELS
Amazing new attachment
cuts discs, wheels, bevels
grooves, recesses up to
12in. diam.-faster than
lathe -even ovals Fits
any circular saw. Does
dead true work with no
skill. You NEED a

Taysaw." The wonder
invention with 100 uses.
(Sample 6in. disc. photo 1)6.)

ON

10/6

BIG 16" x 12'

SILK SCREEN
COLOUR PRINTING

OUTFIT
7 DAYS' APPROVAL

44 Ague
you iodwezz4

Cash Price delivered

cr.'s, 47/6
ORDER NOW
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Sample Print (14
x Min.) photo
and details I/6d.

(credited).

A.P. SUPPLIES
SEDGE FORD
KING'S LYNN

NORFOLK

EITHER IT IS-t itia ?tI

JUBILEE has been our registered trade name
for .30 years, and may not be used to

describe any other clip.

THE FINEST CLIP in the wallet
L. ROBINSON & CO., (GILLINGHAM) LTD.,

London Chambers GILLINGHAM KENT PHONE 5282
L3262/R1

IMPETUS Precision PLANERS
Circular safety type cutter -head High
quality tempered steel knives. Tables
mounted on machined inclined ways.
Ground table -surfaces. Fences
adjustable to4

in.
5 dMg.eDEL,£9.10.0

O
Motorised. 218.10.0. 6 in. MODEL
228.10.0. Motorised £44.0.0. Send for
Catalogues of other 'Impetus' Products.
JOHN P. M. S. STEEL, Dept. 80,

BINGLEY, YORKS.
Phone : BINGLEY 3551 (4 lines)

NEW CABLES
1.014 Flat Twin TRS, 83.0.0: 3.029
ditto, 84.0.0; .3.029 ditto, £6.6.6;
100 yds. All sizes and types of TRS
available. PVC Single Red/Black 1.044,
18:9; 3.029, 26/-; 7.029, 461-; 100 yds.
7.029 PBJ Hard Drawn for overheads,
65/-. Stamp for lists of Wiring Acces-
sories, Houselighting Batteries, Ap-
pliances, etc. All goods despatched day
of order. Carr. Pd. Money back guar.
HUNT & CO. STEPCOTE HILL,

EXETER.

CHEMISTRY APPARATU S
Send 2A. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
" Expert.
merits " 10!d
" Formulas "

)
103d

" Home

Chemistry "

2/3
' Post paid.

(Scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

REFILL YOUR OWN BALL PEN
VISCOID REFILL KIT
Post Free 3/8 inc. tax

COMPLETE WITH TOOL AND
ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS

Contains Ink for Blue, Red or Green
15 Large Refills Trade supplied.
VISCOID INKS (Ph), 6, Sherlock Mews,

Baker Street, London, W.I.

HAND GENERATOR BATTERY
ClIARGER.-For charging (!-. or 12 -volt
car batteries. Suitable boosting cold
mornings, etc. Can be made into Wind
Charger. Self-contained, strong case,
fitted cut-out, handle, wiring. Will
charge at 4 or more amps. Ready for
use. New, price 30,'-, carriage 316.
A.C. Electric Motors. I h.p., £5:

h.p., £6.10. Carriage 5/6.
L. C. NORTHALL, 16, Holly Road,

Quinton, Birmingham, 32
Phone : WOO 3166. ' S.A.E. for List.

The ' Adept' Bench
Hand Shaper

Length of stroke of between
ram, Shine. centres.

No. :1)3. II Shaper, 61in.
stroke. Price £5 15s. Oil. A Good RangePrice £16 17s. 6d. Postage and packing 3/6 (U.K.). The of Acces...ries

Ask your dealer. " Adept " 21 in. I" B.S.F. 4 -Jaw lode- is available.
pendent Chuck, Reversible Jaws, 88/6.Manufactured by

F. W. PORTASS, MACHINE TOOLS, LTD.
ADEPT WORKS, 55, MEADOW STREET, SHEFFIELD, 3,

The SUPER
' ADEPT ' LATHE
10n. centres, Sin.

G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE bhein. x ahoin.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN

THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

416 each, postage 21.d.
SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

316 each, postage 21d.
Fixing Brackets 3d. Extra.

Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjusted Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/-, post 1/-.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, LOndon, E.4

TRANSFORMERS
No. I. 250-0-250v. EC ma. 0-4v. 5a. 6.3v.

3.5a. 0-1-5v. 2a., I71-.
No. 2. As No. I, bur 350-0-350v., Ill-.
No. 3. 26y. 2.5a. tapped to give almost

any voltage up to
26v. Ideal for
chargers, - models,
W.D. motors, etc.,
1616.
No. 4. 4v. -9v. -20v.
4 amp. For 2, 6 and
12 volt chargers, 161,
No. S. Auto wound,
10 - 0 - 110 - 200 - 230 -
250v. 150 watts. For
general., voltage chang-
ing, up or down, 1616.

No. 6. 250-0-250v, 100 ma. 6.3v. 3.5a.
5v. 2a., 22/,

No. 7. Television Auto with overwind.
0-200-230-250-290v. 500 ma. 6.3v. 7 a.
C -2-6.3e. 2a., 38/6. Viewmaster Type,
6.3v. 7a. 0-2-6.3v. 2a,, 35/-.

Ail types upright or drop through. No
others available. Primaries cn I, 2, 4 and 6
tapped 200--230-250v. Interleaved, Im-
pregnated, Screened, Guaranteed.
Terms : C.W.O., C.O.D. or pro forma.

Postage 116 1 to 3.

HILLFIELDS RADIO,
8, BURNHAM ROAD,

WHITLEY, COVENTRY
1952

CRYSTAL
SET

The LESDI X
NEW 1952
CRYSTAL
SET in bakelite case 81" x
3" x 5", fitted litz-wound coil,
variable condenser, everset Diode Detector,
telephone transformer, headphones, with
headband, cord and plug, aerial and earth
terminals, all aerial tested. Black, Maroon,
Green, White or Mottled Brown, 301-each,
plus 116 postage and packing. Crystal Sets
only with terminals for headphones, ill-,
post 116.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. H.

214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone : MACaulay 2159

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet No. 113/7

Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& Co4 Ltd.; Bolton 5 

Members of B.E.S.T.E.C. Organisation.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineeling Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electiical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine ,
Automobile t,
Structural ,,
R F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators & Motors
Generation & Supply
Aircraft Maintcn. Licences

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B.
A.M.I.S.E.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.San.l. M.R.San.l.
L.A.I3.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.

Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gca. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.LHsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.1.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Too/, Electrical, echanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who arc willing
to learn-our Guaranteed "Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

* OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR copx:

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MAO MTERFSTINO COMES

To SELECT FROM!

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E.
A.M.I.E.D.,
London B.Sc.,

A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.I.P.E.,

A.M.I.Struct.E.,
M.R.San.l.

A.F.R.Ae.S.,
Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Folly
described in the New Free Guide.

Fre e
maw/

THE ACID TEST. OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

I

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-15o, Holborn, London, E.C.I

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

st. END Off Pt
i'
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TH/5 COUPON
NOW AND OE P.3
BALL ser"Fold

SUCCESS

My general interest is in : (x) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which

you are interested.)(5) MUNICIPAL WORK
The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To he filled in where von already hare a special preference.
(t;4. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


